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ABSTRACT 

The rise of Web 2.0 has had a significant impact on the way in which television is consumed, with a 

move from traditional consumption to television on-demand. In order to keep up with the 

competition, the industry has increasingly become focused on the branding of individual 

programs, rather than channels. Additionally, the development in internet technologies and 

increased popularity of social media has also created new ways of engaging audiences with 

program brands. In particular, television serials, which due to their nature require active audience 

engagement, are suitable for further online engagement.  

In thesis, we explore how audiences engage within online communities as the result of the 

characteristics of serialized television content. This is done by considering existing research on 

television serials, online communities, branding, and brand communities in order to conceptualize 

a distinct type of online community: an online TV serial brand community. These notions construct 

the main research question: “How do members engage within the online TV serial brand 

community “Riverdale (TV Series)” as a result of the characteristics of serialized television 

content?”.  

In order to answer this research question, an exploratory qualitative case study has been 

conducted with the aim of further conceptualizing the online TV serial brand community, as well 

as defining the engagement of the members in such a community. The research is divided into 

three sections: an extensive review of the existing literature, a netnography study, and an online 

survey to gather member feedback.  

The motivators for joining, the different elements of, the engagement in, and the outcomes of 

membership of, online TV serial brand communities are explored. The main findings of this study 

indicate that the three distinct characteristics of serialized television content, namely: narrative 

complexity, the emergence of parasocial relationships, and shipping have an effect on the 

engagement in the community. This engagement focuses around reducing uncertainties that are 

inherent to television serials. This type of online community provides a platform for discussion and 

co-developing, and results in increased brand trust and commitment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides an introduction to the research conducted in this thesis. In the start, 

relevant background information for the topic of the study is provided. After this, based on the 

academic conversation in the literature, the problem that will be examined in this thesis is 

formulated. Following this, the scope and delimitations of the study are outlined. The chapter 

ends with an overview of the structure of the rest of the thesis.  

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Television came into the homes and hearts of the people in the early 20th century, and has since 

become an integral part of everyday life for many. Television is the world’s most powerful cultural 

industry, with regards to both time spent by consumers and earned revenue (Hesmondhalgh, 

2013). As with all creative activities, however, there is a great uncertainty of how consumers will 

value a new creative product. This is often referred to as the “nobody knows” property (Caves, 

2002). For television serials, where every episode is, in a way, a new experience product, this 

property is less prevalent, but there is still uncertainty surrounding each new episode. In order to 

establish some kind of security against this property, the industry has become increasingly focused 

on branding (McDowell & Batten, 2005). As the underlying business model for commercial 

television is heavily focused on the attraction of advertisers or paying subscribers, the competition 

for audiences has only added fuel to this fire (Berz, 2016). 

Many television serials have come to and gone from our screens, but television is still a big part of 

most people’s lives. The downfall of television has been predicted often over the years, mostly 

due to the rise of the internet, but this has not happened as of yet. However, there has been a 

shift in the way television is consumed. On-demand television, both from “traditional” 

broadcasters and “newcomers” such as Netflix, has grown in popularity. Especially young adults, 

from ages 18 to 29, watch television predominantly on-demand on online streaming services. 

However, overall, 59% of US adults indicate that they watch television primarily in a traditional 

way (Rainie, 2017). In this sense, the internet has added an extra dimension to the way television 

is consumed. It appears that the internet, if anything, can be considered more of a supplement to 

television than a threat (Hesmondhalgh, 2013). 
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In the last years, this supplementary side of the internet has only grown, mainly due to 

developments surrounding Web 2.0 technologies, which have created many opportunities for 

both user- and company-generated content, and social media (Power & Wren, 2011). Social media 

in particular has taken the world by storm. As of April 2018, the most popular social media 

platform, Facebook, had over 2 billion active users, followed by YouTube with 1.5 billion active 

users. Other well-known social media platforms such as Instagram, Tumblr, and Twitter have also 

gathered a vast number of users (We Are Social, n.d.). As such, social media have opened the 

doors for marketers to easily reach direct end-consumers for a relatively low cost and with high 

levels of efficiency (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). However, it is not just marketers that use social 

media to discuss their offers. Consumers also use social media to discuss products and services 

(Berthon, Pitt, Plangger & Shapiro, 2012).  

Another side-effect of the rise of the internet, is the new possibility for the audience to watch 

television serials online, record them and watch them later, or use DVD box-sets and services such 

as Netflix to avoid traditional program scheduling, traditional measures of viewing figures are not 

enough to measure the success of television serials (Berz, 2016). For this reason, solely considering 

ratings does not provide the entire picture surrounding the success of any kind of television serial. 

Therefore, it is more important than ever to get direct customer feedback via channels such as 

social media (Berz, 2016). This idea is amplified by Picard (2005) who suggests that “media 

products tend to be consumed more often than other products and the time devoted to their 

consumption—especially that for television [...]—is far beyond that for other products [and] these 

factors create unique relationships between consumers and suppliers that are beyond those 

experienced in other industries” (p. 67). In this sense, both social media and Web 2.0 offer vast 

amounts of new possibilities for marketers and television producers to connect with the audience 

of their television serials.  

1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

As a result of the new possibilities surrounding Web 2.0, different ways for consumers to engage 

with creative products have emerged. One of these is the development of communities on social 

media surrounding various creative products. These online communities are of interest to 

television producers, as consumers who are actively engaged with their television serials are 
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extremely valuable from a marketing point of view (Kirby-Diaz, 2009). Many different online 

communities have been researched and various conceptualizations have been made, such as 

communities of interest, communities of fantasy, brand communities, and fan communities 

(Gummerus, Liliander, Weman & Pihlström, 2012; Hagel & Armstrong, 1997 in Razmerita, Kirchner 

& Nabeth, 2014; Jenkins, 1992; Laroche, Habibi, Richard & Sankaranarayanan, 2012; Laroche, 

Habibi & Richard, 2013 Porter, 2004;). The research suggests that these types of online 

communities all have distinct motivators, elements, ways of engagement and outcomes.  

When considering online communities surrounding serialized television content, it is 

straightforward to assume that these are a kind of fan community. As serialized television requires 

active engagement, this often results in the creation of fan cultures (Mittel, 2006), which in turn 

often develop into fan communities where fans produce meaning and interpretation with shared 

texts (Jenkins, 1992). However, based on a classification of television brands made by Berz (2016), 

television serials can also be considered a distinct kind of program brand. These television serials 

enhance brand loyalty due to the continuation in their plots (Berz, 2016). Consequently, from this 

point of view, an argument could be made that these online communities surrounding serialized 

television also express elements of online brand communities.  

While research has been conducted on both fan communities and brand communities, no 

research has been done on online communities in the context of television serials. As both brand 

communities and television serials are believed to enhance brand loyalty (Berz, 2016; 

McAlexander et al., 2012; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001), these communities can have significant value 

for both marketers and television producers.  For this purpose, it is interesting to see how the 

members of such a community, which in this study is referred to as an online TV serial brand 

community, engage as a result of the characteristics of serialized television. To address the gap in 

the existing research, research on the various types of online communities and television serials 

will be combined, in order to build a theoretical framework on this type of community. In order to 

then research the engagement within the community, an exploratory case study on the various 

identified aspects of the online TV serial brand community will be conducted. This exploratory 

case study will focus on a Facebook group called “Riverdale (TV Series)”, which is focused on the 

television serial Riverdale.  
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To address the gap that exists within the existing literature, the following research question has 

been defined: 

How do members engage within the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)” as a 

result of the characteristics of serialized television content? 

In order to define the engagement within the online TV serial brand community, it is important to 

understand several aspects surrounding this community. Firstly, to understand the engagement in 

the community, the motivators for joining said community must be understood as research 

suggests that this has an impact on engagement. Secondly, the elements of the online TV serial 

brand community should be defined, as these affect the way in which the members of the 

community interact with each other and the brand. Thirdly, the engagement within the online TV 

serial brand community must be explored when considering the characteristics of serialized 

television content. Lastly, it is interesting to understand what outcomes membership of the online 

TV serial brand community potentially brings. Based on this, the following sub-questions have 

been formulated: 

 

1. Why did people join the online TV serial brand community?  

 

2. What are the elements of the online TV serial brand community? 

 

3. How does the audience engage in the online TV serial brand community?  

 

4. How do the members perceive the outcomes of membership of the online TV serial brand 

community? 

1.3 SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS 

In order to keep the theoretical focus of this thesis relevant to the problem formulation, certain 

theories and perspectives on online brand communities have been excluded, such as theories 

focusing on aspects of knowledge sharing and co-creation. Additionally, we have decided to 

delimit our study to the biggest online TV serial brand community on Facebook surrounding 
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Riverdale, even though more of these communities exist both on Facebook and on other 

platforms. While this can be seen as a limitation, we believe that focusing on a single online TV 

serial brand community allows us to dig deeper and develop a more comprehensive base for 

analysis, discussion, and conclusion. Furthermore, due to the short time span available for this 

thesis, it was decided to limit the period of netnography to a month. This is seen as a limitation, as 

a longitudinal study could provide more insights into the behavior of the community over time.  

1.4 STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW 

In order to support the reader of this thesis, a structural overview of the paper is provided. 

Following this introductory chapter, the thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2: Methodology 

This chapter introduces the methodological framework on which this thesis is based. The chapter 

starts with an introduction to the research design, after which the philosophy of science is 

discussed. Following this, the decision to use abductive reasoning is defended and the review of 

the literature is described. Subsequently, netnography is justified as a method of research and the 

data collection, analysis and the ethical considerations are outlined. Lastly, the limitations of the 

methodology are discussed.  

Chapter 3: Literature Review 

Chapter 3 introduces a review on the literature surrounding the relevant concepts for the purpose 

of the thesis. It starts with an introduction on television serials. This is followed by a 

conceptualization of television serials as a brand. The review of the literature then continues by 

considering different types of online communities, starting with fan communities. Finally, online 

brand communities are explored.     

Chapter 4: Theoretical Framework 

This chapter presents the theoretical framework on which the analysis of the collected data is 

based. This is done by combining the aforementioned relevant concepts found in the literature 

review.  
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Chapter 5: Case Description 

Chapter 5 introduces the case that was chosen to be the topic of interest for this thesis. The 

description introduces the program brand and provides a short introduction to the serial’s plot in 

the television serial. Furthermore, the online TV serial brand community is described and a 

glossary is provided in order to better understand the terminology used within the community.   

Chapter 6: Analysis 

This chapter will present and analyze the empirical findings of our study of the online TV serial 

brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)”. The analysis is structured by our theoretical framework 

in an attempt to create insights for the discussion and conclusion.   

Chapter 7: Discussion 

In chapter 7 the results found in the analysis will be discussed in relation to the previously 

reviewed literature. The results are discussed in light of the problem formulation. The discussion is 

guided by the sub-questions and covers the motivators, characteristics, engagement, and 

perceived effect on brand experience.  

Chapter 8: Conclusion 

This final chapter summarizes all findings and research results and draws conclusions from these 

data. This chapter further includes recommendations for future research based on the findings of 

this exploratory study.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter will describe, motivate, and justify the methodology used in this thesis. The chapter is 

divided into six sections. Firstly, the research design that is the backbone of the research is 

discussed. Secondly, the philosophy of science within the thesis is defined. Thirdly, the chosen 

reasoning method is discussed. Fourthly, the way in which the literature was reviewed and 

selected is described. Fifthly, netnography is justified as a research method and the data collection 

and analysis is explained. Lastly, the limitations of the methodology are outlined.  

2.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 

The research design is the backbone of the research and contains the plan for both collecting and 

analyzing the data that is needed in order to answer the research question (Bryman & Bell, 2015). 

According to De Vaus (2001), the function of a research design is “to ensure that the evidence 

obtained enables us to answer the initial question as unambiguous as possible” (p. 9). It is thus 

necessary to think about the kind of data, or evidence, that is required to answer the research 

question. Our research question is focused on the engagement of the members in the online TV 

serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)”. As such, it makes sense that our research design is 

aimed at collecting data that can help us understand this online engagement.  

According to Yin (2003), there are three different approaches to research design: explanatory, 

exploratory, and descriptive. We chose an exploratory angle when conducting the research. This 

was done for several reasons. This type of case study is suitable when one is seeking to answer 

“how” or “why” questions, as these questions deal with links that must be observed and tracked, 

rather than measured based on frequencies (Yin, 2003). Additionally, while the topics in this study 

have been researched separately, they have not yet been combined in a study and as such there is 

not a lot of empirical and conceptual research on our subject of interest. The aim of our study is 

thus to investigate the relationship between the different phenomena of online communities and 

television serials in order to broaden the current understanding of both those topics and the 

relationship between them. This is done in order to define boundaries and to lay groundwork for 

future research.  
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This research paper is conducted as a case study. Yin (2003) defines a case study as an empirical 

inquiry with the purpose of adding to the researchers’ knowledge of a specific phenomenon. He 

claims that a case study inquiry “copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will 

be many more variables of interest than data points, and as one result relies on multiple sources 

of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result 

benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and 

analysis” (Yin, 2003, p. 13).  This is in line with the approach taken in this thesis, where multiple 

data sources were considered, both primary and secondary. The primary data used are 

netnographic observations and the results from an open-ended online survey conducted on the 

researched community. The questions formulated in the online member feedback survey were 

structured and open-ended, which means they were planned ahead and developed based on the 

theoretical framework. The secondary data consists of literature related to online communities 

and serialized television. Combining primary and secondary data sources further strengthens the 

data triangulation and decreases any intrinsic biases or prejudices we as researchers might have 

(Yin, 2017). Furthermore, we created a theoretical framework to guide our data collection and 

analysis. The choice was made to conduct a single case study, as this suited the exploratory 

approach taken in this paper the best. In this way, we could analyze a case in depth and generalize 

the learnings taken from this case (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  

One of the major concerns raised with doing a single case study is the claim that one could not 

generalize on this basis. Flyvbjerg (2006), however, argues the opposite by looking towards the 

way science uses falsification and using this notion as a way to defend a single case study. The 

term “falsification” was introduced by Karl Popper in 1959, where he tested the assumption that 

“all swans are white” (Flyvbjerg, 2006). He stated that just one observation of a black swan would 

falsify this notion, which would then stimulate further investigations and theory building, and in 

this way, have general significance (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Kozinets, 2015). Additionally, Flyvbjerg (2006) 

claims that within social science, it is impossible to produce general, context-independent theory. 

For this reason, all knowledge will be context-dependent and case studies are extremely suitable 

to produce this type of knowledge. The use of a single case study is emphasized by Yin (2003, pp. 

38 - 39) as well by arguing that “the single case can represent a significant contribution to 

knowledge and theory-building [and] such a study can even help to refocus future investigations in 
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an entire field”. Additionally, a single-case study is suitable for a revelatory approach, which fits 

the exploratory angle (Yin, 2003). 

2.2 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

The approach of this study is based on social constructivism. This epistemological approach has 

aspects of both constructivism and relativism, and works with the assumption that our social 

reality is constructed by social actors (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Social constructivism argues that 

reality depends on the social context as it is created by an actors’ emotions, actions, and 

experiences (Egholm, 2014). This philosophy of science originates from both phenomenology and 

hermeneutics. Within phenomenology, the central notion is that phenomena must be understood 

within their context and can be used to create knowledge through the subjective interpretation of 

said phenomena. Hermeneutics is also related to context, but rather focuses on the belief that an 

individual’s opinions and generated meaning can create knowledge (Egholm, 2014). Consequently, 

the aim is not to claim any definitive answers, but rather acknowledge that the research is 

affected by the subjectivity that we as individuals bring into the research as affected by our own 

interpretations of the social context and by others’ interpretations of this (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 

2008). This epistemological approach further defends the decision for a single-case study, as these 

are well suited for creating context-dependent knowledge and studying various phenomena 

(Flyvbjerg, 2006).   

2.3 DEDUCTIVE, ABDUCTIVE, AND INDUCTIVE REASONING 

In order to make sense of the gathered primary and secondary data, we must use reasoning. 

There are three approaches to reasoning: deduction, induction, and abduction (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen, 2008). Deduction, or the deductive approach to reasoning, takes a general rule and 

uses this rule to explain a single case by accepting the conceptualizations that are found in the 

existing literature. Induction, on the other hand, starts from multiple cases in order to observe 

patterns, which are then used to generalize the findings (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). Often, 

when conducting research, inductive and deductive reasoning approaches are combined, leading 

many researchers to describe their approach as abductive. This abductive approach is thus a 

combination of the two previously mentioned approaches. In a similar manner to induction, it 
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starts from an empirical basis, but it does not reject theoretical preconceptions. This makes it 

more similar to the deductive approach (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2009). By taking an abductive 

approach to reasoning, researchers can utilize theoretical studies done previously for inspiration 

with regards to the discovery of the patterns in the empirical part of the research (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2009). This is similar to the approach we have taken in this thesis. We started by 

conducting a thorough literature review and used this as the foundation for the theoretical 

framework. This framework acted as inspiration throughout the data collection and analysis and 

was used both during the netnography study and as inspiration for the structured interview guide 

in order to supplement the gaps in the existing literature. As our empirical research continued, we 

adjusted and refined the theoretical framework we built based on the literature to include our 

learnings from observed patterns in the empirical data.  

2.4 LITERATURE SEARCH 

Due to the abductive approach in the thesis, we have continuously collected and reviewed 

literature in order to support triangulation. In order to ensure that the research was founded on 

well-grounded theoretical concepts, we used a variety of approaches. Firstly, we used an 

assortment of scientific databases, such as JSTOR and EBSCO Host, Business Source Complete, and 

the different databases provided by the library of the Copenhagen Business School. In order to 

find relevant literature, we used a variety of keywords surrounding the topics of interest within 

the thesis. From these sources, we considered peer-reviewed and well-respected journals, 

including but not limited to the Journal of Marketing, Harvard Business Review, Journal of 

Marketing Research, and International Journal of Media Management. In some cases, papers were 

used from lesser-known journals if no other sources were available. The references in these 

papers were meticulously checked and the methodology was examined in order to ensure their 

validity. Secondly, to gather more relevant literature we used the snowballing-technique by 

considering references mentioned in the already found literature. Lastly, in order to ensure 

relevance, we focused primarily on recent papers, preferably no older than 2000.   
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2.5 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

There are three common ways to approaching research: quantitative and qualitative, or a 

combination of the two. The best strategy to use depends on the aim of the research. Quantitative 

research is used mostly for the purpose of testing a theory or hypothesis based on numerical data 

that is often gathered using structured research instruments in an artificial environment. It focuses 

on quantification and often involves a deductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 2015). A qualitative 

research strategy is focused more on words than on numbers and this type of research is often 

carried out in a natural environment in order to make sense of phenomena in terms of the 

meanings people bring to it (Bryman & Bell, 2015). For the purpose of our study, which is aimed at 

understanding the engagement of members of a community in a natural setting, a qualitative 

research strategy is more suitable than a quantitative research strategy. Qualitative research can 

take on many forms, including interviews and observations. As our study focuses on an online 

community, the qualitative research method netnography was chosen. This is a relatively new 

qualitative research method and this method will be explained in depth in the next section.  

2.5.1 NETNOGRAPHY  

The research approach taken in this thesis is based on the concept of netnography. In order to 

completely understand this concept, it is necessary to first define ethnography. Ethnography is an 

anthropological method commonly used in sociology, cultural studies and other related social 

research fields. As a research method, ethnography is based on participation and observation in 

specific cultural groups (Kozinets, 2002). Ethnography is based on the knowledge of the local, 

particularistic, and specific and it is often used to gain grounded knowledge (Glaser and Strauss, 

1967 in Kozinets, 2002). As a method, it is natural, immersive, descriptive, often combined with 

other research approaches, and adaptable. This flexibility, combined with the large amount of 

qualitative data it can create, has made the method very popular in scientific research (Kozinets, 

2002).  

Netnography can be defined as a qualitative methodology that encapsulates ethnographic 

research techniques and procedures with the purpose of studying cultures and communities that 

are primarily the result of computer-based communications (Kozinets, 2002). This definition has 
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recently come to include all kinds of data shared on the Internet, including mobile applications 

(Kozinets, 2015). According to Kozinets (2015), netnography treats online communication as 

meaningful social interactions which include fonts, spacing, texts, images, photos, and videos. 

Additionally, the aforementioned characteristics of ethnography as a method can also be applied 

to netnography. It is an online practice of anthropology that includes the research and analysis of 

online communities and cultures, and has been found to be a helpful method to research 

consumer behavior.   

Compared to other research methodologies, netnography is far less intrusive. Unlike traditional 

research techniques such as interviews, netnography can provide information for understanding 

beliefs, culture, and behavior of a particular group (Kozinets, 2002). As the environment for the 

research is not artificially set up, it can provide valuable insights not likely to be uncovered in 

experimental settings. Additionally, an advantage of this method is that it does not require 

research participants to fill out forms that limit their answers to the predetermined assumptions 

made by the researchers (Kozinets, 2006). 

2.5.2 THE FIVE STEPS OF NETNOGRAPHY  

The research process with netnography is based on five basic steps: (1) entrée, (2) data collection 

and analysis, (3) providing trustworthy interpretation, (4) research ethics, and (5) member 

checking (Kozinets, 2002). The first step, entrée, consists of the identification of the main research 

question, as well as the identification of the specific online community that will be researched to 

obtain answers to the research question. As our research question is focused on the engagement 

of members in online TV serial brand communities, we considered communities that fit this 

criterion. Additionally, Kozinets (2002) stated that communities that have either “(1) a more 

focused and research relevant segment, topic or group, (2) higher ‘traffic’ or postings, (3) larger 

numbers of discrete message posters, (4) more detailed or descriptively rich data, and (5) more 

between-member interactions of the type required by the research question” (p. 5) are the most 

suitable for research. Furthermore, Kozinets (2002) suggest familiarity with the community’s 

interest and behaviors before conducting the data collection. This was taken into consideration, 

and for this reason, the selected community for research is one that we were familiar with 

ourselves, that was focused on a specific television serial, and had a high number of postings.  
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STEP 1: ENTREE 

The case selected was a semi-public Facebook Group named “Riverdale (TV Series)”. Riverdale is a 

television serial produced by the CW Network and was airing episodes of its second season 

throughout our study. It is important to note that, unlike the name of the group suggests, 

Riverdale is a television serial rather than a television series. As the researchers are both familiar 

with this serial and have knowledge of the terminology and topics discussed, it was decided that 

this community would be an interesting area of research. At the start of the data collection, the 

group had approximately 55,000 members, whereas at the end of the data collection this number 

had risen to approximately 65,000 members. The group selected is the biggest group surrounding 

the serial, Riverdale, on Facebook and had enough activity to do an extensive netnography study. 

Another reason for selecting this case were the group rules (Appendix E), which were already an 

indication that the group displayed at least some of the characteristics of an online community. 

The boundary of the research was determined by the boundaries of the group.  

STEP 2: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

The next step in the research process is the data collection and analysis. After we decided on 

which community to research, we started the data collection process. In this phase, there are 

again two steps: (1) collecting the data from the community, and (2) the field notes made by the 

researchers on their observations of the community (Kozinets, 2002). As in traditional 

ethnography, this reflective taking of field notes is a central part of the research technique 

(Kozinets, 2015). The field notes were taken individually by both researchers and can be found in 

Appendix E. Our data collection lasted a month and in that time period (05-02-2018 until 04-03-

2018), we collected data daily and, in addition, took reflective field notes on a day-to-day basis. 

The collected data consists of 838 posts, which have between 0 to 200 comments per post. As all 

data is accessible online, an Excel file was created with a direct link to each post (Appendix A). This 

file further contains a count of different post types, as well as the number of distinct participants 

who created their own posts (412 out of 838). The post types identified were: text posts, photo 

posts, video posts, shared posts, and poll posts. Text posts were used as a categorization when a 

post solely consisted of text, without any other content. This categorization does not mean that 

any of the other posts did not include text, but rather had another aspect of content. Shared posts 

are those that are shared from another page and are categorized as such by Facebook. The poll 
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posts consist of polls where members provide feedback. Additionally, it was also documented 

whether a post was created by one of the group admins or moderators, and whether a post was 

created by a new member of the Facebook Group. This was done for precision purposes (Kozinets, 

2002).  

In order to create a solid basis for analysis, each post was coded based on the topic discussed in 

the post. This coding was done using a descriptive coding method, meaning that the codes 

summarized the primary topic of each post. From this, we were able to create 11 codes: actors, 

characters, comics, entertainment, information seeking, information sharing, live feed, other, 

personal, plot development, and relationships. The code “actor” was applied if the post at hand 

was focused on one, or more, of the actors of the show. The “character” code was used if the 

main topic in a post was a certain character. These two codes were combined into a higher-order 

code named “parasocial relationships” based on the literature review afterwards. The “live feed” 

code was only used once and describes a post in which the members of the community discuss the 

new episode of the serial when it is being aired. The code “plot development” was used to 

describe posts that discussed the storyline within the serial in relation to both previous and future 

episodes. Similarly, these two codes were merged into the higher-order code of “narrative 

complexity”. The “relationship” code was applied to posts that discussed the different, possible 

and actual, romantic relationships between the characters in the serial. This code was later 

adapted into “shipping” as a result of the review of the literature.  

“Comics” was used as a code when the post discussed the comic book series Archie Comics, on 

which Riverdale is loosely based. The codes “information seeking” and “information sharing” were 

used when members of the online TV serial brand community were requesting more information 

about the serial or sharing information surrounding the serial that was not related to any of the 

other codes. The Posts that were related to members’ personal lives were coded as “personal”. 

The “relationship” code was applied to posts that discussed the different, possible and actual, 

romantic relationships between the characters in the serial. The final code “other” was used to 

code posts that did not fit into any of the previous codes. For the most part, posts coded with 

“other” were ignored as Kozinets (2002) suggests that it is important to avoid information 

overload and discard off-topic posts. Additionally, some posts could be considered to fit into 

multiple codes. When this was the case, we decided to use the main topic of the post as the code. 
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For example, a post about how a relationship in the serial could impact the future plot would be 

classified as “relationships”. Throughout the analysis, several quotes were used in order to 

illustrate the points made. These quotes, coming from both the netnographic data are not 

extensive and are not to be interpreted as the full picture, but rather as arguments and 

illustrations for the points made as a result of our observations. The quotes used were carefully 

selected due to their applicability after considering all the data that was observed. 

As suggested by Kozinets (2015), field notes are an important aspect of netnographic research and 

need to be taken from the start of the data collection. The field notes taken during the period of 

observation are “reflective data that the netnographer captures [...] of encountering and learning 

about the specific particularities of an online social environment” (Kozinets 2015, p. 188). We 

made field notes every day based on our observations within the online community that was the 

subject of our study. This was done in order to capture our daily interpretations of the vast 

amount of data being produced in the community, and to process this data immediately. We both 

took individual field notes in order to note down our own subjective impressions and assumptions 

with regards to the data and questions that arose during this observation period (Kozinets, 2015). 

The field notes were used later in the process of writing the analysis, as they reflected our insights 

into the creation of the data as it occurred.  

STEP 3: PROVIDING TRUSTWORTHY INTERPRETATION 

The third step in the netnography research process is providing trustworthy interpretation. This 

step is comprised of gaining understanding of the discourse and interaction between the 

community members. It is very important to follow conventional procedures during this step to 

ensure that the results obtained are trustworthy (Kozinets, 2002). As the observations take place 

online, there are certain aspects that make this more difficult. With traditional ethnography, one 

observes people, but online researchers must take into account that people might not always be 

who they claim (Kozinets, 2002). However, as the research takes place on Facebook, where it is 

required to have a profile with your own name, this uncertainty is already reduced. Nonetheless, 

we are aware that members might not always represent themselves online as they would in real 

life. According to Kozinets (2002), to ensure the trustworthiness of the data interpretation, one 

must emerge themselves in the community. In order to do so, we both became members of the 

community before starting our daily observations and kept tracking the community after our 
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period of observation was over. Additionally, for the purpose of the study it is not relevant 

whether people are who they claim to be, as we are interested in the community as a whole, 

rather than the individual members. 

STEP 4: RESEARCH ETHICS 

The next step in the process is related to research ethics. This is a topic where different users of 

netnography have different approaches. Kozinets (2002) based his guidelines on whether or not 

the online forum is publicly accessible and the notion of informed consent. However, he also 

added that there is no clear consensus on this issue surrounding ethics. Whereas some believe 

posting a message on a quasi-public area was an implicit way of giving consent, others argue that 

gaining a more explicit form of consent is required as consumers can be deluded about what is 

and what is not public (Kozinets, 2002). Kozinets (2002) agrees with the latter and suggests that 

the researchers should fully disclose their presence, should ensure confidentiality and anonymity, 

and should aim to seek and incorporate feedback of the members. We agree with the last two of 

these suggestions and have followed them throughout our research process. However, we believe 

that the disclosure of our presence could taint the results of the study, as people tend to behave 

differently when they are aware that they are being observed. In this, we follow the stance of 

Langer & Beckman (2005) who argued for completely covert netnography. While their study 

focused on a sensitive topic, their argument that places such as message boards, are public 

communication media is one we agree with. As mentioned, the online community studied was a 

semi-closed Facebook group where one needs to request becoming a member. However, since 

there are no additional requirements for joining the group than sending a request, this can still be 

considered a quasi-public space. Furthermore, throughout the analysis, the last names of the 

members have been anonymized.  

STEP 5: MEMBERS CHECK 

The final step is the members check, which can be defined as a procedure where research reports 

are presented to the people included in the research in order to gain their comments and 

observations regarding the retained results (Kozinets, 2002). This last step is also related to the 

research ethics, where we try to incorporate and gather feedback from the members. However, 

we decided not to report any findings of our study, but rather to use members check as a way to 

gain more insights for the analysis as a way of triangulation. This step was thus conducted during 
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the data collection stage. We created an online Google Form which we shared on the online 

community with a short explanation of our research. In order to post the survey in the group, it 

needed to be approved by the so-called gatekeepers of the group: the admins. The survey 

consisted of five open questions, which were non-leading and asked for a brief explanation on the 

members’ answers (Appendix B). As the survey was online, the questions were structured and 

ordered. The questions of the member feedback survey were thus planned ahead and developed 

based on the theoretical framework, but left room for improvisation for the interviewees to 

explain in greater detail and produce insights that we, as researchers, could not have anticipated 

only by observation (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). These questions were thus aimed at creating a 

deeper understanding on the perception of the group on the side of the members, rather than 

discovering their behaviors. We are aware that there might be a self-selection bias, where only 

those who feel a strong connection to the community were comfortable with answering our 

questions (Bethlehem, 2010). However, due to the qualitative nature of the study and the cross-

methods approach some of the issues related to this will be minimized, but were nonetheless 

considered during the analysis. Additionally, we noticed that some respondents interpreted the 

questions in different ways. This has also been taken into consideration during the analysis and 

coding. 

The member feedback survey was posted in the group on March 18, 2018 and the last response 

was gathered on March 30, 2018. In total, we gathered 88 responses. However, it is important to 

note that some of the respondents did not answer all five questions, and as such the number of 

gathered answers per question varies. The answers of the survey questions were coded based on 

the nature of the answers that were received. This coding was done using descriptive coding, 

meaning that the codes summarized the topic of each response. As the questions were open-

ended, some responses contained multiple answers and as such were assigned multiple codes. In 

a similar fashion to the quotes taken from the netnographic data, quotes from the member 

feedback survey data were used to illustrate points made in the analysis. These quotes used were 

again carefully selected. 

The first question: “Why did you become a member of this Facebook group: “Riverdale (TV 

series)”?” had a total of 87 responses. The codes used in the first question were: brand 

admiration, information gathering, fulfillment of social needs, wrong interpretation, no reason, 
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and coincidence. The second question: “Has becoming a member of this group changed your 

feelings towards Riverdale? Why (not)?” was coded with 4 distinct codes: did impact – positive, did 

impact – negative, did not impact. The third question: “What do you get (if anything) out of being 

a member of this Facebook group?” was coded with 5 different codes: entertainment benefits, 

social benefits, informational benefits, negativity and nothing. The following question: “Do you 

feel connected to the other members of the group? Why (not)?” was again coded with 3 distinct 

codes: positive, negative and ambiguous. The final question of the member feedback survey: 

“What aspect(s) of the show do you think draw the most attention in the group? Why do you think 

that is?” was coded with: plot, relationships, characters, actors, memes, and ambiguous.  

2.6 LIMITATIONS 

Netnography as a research method has certain limitations. Firstly, as the observations are drawn 

from only a single online community, it is difficult to generalize the insights gathered from the 

study. However, we have tried to minimize this by method of triangulation. Secondly, as a result of 

the highly contextualized content of online communities, it is difficult to represent the data 

elicited from the community in a way that makes it understandable for someone who is not a part 

of the community (Kozinets, 2002). In order to avoid this, we have dedicated a separate chapter to 

the case, as well as included several Appendices in order to create more clarity surrounding the 

brand around which the community is focused. Furthermore, due to our own involvement in the 

community, there might be a bias in our observations as related to the nature of self-reporting. 

Lastly, the assumption was made that the community researched was member-initiated as there 

were no obvious affiliations with the television serial brand it was focused on. However, this 

cannot be said with a hundred percent certainty. Another limitation is due to the fact that there 

were no new episodes being aired between 08-02-2018 and 28-02-2018. This could have had an 

impact on the outcomes of the study. There are also disadvantages to qualitative research in 

comparison to quantitative research. The main criticism of the qualitative approach is that it is 

difficult, or even impossible, to replicate these types of studies.  Additionally, the lack of 

quantitative data makes it difficult to provide hard facts on particular aspects of the engagement 

within the community, such as the amount of comments or likes.  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW  

This chapter focuses on the research that has been done surrounding the concepts on which this 

study is based. It aims to create a foundation for the theoretical framework, in order to create a 

guide for analysis and reflection. The chapter starts with an exploration of the different aspects 

surrounding serialized television content. This is followed by a conceptualization of television 

serials as a distinct brand type, based on broader notions of media branding and television 

branding. The chapter then continues with a review of the literature that is available surrounding 

the different types of communities that are of interest in this study, starting with online 

communities, and more specifically, fan communities. This chapter is concluded by a review of the 

different research done surrounding online brand communities.  

3.1 DEFINITION OF TELEVISION SERIALS  

3.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 

In order to understand the properties surrounding serialized television content, the characteristics 

of the creative industries, of which television serials are a part, as a whole must be explained. 

According to Caves (2002) the creative industries produce cultural, artistic, and entertainment 

focused products and/or services. Inherent to these creative products is uncertainty about how 

consumers will evaluate a new creative product before their actual consumption. This implies that 

there are high risks involved with producing creative products. Caves (2002, p. 3) refers to this as 

the “nobody knows” property, meaning that nobody knows whether a new creative product will 

be economically successful or not. A second basic economic property of creative activities is the 

“art for art’s sake” property, which implies that artists work in order to satisfy a creative need, 

rather than an economic one. This partly explains the nobody knows property, as artists work 

outwards in order to realize an inner vision and as such an artist does not know if their vision can 

be successful until it is turned into a physical product. The “motley crew” property is the third 

basic economic property defined by Caves (2002) and implies that in order to produce creative 

outputs, a team with different skill-types is required. The fourth property is related to the “infinite 

variety” of creative goods, meaning that there are unlimited variations possible of creative 

products. A fifth basic economic property is the “A list/B list” which reflects the differentiation in 
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quality that is made by consumers of creative products. The sixth basic economic property is the 

“time flies” property, which incorporates the reliance on economic profitability of creative 

activities in a short time span. The seventh, and final property as defined by Caves (2002) is the 

“ars longa” property, which refers to the legal durability of the copyright. These seven properties 

have an indirect effect on all serialized television content.  

3.1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SERIALIZED TELEVISION CONTENT 

Serialized television content, or television serials, is one of the focus areas of this study. This 

specific kind of program lends itself well to the creation of online communities, due to the 

associated concepts of engagement and brand loyalty (Berz, 2016). Therefore, it is important to 

give a clear definition of this concept, before considering the implications for branding and its 

associated communities. In order to do so, the distinction needs to be made between two terms 

that are often used interchangeably; series and serials. For the purpose of this study, a series is 

defined as “those shows whose characteristics and settings are recycled, but the story concludes 

in each individual episode” (Kozloff, 1991, pp. 90-91 in Creeber, 2001, p. 442). Series can be 

compared to a number of short stories. In contrast, a serial is defined in terms of a serialized 

novel, where “a new episode continues where the previous one ended” (Plake, 2004 in Berz, 2016, 

p. 45). The story in serials thus does not end at the end of an episode. However, they can 

eventually come to a conclusion or may be cancelled and never fully concluded (Creeber, 2001).  

Serialized television content tends to enhance loyalty due to the fact that the audience becomes 

curious about the continuation of the plot, which makes them more likely to watch again (Berz, 

2016). Serialized television content further helps reduce some of the uncertainty that is usually 

related to the creative industries – specifically that related to the “nobody knows” property 

(Caves, 2002). After the first episode of a serial has aired, this uncertainty reduces both for the 

audience and the creator. As a result, the episodes are no longer simple experience products 

(Berz, 2016). Berz (2016) further argues that “by encountering the same characters over and over 

again, [...] the likelihood of viewers building parasocial relationships [increases]” (p. 43). It is 

further argued that brand loyalty is enhanced in cases of narratively complex and sophisticated 

content (Berz, 2016).  
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The two concepts of parasocial relationships and narrative complexity are important when 

considering serialized television. Parasocial relationships are one-sided relationships from the side 

of consumers of media to media figures. These media figures can be both characters in a program 

or actors (Berz, 2016). The audience becomes engaged with the characters and sometimes identify 

themselves with them (Cohen, 2001). The intensity of these relationships can vary, but these 

relationships turn audiences into active, rather than passive, partners (Cohen, 2004). Parasocial 

relationships can be considered as “quasi-friendships” from a viewer point of view, this is a one-

sided relationship on the side of the television viewer (Cole & Leets, 1999). In the context of 

parasocial relationships, these relationships are imaginary, however, if the parasocial relationships 

apply to actors rather than characters, this imaginary component cannot be applied as there is a 

possibility of meeting the media figure in question (Giles, 2002).  

Parasocial relationships were assumed to be the fulfillment of social needs by individuals whose 

social needs were not met. However, in later research it was argued that these parasocial 

relationships are the result of the development of affective personal involvement (Cole & Leets, 

1999). Three main theories to explain these parasocial relationship were found by Cole & Leets 

(1999), namely uncertainty reduction theory, personal construct theory, and social exchange 

theory. Uncertainty reduction theory states that parasocial relationships develop as the result of 

increased certainty. When the uncertainty is reduced, viewers perceive a more intimate 

relationship with media figures (Cole & Leets, 1999). Personal construct theory claims that 

parasocial relationships develop as the result of a sense of knowing by applying interpersonal 

systems in this context (Cole & Leets, 1999). Lastly, social exchange theory claims that parasocial 

relationships develop through the means of interaction between intimacy and relationship 

importance by an evaluation of costs and rewards (Cole & Leets, 1999).  

Narrative complexity with regards to television is “a redefinition of episodic forms under the 

influence of serial narration” (Mittel, 2006, p. 36). It is not necessarily a complete merger of the 

episodic and serial form, but rather a shift in the balance between the two. The purpose of 

narrative complexity is temporary disorientation and confusion, which enables viewers to build 

their comprehension skills by means of long-term viewing and active participation (Mittel, 2006). 

According to Mittel (2006), this kind of television creates a different kind of audience engagement. 

It asks for more active engagement in order to keep up with jumps in timelines or other complex 
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structures with regards to the plot (Mittel, 2006). There are multiple factors that contribute to the 

narrative complexity. The complexity is being impacted by technological transformations and the 

rise of the internet, as these gave fans the possibility to participate in the process of intelligence 

collection, interpretation and discussions regarding complex narratives which require active 

participation of consumers (Mittel, 2006).  

The active participation and engagement surrounding serialized television can also unfold in a 

concept called “shipping”, which refers to fans support for fictional romantic relationships in texts 

such as television shows, films, or novels” (Williams, 2011, p. 271). Fans can be intellectually and 

emotionally invested in the relationships between two characters on in a fictional text and often 

talk about, analyze, and speculate about (potential) relationships in these texts (Mabry, 2010). Hall 

(2001) claims that the audience plays an important role in decoding media and constructing 

meaning based on the content that they are being presented with, which often will be interpreted 

in different ways. One way of this manifestation of different interpretations is related to shipping. 

Fans can prefer multiple combinations of characters within a specific fandom, but are usually 

committed to their “One True Pairing” (OTP). This OTP can be seen as the “ship” that fans are 

most committed to (Bothe, 2014). It is possible to distinguish between canon compliant 

relationships, i.e. relationships that actually occur within the television serial, and non-canon 

compliant relationships, i.e. relationships that are not represented within the television serial, but 

are shipped by the members (Bothe, 2014). As mentioned, the audience can have different 

interpretations which can result in the creation of subcultures within the fandom that are in 

competition with each other (Bothe, 2014). Identification and support of different ships, for 

instance, can contribute towards intolerance and conflict. Additionally, it can result in negative 

feelings with regards to the fandom (Bothe, 2014).  

Television serials thus have three distinct characteristics: (1) the content is narratively complex 

which often results in active participation, (2) active engagement often results in parasocial 

relationships, and (3) fans are often emotionally invested in fictional romantic relationships in the 

television serial which results in shipping.  
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3.2 TELEVISION SERIALS AS BRANDS 

3.2.1 MEDIA BRANDS 

Media brands can “offer value propositions about what their customers can expect in terms of 

type of content, interactivity, and user experience” (Ots, 2008, p. 3). As media products, like 

television serials, are experience products, consumers have difficulties when assessing quality of 

the products before the purchasing decision and as such face a relatively high risk when making a 

purchase (Berz, 2016; Caves, 2002). The most important function of a media brand is thus to 

reduce the uncertainty associated with the purchasing decision, by allowing consumers to identify 

the source of a media product (Chan-Olmsted, 2006). Ots (2008) adds to this idea that when the 

environment is unstable, media firms cling to their most valuable assets - their audience. Chan-

Olmsted (2006) notes however, that when considering media brands, one of the most important 

characteristics is that consumers are usually less loyal to a brand, as there are other brands 

available for no additional cost. In the case of television, for example, these other brands are 

accessible with only a click on the remote control (Chan-Olmsted, 2006). Another distinction 

between more conventional brands and media brands is made by McDowell and Batten (2005), 

who adds that what “makes media brands special is that they are media and, therefore, can be 

utilized as communication tools for self-branding” (p. 242). The goal of a media brand is thus to 

build a long-lasting bond and to connect with both existing and potential audiences in suitable and 

differentiating ways by using both the brand and the media product itself. For this reason, brand 

management has become an important managerial tool (Ots, 2008).  

While branding is becoming increasingly important for the media industry, this research area is 

still underdeveloped (Malmelin & Moisander, 2014). Malmelin and Moisander (2014) analyzed the 

current literature available surrounding media branding, and found five different approaches: (1) 

brand as product, (2) brand as extension, (3) brand as identity, (4) brand as differentiation, and (5) 

brand as equity. Brand as product is an approach that considers the brand as a branded product 

or service. Brand as extension considers branding as a way of “stretching” of the brand through 

different media channels and by different delivery formats (Ots, 2008). In this way, brand 

extensions can be considered as the use of an existing brand in order to successfully launch new 

products or services. The existing brand equity is thus leveraged in order to create a new product 
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or service (Berz, 2016). Brand as identity is connected to the idea of a brand personality and refers 

to the characteristics and expression of the brand. For media-based brands, this brand identity is 

focused around the brand personality (Berz, 2016). The personality of the brand has a significant 

impact on consumers’ attitudes, usage, and loyalty towards the brand (Chan-Olmsted & Cha, 

2008). Brand as differentiation is an approach that allows for the differentiation of media 

products whose main characteristics include intangibility (Berz, 2016). Here, the branding process 

can be seen as a process of developing positive attitudes regarding the specific brand from the 

standpoint of a consumer. In turn, this differentiation contributes to increased brand consumption 

and the development of brand loyalty (Berz, 2016). Brand as equity can be defined as the added 

value of a brand. This approach considers the brand to be an asset and it is most commonly used 

to describe the relationship established between the brand and the brand consumers (Berz, 2016). 

Berz (2016) added a sixth, and for this study very relevant, approach - brand as part of social 

media communication. This approach focuses on how social media and Web 2.0 technologies 

have impacted branding efforts in the media industry and how this has made brand management 

more complex (Berz, 2016). As social media and online communities enable the participation of 

the consumers in brand communication and brand development it is necessary to have strong 

brand activities and brand foundation in order to avoid the loss of distinctive brand features (Berz, 

2016). 

3.2.2 TELEVISION BRANDS 

Television brands can be considered a subcategory of media brands. Television has become the 

world’s most powerful cultural industry (Hesmondhalgh, 2013). However, both the television 

industry and the media industry as a whole, have become increasingly competitive due to the 

large amount of content that is distributed via all kinds of media channels (McDowell, 2006; Lis & 

Post, 2013; Picard, 2005). While the amount of content output is ever-growing, the attention of 

consumers is scarce (Berz, 2016). For this reason, branding has become an increasingly important 

topic in academic research surrounding television in recent years (Berz, 2016; Chan-Olmsted & 

Kim, 2001; Kurtz, 2014; Lis & Post, 2013; McDowell & Batten, 2005; Ward, 2014).  

Berz (2016, p. 30) states that there are multiple brands related to television; “the umbrella brand 

(channel), sub-brands like genre brands (e.g. access prime time crime serials), program brands 
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(e.g. Game of Thrones), but also personal brands of actors, presenters, or hosts”. While these 

brands usually coexist and are equally important, they have different goals (Berz, 2016). Most 

research surrounding television brands focused on the “umbrella brand”, as increased competition 

drove TV networks to focus on differentiating themselves from their competitors (McDowell & 

Batten, 2005; Stipp, 2012). Recently however, the media environment has changed significantly. 

According to Lis & Post (2013) “new distinct TV brands compete with traditionally operating 

broadcast networks, and changes in media technology push consumers to online viewing, [thus] 

people are starting to actively look for a TV show that is independent of the network brand itself” 

(p. 231). In television, most programs can be considered “continuous media products [which] are 

concept driven products that involve on-going creation of changing content provided within a 

package that exhibits continuity” (Picard, 2005, p. 62). It is especially for these continuous creation 

media products that branding is crucial. This continuity helps to enhance brand loyalty, as viewers 

are interested in the continuation of the plot and are more likely to watch a program again due to 

this (Berz, 2016). For that reason, these types of programs usually require lower marketing and 

sales costs and often have relatively low failure rates (Picard, 2005). The brand of a specific 

program has thus become more important than the brand of the network itself.  

It is important, however, to make a distinction between two different types of program brands. 

This can be done based on the identification of program brands by Berz (2016) and based on the 

identified differences between television serials and television series as identified in section 3.1. 

Beneath the concept of a program brand two other brand types can be defined: the television 

serial brand and the television series brand (see figure 3.1). This study focuses on the television 

serial brand, which we have defined as a specific type of program brand which is focused on 

serialized television content.  

 

Figure 3.1 Program brand types 
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3.2 ONLINE COMMUNITIES  

Due to the possibilities associated with new internet technologies, online or virtual communities 

have developed in cyberspace. Unlike in traditional communities, where membership is often 

imposed due to geographical location, membership of, and participation in an online community is 

completely voluntary (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). Bagozzi & Dholakia (2002) define an online 

community as a computer-mediated social space, which consist of intentional actions by the 

members in terms of content creation through ongoing communication processes. It is important 

to note that online communities are not complete substitutes for personal interaction, as Fox 

(2004) suggests that various relationships between online and offline communication between 

community members might exist. Communities can be classified as communities of interest, 

communities of relationship, communities of transaction, and communities of fantasy, for 

exchanging knowledge, brainstorming, finding friends, or conducting commerce (Hagel & 

Armstrong, 1997 in Razmerita, Kirchner & Nabeth, 2014). Communities of interest are those that 

focus on specific topics of interest, where the members gather to discuss these topics. 

Communities of relationship are mostly anonymous and are focused on intense personal 

experiences where members discuss all aspects of these experiences. Communities of transaction 

aid in transactions surrounding goods and/or services and facilitate information exchange about 

these transactions. Communities of fantasy focus on the creation of new personalities, 

environments and other stories of fantasy and often involves aspects of online roleplaying (Hagel 

& Armstrong, 2000).   

Another suggestion on a taxonomy of online communities is made by Henri and Pudelko (2003), 

who classified online communities into four types: communities of interest, goal-oriented 

communities of interest, learner’s communities, and communities of practice. Additionally, online 

communities often exist in relation to profit organizations, along with those communities on a 

non-commercial level, where individuals create their own communities of interest (Plant, 2004). 

Porter (2004) suggests another taxonomy of online communities (see figure 3.1, p. 29). He 

suggests that these communities can either be sponsored by commercial, non-profit or 

government organizations (Porter, 2004). Between the two main types of online communities, a 

further distinction is made based on the general relationship orientation within the communities. 

Member-initiated communities can either have a social or professional focus, whereas 
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organization-sponsored communities create relationships among members and between 

members and the organization. (Porter, 2004). Among these two types, consumers perceive a 

difference in trustworthiness, where member-initiated online brand communities are believed to 

be less biased than their organization-sponsored counterparts (Wirtz et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 3.2 A typology of virtual communities (Porter, 2004, figure 1) 

Online communities have certain attributes that are referred to by Porter (2004) as the Five Ps. 

These are as follows: (1) purpose, (2) place, (3) platform, (4) population, (5) profit model. Purpose 

is defined as the “content of interaction” and it describes what the community discourse is about. 

Place is defined as the “extent of technology mediation of interaction” and describes the location 

where the communication takes place - either completely online or partially offline. The third P is 

platform or the “design of interaction”, which refers to how the communication takes place - 

synchronous or not. Population is defined as the “pattern of interaction” and it refers to both 

group structure and the kind of social ties. The last P is the profit model or the “return on 

interaction”, which refers to how tangible economic value is created with regards to revenue. 

(Porter, 2004, para 50). Depending on the other characteristics of the community, there might be 

a tendency towards certain attributes. For example, a non-profit community will in most cases 

have a lower focus on the profit model than a commercial community (Porter, 2004).  
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3.2.1 FAN COMMUNITIES 

Another specific type of community that often exist online are fan communities. In a way, these 

can be considered a particular kind of community of interest. These fan communities subsist 

surrounding the idea of fan culture. Fan culture is referred to as fandom by Jenkins (1992) who 

defines this as “an institution of theory and criticism, a semi-structured space where competing 

interpretations and evaluations of common texts are proposed, debated, and negotiated and 

where readers speculate about the nature of the mass media and their own relationship to 

[them]” (p. 86). Additionally, this active engagement enfolds in the viewers trying, and succeeding, 

in influencing the storyline (Berz, 2016). Mittel (2008) further points out that narrative complexity 

encourages consumption of a show rather than passive viewing, which often results in 

engagement on online forums where fans gather to develop and share theories in order to debate 

about different interpretations. The creation of such a fandom, or fan community, is often a goal 

of television producers as they want “those fans who are engaged, committed, and ready to invest 

time and money in their series-related merchandise” (Kirby-Diaz, 2009, p. 23).  

This notion of fandom suits with serialized television as a distinct characteristic of serialized 

television is that its consumption is often a public phenomenon. While viewers might watch the 

television serial by themselves, fan communities often develop as individuals that share an 

interest in a particular program, are likely to search for a sense of belonging (Kelleter, 2012 in 

Berz, 2016). Fans of media products tend to do more than just viewing the content passively, and 

often engage with the content instead (Tsay-Vogel & Sanders, 2017). Four elements of fan 

communities were defined as follows: “fans must (a) perceive themselves as members of the 

group (feeling a sense of belonging, identification, and personal investment), (b) feel that they 

have influence in their group and vice versa in order to establish group cohesion, (c) feel rewarded 

for their participation in the community, and (d) have shared emotional connection, history, and 

participation” (McMillan & Chavis, 1986 in Tsay-Vogel & Sanders, 2017, p. 2). 

Jenkins (1992) proposes a model of fandom that functions on four different levels. The first level is 

related to fans adopting a “distinctive mode of reception” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 209). This is 

distinguished as a conscious choice by a fan of a specific program to view said program devotedly 

from week to week, and often implies an additional choice for repeated consumption. 
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Additionally, it implies that fans are motivated not only to absorb the texts, but rather to translate 

it into other activity, such as the production of meaning (Jenkins, 1992). The second level refers to 

the fact that “fandom constitutes a particular interpretive community” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 210). 

Jenkins (1992) claims here that “the social orientation of fan reading practices and interpretations 

need to be understood in institutional rather than personal terms” (p. 210). This means that 

textual interpretations are negotiated among the members of the fandom, and within the 

community new readings and evaluations of the shared texts are suggested as well as counter 

arguments are given against these new readings and evaluations (Jenkins, 1992). The third level 

suggested by Jenkins (1992) is that fandom constitutes a particular “Art World”. An “Art World” is 

“an established network of cooperative links between institutions of artistic production, 

distribution, interpretation, and evaluation” (Jenkins, 1992, p. 211). This implies that fandom 

provides writers and producers with a platform in which they can communicate with their 

audiences directly in order to develop a better understanding of audience expectations (Jenkins, 

1992). The fourth and final level of fandom is related to notion that it comprises an alternative 

social community – a fan community. According to Jenkins (1992, p. 213) “fandom offers a 

community not defined in traditional terms of race, religion, gender, region, politics or profession, 

but rather a community of consumers through their common relationship with shared texts”. In 

these alternative social communities, fans produce meaning and interpretation surround the 

media texts provided (Jenkins, 1992).   

3.4 BRAND COMMUNITIES 

3.3 BRANDING APPROACHES 

The American Marketing Association (AMA) defined the brand in 1969 as “a name, term, sign, 

symbol, or design, or combination of them which is intended to identify the goods and services of 

one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competitors” (Heding, 

Knudtzen & Bjerre, 2008). Throughout the years, however, the conceptualization of brands has 

moved from unidimensional to more multidimensional, incorporating also “functional, emotional, 

relational, and strategic dimensions” (Louro & Cunha, 2001, p. 851). These brand elements are 
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valuable, as they can “communicate thoughts and feelings that enhance the value of a product 

beyond its product category and basic functional value” (Chan-Olmsted, 2006, p. 58).  

Heding et al. (2008) made a taxonomy of the different approaches found relating to branding and 

brand management based on the wide range of literature available on this topic. In their research, 

they found the following seven approaches: (1) the economic approach, (2) the identity approach, 

(3) the consumer-based approach, (4) the cultural approach, (5) the personality approach, (6) the 

relational approach, and (7) the community approach (Heding et al., 2008). A brief look will be 

taken into each of these branding approaches, after which the community approach will be 

explained in-depth.  

The economic approach can be considered the foundation of all other six approaches. It focuses 

on the concept of the “marketing mix” (Borden, 1964) and the four Ps of product, price, 

promotion, and place (McCarthy, 1968). The underlying assumption in this approach is that 

consumers make their purchasing decisions rationally, and the exchange between brand and 

consumer is perceived as linear, functional, and based on transactions (Heding et al., 2008). The 

identity approach considers the brand to be heavily linked to corporate identity. In this approach, 

the assumption is that the brand should express a single and coherent identity, both internal and 

external. One of the most well-known models in this approach is the VCI-model, that incorporates 

vision, culture, and identity (Hatch & Schultz, 2001). In this take on brand management, it is 

important to align the brand identity in the eyes of internal and external stakeholders (Heding et 

al., 2008).  

The consumer-based approach views the brand as linked to consumer associations. The main 

assumptions in this approach are the idea of the brand as a “cognitive construal in the mind of the 

consumer” of which the value creation is still controlled by the marketer (Heding et al., 2008, p. 

83). The origin of this approach came from Keller (1993) with the publication of his article 

“Conceptualizing, measuring, and managing customer-based brand equity”. He is the first to take a 

more dual-sided approach to brand management that focused more on the receiver and is the 

most widely accepted method of branding (Heding et al., 2008). A completely different approach 

is the cultural approach, which positions the brand to be part of the larger cultural framework. 

Here, the brand is considered as a cultural artefact. This approach focuses on how brands can 
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become icons, and takes a macro-level approach to figure out the way a brand plays a role in 

consumers’ lives (Heding et al., 2008).  

The personality approach considers the brand to be saturated with human-like personality traits, 

which can result in an emotional bond between the brand and the consumer. It makes a triad of 

brand personality, human personality, and consumer-self-expression. In this approach, the main 

driver of brand consumption is believed to be the consumer’s need for identity and expression of 

the self (Aaker, 1997; Heding et al., 2008; Plummer, 1985). In the relational approach, the brand is 

portrayed as a partner for a potential relationship. This approach is highly connected to the 

personality approach. The main difference is that in this approach, solely the consumer’s own 

understanding of the relationship with the brand matters. In a way, the consumers are considered 

the true owners of the brand. For that reason, this approach is very difficult to manage or control 

(Heding et al., 2008) 

Lastly, the community approach takes the standpoint of the brand as the center of social 

interaction. The idea of a triadic brand relationship is key in this approach (Heding et al., 2008). It 

builds upon the ideas of the consumer-based, personality and relational approaches, but adds the 

meaning that comes from interaction among consumers and the brand. In this approach, 

consumers can share their enthusiasm and criticism amongst each other and with the brand. The 

most well-known contributors to this branding approach are Muniz & O’Guinn, who in 2001 

defined a brand community as “a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a 

structured set of social relations among admirers of a brand” (p. 1). It is the brand that represents 

the key element to the formation of these communities. They are formed by consumers due to 

their shared admiration of a specific brand (De Vries, Gensler & Leeflang, 2012; Dholakiia, Bagozzi 

& Pearo, 2004; Gummerus et al., 2012; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; Porter, 2004; Wirtz et al., 2013; 

Woisetschläger, Hartleb & Blut, 2008). Another important part of the definition is the non-

geographically bound part, meaning that such brand communities can also exist online 

(McAlexander, Schouten & Koenig, 2002).   

Brand communities, like regular communities, are composed of three main elements: (1) shared 

consciousness, (2) rituals and traditions, and (3) a shared moral responsibility (Muniz & O’Guinn, 

2001). These three elements were found by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) based on their research 
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surrounding brand communities focused on Saab cars and Macintosh computers. In these brand 

communities, shared consciousness was found to be the most important element of a brand 

community (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). This concept was earlier referred to as “we-ness” by Bender 

(1978 in Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 418). It is important for a brand community that the members 

not only feel as if they have a connection with the brand, but also a connection with each other. 

This creates a sense of belonging in the community. In brand communities, this knowing of 

belonging is further connected to setting itself apart from the competition (e.g. Coca Cola vs. 

Pepsi) which is referred to as oppositional brand loyalty. This shared consciousness transcends 

geographical boundaries and also applies to largely imagined communities, such as those on the 

World Wide Web. Another part of shared consciousness is legitimacy (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

This is a “process whereby members of the community differentiate between true members of the 

community and those who are not, or who occupy a more marginal space” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 

2001, p. 419). In their study, Muniz & O’Guinn found that legitimacy is not present in all brand 

communities. 

The second element of brand communities are rituals and traditions, which “represent vital social 

processes by which the meaning of the community is reproduced and transmitted within and 

beyond the community” (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001, p. 421). One of the most important processes 

herein is the sharing of brand stories as it is these common experiences shared among members 

that supply the brand with additional meaning. This can occur through communal use of older 

logos or sharing brand texts and symbols such as the product itself and advertisements. In fact, 

Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) claim that the members of the community have an active part in the 

creation of brand meaning through processes such as “accommodation, negotiation, text 

rejection, interpretation, evaluation, and the use of communal symbol systems” (p. 424). Another 

important aspect of rituals and traditions comes from celebrating the brand history (Muniz & 

O’Guinn, 2001). However, this might play less of a role if a brand is relatively new. Nonetheless, 

rituals and traditions increase the aforementioned shared consciousness and support the teaching 

of communal values (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001).  

The third and last element of brand communities is a shared moral responsibility, which Muniz & 

O’Guinn (2001, p. 424) define as “a sense of duty to the community as a whole, and to individual 

members of the community”. This characteristic is expressed through every day social 
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commitments, which can be subtle and highly contextualized. It consists of two parts: integrating 

and retaining members and assisting in the use of the brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). The first 

part refers to keeping members loyal to the brand. This can be through rehearsal of 

counterarguments against leaving the brand, which if repeated enough are not trivial to the 

functioning of the community. The second part refers to members looking out for each other and 

supporting each other in their search of more information or consumption of the brand. This is 

especially prevalent in computer-mediated brand communities (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Based on 

these notions, Muniz & O’Guinn (2001, p. 437) moved away from the traditional “consumer-brand 

dyad” to the “consumer-brand-consumer triad”, referred to as the brand community triad. (see 

figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3: Brand Community Triad (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001 in McAlexander et al., 2002, p. 39) 

 

Figure 3.4 Customer-Centric Model of Brand Community (McAlexander et al., 2002, p. 39) 
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McAlexander et al. (2002) build upon Muniz & O’Guinn’s (2001) “Brand Community Triad” to 

create their “Customer-Centric Model of Brand Community” (see figure 3.4, p. 37). Their research 

was based on two case studies, namely Jeep and Harley-Davidson. The model constructed from 

this study is not only an extension of the triad, it suggests a change in perspective is required as 

well when considering brand communities. They suggest that the “creation and negotiation of 

meaning” is the most important thing that is shared in a brand community (McAlexander et al., 

2012, p. 38). The shift in perspective is one that is away from the brand and instead focused more 

on the customer. In their model, the focal point is on the different entities that make up a brand 

community: brand, customer, product, and marketer and the relationships between these entities 

(McAlexander et al., 2012). However, this model might not be suitable when considering member-

initiated brand communities, as the marketer is not (actively) involved here. 

3.4.1 ONLINE BRAND COMMUNITIES 

As brand communities are not necessarily confined by geographical factors, the improvements in 

technology and the opportunities that came with the development of the Web 2.0 have moved 

brand communities into cyberspace. This type of brand community is referred to as either a virtual 

or online brand community (Laroche, et al., 2012). Such communities can be defined as “affiliative 

groups whose online interactions are based upon a shared enthusiasm for, and knowledge of, a 

specific consumption activity or related group of activities” (Kozinets, 1999, p. 254 in De Valck, Van 

Bruggen, Wierenga, 2009, p. 1). Considering the current online ecosystem, the concept of online 

brand communities has become strongly connected to social media, and in particular to social 

networking sites (Laroche et al., 2012; Laroche et al., 2013). 

Online brand communities can emerge from two different sources: from the consumers 

themselves or from the company itself as a part of a larger branding strategy (Gummerus et al., 

2012). These two kinds are referred to as “member-initiated” and “organization-sponsored” or 

“firm-hosted” online brand communities (Gruner, Homburg & Lukas, 2014; Gummerus et al., 

2012; Porter, 2004). Member-initiated online brand communities have the advantage of being 

able to provide consumers with beneficial information, interesting experiences, and information 

surrounding strength and weaknesses without a push to purchase by a company. Additionally, 

these communities manage negative information surrounding the branded products fairly, which 
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is not always the case for organization-sponsored online brand communities (Jang et al, 2008). 

Organization-sponsored communities have different advantages, mostly related to the ability to 

provide detailed product information. However, these communities are controlled by 

management of the company and as a result, negative information may be censored on the online 

brand community. This results in a lower trust in organization-sponsored online brand 

communities than their member-initiated counterparts (Jang et al., 2008).  

Online brand communities have different kinds of users, and different taxonomies of these users 

have been defined in the literature. Kim (2000 in De Valck, et al., 2009) created a classification 

based on levels of participation, responsibilities and power. This resulted in five model member 

roles, namely “(1) visitors, (2) novices, (3) regulars, (4) leaders, and (5) elders”. Another 

classification is made by Kozinets (1999) based on a combination of the level of self-centrality in 

the consumption activity and the strength of social ties to the community. This resulted in four 

archetypes of members; (1) devotees, who “maintain a strong interest in and enthusiasm for the 

consumption activity, but have few social attachments to the group”, (2) tourists, who “lack strong 

social ties to the group, and maintain only a superficial or passing interest in the consumption 

activity, (3) insiders, who “have strong social ties and strong personal ties to the consumption 

activity, and (4) minglers, who “maintain strong social ties, but who are only perfunctorily 

interested in the central consumption activity” (Kozinets, 1999, pp. 254-255). However, the most 

commonly adopted way to classify these is to differentiate between users that create content and 

users that read posts, but do not contribute to content creation. These two types of users are 

referred to as “posters” and “lurkers” (De Valck, et al., 2009, p. 3). According to Madapu and 

Cooley (2010) approximately 90% of all members of online brand communities are lurkers, 

whereas 9% is active occasionally, and 1% is active a lot. This taxonomy of users is the one that is 

followed within this thesis.  

The different motivators for joining, and to continue being a member of, an online brand 

community have their roots in social identity theory and social capital theory (Habibi, Laroche & 

Richard, 2014). Social identity theory focuses on an individual’s need to be identified as a certain 

type of person. This need can be met by joining a brand community. Additionally, brands can help 

consumers unravel not only who it is they want to be, but also how they want to be identified by 

others (Laroche et al., 2012). Notions such as self-categorization, affective commitment, and 
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group-based self-esteem, are all part of this social identity theory. This social identity theory in 

turn is one of two drivers of so-called “we-intentions” (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). The other driver 

for these we-intentions are the anticipated emotions that will be gained from joining a community 

(Bagozzi & Dholakia, 2002). These anticipated emotions are often hedonistic or utilitarian in 

nature and related to social capital theory (Habibi et al., 2014).  However, De Valck (2009) suggests 

that the intentions for joining an online brand community differs between small group-based 

communities and network-based communities. For small group-based communities, the main 

reason for participation are the perceived social benefits. In network-based communities, the 

rationale behind joining a community is related mainly to informational and instrumental values 

(De Valck et al., 2009). 

Online brand communities can help increase consumer engagement with the brand in question. 

Consumer engagement is defined as “behaviors [that] go beyond transactions and may be 

specifically defined as a consumers’ behavioral manifestations that have a brand or firm focus [...] 

resulting from motivational drivers” (Van Doorn et al., 2010, p. 254). Brodie et al. (2013) expands 

this definition by referring to it as a kind of psychological state that is the result of interactive and 

co-creative experiences of a customer with a brand. They claim that customer engagement is 

dependent on context and exists as “a dynamic, interactive process within service relationships 

that co-create value” (Brodie et al., 2013, p. 107).  

Consumer engagement has multiple positive outcomes such as consumer loyalty and satisfaction, 

consumer empowerment, connection and emotional bonding, trust and commitment (Brodie et 

al., 2011). Consumer loyalty and satisfaction is expressed through the recommendation of the 

brand to others and by expressing satisfaction with the brand in general and within the 

community. Consumer empowerment refers to members feeling as if they have an impact on the 

brand through the community. Connection and emotional bonding are the result of 

communicating with the other members and help enhance the relationship with the brand. 

Finally, trust and commitment is expressed through confidence in the expertise of other members 

as well as their faith in the community (Brodie et al., 2013). Additionally, consumer engagement is 

crucial for the success of online brand communities, as they require active and engaged members 

that create content. Otherwise, there is no content for less involved members to engage with 

(Gummerus et al., 2012). Additionally, engagement originates mainly from the search of 
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information by the members. Engagement is also interactive, and different levels of intensity can 

be present in different points of time (Brodie et al., 2013).  

Customer engagement thus involves specific interactions between the consumer and the brand 

itself as well as amongst the community members (Brodie et al., 2013; Wirtz et al., 2013). Brodie 

et al. (2011) made a categorization of consumer engagement sub-processes, which include 

sharing, learning, co-developing, socializing, and advocating. These sub processes are all 

interrelated and express different ways of engagement within the community. Sharing refers to 

the sharing of “personal relevant information, knowledge, and experiences through the process of 

active contributions to the co-creation of knowledge within the online community” (Brodie et al., 

2013, p. 111). Learning is connected to purchase and/or consumption decision-making. Co-

developing refers to a process where the members of the community assist organizations by 

contributing in “the development of new products, services, brands or brand meanings” (Brodie et 

al., 2013, p. 111). Socializing is the “two-way, non-functional interactions through which 

consumers acquire and/or develop attitudes, norms, and/or community language” (Brodie et al., 

2013, p. 111). Lastly, advocating is a verbalization of engagement and refers to the 

recommendation of the brand to others (Brodie et al., 2013).  Brodie et al.’s (2013) model of 

customer engagement can be seen in figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4 Consumer engagement process in a virtual brand community (Brodie et al., 2013, p. 110) 
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Online brand communities can serve multiple purposes for managers and marketers. It is 

assumed, that the positive aspects of brand communities also apply to those on the World Wide 

Web. Dholakia and Durham (2010, in De Vries et al., 2012) found that members of brand 

communities are more likely to generate positive (online) word-of-mouth and are more 

emotionally attached to a brand. Furthermore, online brand communities can execute several 

important functions for a brand. These could be the sharing of information, telling the brand 

(hi)story, preserving the brand culture, and helping members (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). Online 

brand communities can further help enhance brand loyalty. Brand loyalty can be defined as “a 

deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service consistently in the 

future” (Oliver, 1999, p. 34 in Berz, 2016, p. 6). According to McAlexander et al., (2002) brand 

loyalty is a kind of “Holy Grail” for organizations and can be enhanced by brand communities. This 

is supported by Laroche et al. (2013) who had similar findings in their study on how brand loyalty 

is affected by social media.  

However, despite the advantages connected to brand communities, research has also shown some 

downsides to this branding approach. Firstly, membership in brand communities does not always 

happen on purpose. Berz (2016) uses the example of owners of sport watches, where the wearers 

might not consider themselves to be a member of a specific brand community, but more of a 

fitness community as a whole. Additionally, it can be difficult to grow and maintain a membership 

base in an (online) brand community. Furthermore, if a community becomes too big, this might 

reduce the community feeling, which can have a negative impact on the brand. Lastly, 

Thorbjørnsen et al. (2002 in Berz, 2016) suggest that online brand communities work well for 

consumers who feel they are inexperienced internet users, but less for those more experienced on 

the World Wide Web.   

3.4.2 SOCIAL-MEDIA BASED BRAND COMMUNITIES 

Social media can be defined as “a group of Internet-based applications that build on the 

ideological and technical foundations of Web 2.0, that allow the creation and generation of User 

Generated Content” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61). Web 2.0 is a concept that refers to a new 

way in which the internet could be exploited by both programmers and end-users alike. Web 2.0 is 

a “platform in which software and content are not produced and published by individual 
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companies and people, but are produced and developed by different participants in a continuous 

and collaborative manner” (Laroche et al., 2012, p. 1756). User Generated Content refers to the 

content that is created by the end-users on the World Wide Web, such as content that is produced 

on social media. The term includes all kinds of media content, such as text, video and audio 

(Laroche et al., 2012).  

The background of Web 2.0 allows for a plethora of different types of social media. These can be 

classified based on sets of theories in the fields of social processes and media research. The social 

processes theories consist of self-presentation and self-disclosure (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Self-

presentation is concerned with the impression individuals want to make upon others as well as 

creating an image of themselves that is coherent with their perceived identity. This is closely 

related to the self-disclosure part which is “the conscious or unconscious revelation of personal 

information” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 62). The media research theories consist of social 

presence and media richness (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Social presence theory states that media 

diverge in the “acoustic, visual, and physical contact between the communication partners” (Berz, 

2016, p. 69). If the social presence is high, then the social influence between the individuals 

communicating is higher. The other factor for this dimension is based on media richness theory, 

which, as the name suggests, states that media vary with regard to the richness they possess 

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The combination of these two components led to the classification in 

table 3.1.      

 Social presence / Media richness 

Low Medium High 

Self-presentation / 

Self-disclosure 

High Blogs Social networking 
sites 

Virtual social 
worlds 

Low Collaborative 
projects 

Content 
communities 

Virtual game 
worlds 

 

Table 3.1 Classification of Social Media (adapted from Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 62). 
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As the research done in this study takes place on a social networking site, it is important to come 

to a clear definition of this concept. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) defined social networking sites as 

“applications that enable users to connect by creating personal information profiles, inviting 

friends and colleagues to have access to those profiles, and sending e-mails and instant messages 

between each other” (p. 64). However, this paper will follow the definition of Boyd and Ellison 

(2007) which defines a social networking site as a “web-based service[s] that allow individuals to 

(1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other 

users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and 

those made by others within the system. The nature and nomenclature of these connections may 

vary from site to site” (para 4).  On most large social networking sites, the aim of the users is not 

necessarily to make new connections, but rather to communicate with those already in their 

offline social network (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). This is relevant to emphasize, as in many 

“traditional” online brand communities, one of the functions is to make new connections or 

become friends with people that have a similar interest (Gwinner et al., 1998 in Gummerus et al., 

2012).  

People join social networking sites for all different kinds of reasons. The drivers of adoption of 

social networking sites are hedonistic and utilitarian in nature, where hedonistic reasons tend to 

be more important (Lin & Lu, 2011; Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009). An empirical test done by 

Sledgianowski and Kulviwat (2009) showed that social networking site usage is affected by the 

“perceptions of usefulness, ease of use, normative pressure, playfulness, critical mass of other 

users, and their trust in the website” (p. 8). Similar to online brand communities, antecedents for 

users’ participation are also related to social identity theory. Additionally, people also join social 

networking sites out of need of cognition and a need to belong, which is comparable to the 

reasons for joining online brand communities (Gangadharbatla, 2008).  

As the community that is chosen for the case study is based on the social networking site 

Facebook, it is important to provide a quick overview of this website. Facebook was founded in 

2004 by Mark Zuckerberg. Facebook is one of the most popular social networking sites, with 

approximately 1.4 billion daily active users and 2.13 billion active users per month as of December 

31, 2017 (Newsroom, 2018). Facebook allows for the creation of a personal profile, that may 

contain a profile picture, cover picture, personal description, and interests. It further allows users 
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to create status updates, join groups, like pages and add other users to their network. Two of the 

most interesting features possible on Facebook from the perspective of a brand marketer are 

Facebook groups and pages. Facebook groups allow for discussion in a forum-like way and are 

particularly popular. These groups can be secret, closed, or open and allow members to 

communicate about shared interests (Park, Kee & Valenzuela, 2009). Facebook states that groups 

“are the place for small group communication [which] allow people to come together around a 

common cause” (Hicks, 2010, para 8). Facebook pages allow organizations or public figures to 

create a verified profile on Facebook that is visible and free to join or follow for everyone (Hicks, 

2010).  

The merger of brand community and social media introduces a new concept that is referred to as 

“social media-based brand community”, which is a specific kind of online brand community 

(Laroche et al., 2012, p. 1578). These communities share most elements of online brand 

communities, but have some additional specific characteristics that make it important to set it 

aside from “traditional” online brand communities. According to Gummerus et al. (2012), based 

on a study of an online brand community on Facebook, these communities have three distinct 

elements. The first one is the social presence between the members of the community. Secondly, 

based on media richness theory, “the goal of any communication [within the community] is 

avoiding uncertainty and reducing ambiguity” (Gummerus et al., 2012, p. 860). Lastly, as members 

of these brand communities use their own personal [Facebook] profiles, they are highly related to 

self-presentation. The members thus also desire to control impressions the other members have 

of them in all communication practices (Gummerus et al., 2012). Additionally, on these 

communities, only a small portion of the members actively engages with the available content or 

with other members. Mostly, these communities are used as an information source, where most 

members lurk, rather than leave likes and/or comments (Gummerus et al., 2012). Furthermore, it 

was found that on these social media brand communities, consumers still engage more with the 

brand than with each other (Gummerus et al., 2012).   

Due to the opportunities associated with social networking sites such as Facebook, many 

organizations have created online brand communities on these websites (Gummerus et al., 2012). 

In fact, in 2011, more than 50% of users of social media indicated that they follow brands on social 

media (De Vries et al., 2012). A study by Park et al. (2009) suggests that the four main reasons for 
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participating in Facebook groups are socializing, entertainment, self-status seeking, and 

information. These brand communities on social media are furthermore very suitable for the 

creation of engagement, which can strengthen the relationships between the consumer and the 

brand, product, company, and other consumers (Habibi et al., 2014). Additionally, online brand 

communities on social media have positive effects on other types of value creation practices as 

well, such as social networking, impressions management, and brand use. They have further been 

found to enhance brand loyalty (Laroche et al., 2012; Laroche et al., 2013). 

Online brand communities on social networking sites are often filled with User Generated Content 

(UGC) due to the capabilities of Web 2.0 (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Berz, 2016). UGC represents 

the opportunity for the consumer to actively participate in the process of product as well as brand 

creation which consequently contributes to increased brand loyalty. It is a way to create positive 

market relationships which is useful from the marketing perspective since loyal consumers 

participate in the brand related activities and are willing to share their knowledge with others as 

pointed out by Andersen (2015, In Berz, 2016). Becker et al. (2010 in Berz, 2016) point out that 

consumers’ motivation to participate in content creation is significant from a marketing 

standpoint, as UGC allows for the interaction of consumers with the brand. However, this can also 

result in a loss of control. UGC thus has a significant role in the context of branding as it impacts 

brand equity through the consumers’ creation efforts (Berz, 2016).  

Laroche et al. (2012) did a study on brand communities on social media and found that the feeling 

of being a member of a community can help enhance value for both the brand and the members. 

However, if a community has a large number of members, as is often the case on social media, the 

ties among members are weakened, which has a negative effect on this community feeling. 

Additionally, they found that legitimacy, one of the aspects of Muniz & O’Guinn’s (2001) shared 

consciousness, exists for some communities, but not all (Laroche et al., 2012). Gummerus et al. 

(2012) researched the users of a Facebook brand community of an online gaming provider. The 

analysis of their collected data showed that community engagement behaviors, such as liking, 

commenting and reading, had a positive effect on brand satisfaction mainly through 

entertainment benefits. These entertainment benefits were found to be more important to the 

members of the community than social and economic benefits. Furthermore, the members on 

these communities take on a bigger role as they are active participants. This results in the brand 
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managers becoming more like a host, rather than a guardian (Chan-Olmsted, 2011). An important 

note on this is, however, that all studies discussed in this literature review were focused on 

organization-sponsored brand communities on social media. As such, some of the findings might 

not be relevant for member-initiated communities. 
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

At the time of writing this paper, as far as we are aware, no research has been done on online 

(brand) communities surrounding television serials. In the literature review, the distinction was 

made between different categories of television brands, where we defined the concept of a 

television serial (TV serial) brand (Berz, 2016) as a subcategory of program brands. It is this idea 

of serialized television as a brand that makes us believe communities surrounding these television 

serials will demonstrate elements of both fan communities and brand communities. In order to 

guide the analysis of our case study, the theories surrounding brand communities, serialized 

television, and fan communities will be combined in order to create a theoretical framework for 

what we have conceptualized as online TV serial brand communities.  

This theoretical framework is structured as follows. Firstly, the identified motivators for joining 

online communities from the literature review are defined and summarized. Secondly, the 

different elements of the two kinds of online communities are explored. Thirdly, the triggers of 

engagement and the engagement sub-processes are defined in relation to the characteristics that 

were identified surrounding serialized television. Fourthly, the outcomes of these kinds of 

communities are outlined. Finally, these are combined into a conceptualization of the online TV 

serial brand community.  

4.1 MOTIVATORS FOR JOINING ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITIES 

Research suggests that there are several motivators for people to join online communities. De 

Valck et al. (2009) suggests that for small group-based communities the main motivator is the 

perceived social benefits. For larger network-based communities, it is informational and 

instrumental values that motivate people to join these communities. Park et al. (2009) additionally 

suggested that people join Facebook groups for four reasons, namely socializing, entertainment, 

self-status seeking, and for information. In terms of brand communities, the main motivator for 

joining such a community is the admiration of the brand (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). This is similar to 

motivations for joining communities of interest and fan communities. With regards to fan 

communities, Kelleter (2012 in Berz, 2016) identified that people join such communities as a result 

of shared interest in a program and in order to find a sense of belonging. Jenkins (1992) supports 
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this by claiming that members join a fan community as a result of a shared interest in texts. As we 

conceptualized television serials as a distinct type of program brand in chapter 3.2.2, it can thus be 

assumed that a combination of these motivators will be present in the online TV serial brand 

community.   

4.2 ELEMENTS OF ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITIES 

When looking at Porter’s (2004) categorization of virtual communities, fan communities can be 

considered member-initiated communities. However, the main relationship-orientation of these 

fan communities is neither social nor professional, but rather commercial. According to Jenkins 

(1992) fandom is a community that is not based on traditional connections, but rather is “a 

community of consumers defined through their common relationship with shared texts” (p. 213). 

As the term consumers implies, these shared texts can thus be considered commercial. 

Additionally, due to our conceptualization of television serials as a distinct type of program brand, 

it seems feasible that online program brand communities share traits with both fan communities, 

member-initiated communities and brand communities. As the literature on brand communities is 

more plentiful than that on fan communities, we have decided to use this term to cover all aspects 

of the community when talking about the case researched in this paper.  

The elements of a brand community as honed by Muniz & O’Guinn (2004) are shared 

consciousness, rituals and traditions, and a shared moral responsibility. These are similar to the 

elements of fan communities defined by McMillan & Chavis (1986 in Tsay-Vogel & Sanders, 2017) 

which include (1) a sense of belonging, identification, and personal investment, (2) a feeling of 

influence in the group to establish group cohesion, (3) a rewarding feeling for participation, and 

(4) a shared history, participation and emotional connection. The first two elements of fan 

communities are similar to the shared consciousness element, as both are focused on this sense of 

“we-ness” by Bender (1978 in Muniz & O’Guinn, 2004). The third element in turn is similar to the 

shared moral responsibility characteristic of brand communities. This is related to the retaining 

members aspect of this characteristic, where members are believed to look out for each other and 

to support each other (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2004). The last element of fan communities is 

comparable to rituals and traditions, as it is these three factors that make up the rituals and 
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traditions within a brand community. However, due to the nature of the brand in the community, 

these elements might not all be applicable.  

4.3 ENGAGEMENT IN ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITIES 

We believe that due to the nature of the program brand as a creative good, the main focus on the 

engagement within the community will be related to reducing the uncertainty surrounding the 

plot and to reduce the “nobody knows” property that is related to serialized television. Based on 

the conceptualization of serial television made in chapter 3.1.2, we believe that the engagement 

will be triggered by the three unique characteristics of serialized television content, namely: 

narrative complexity, parasocial relationships, and shipping. According to the literature, serialized 

television requires active engagement and therefore we expect to see the properties responsible 

for this active engagement drive the engagement within the online TV serial brand community. 

Additionally, we believe that the engagement sub-processes found by Brodie et al. (2013) sharing, 

learning, co-developing, socializing, and advocating, will exist within the community. These 

engagement sub-processes will most likely be interrelated with the triggers of engagement within 

the community that were identified previously. Additionally, as the research is focused on an 

online TV serial brand community on social media, we believe the specific elements that come 

with these so-called social media-based brand communities will have a mediating effect on both 

the elements of the community as well as the engagement processes.  

4.4 OUTCOMES OF MEMBERSHIP OF ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITIES 

Finally, research suggests a variety of outcomes with regards to brand experience as a result of 

membership of online brand communities. Most research suggest that enhanced brand loyalty is 

one of the main outcomes of membership (Brodie et al., 2013; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; 

McAlexander et al., 2002; Heding et al., 2008; Laroche et al., 2012; Laroche et al., 2013). Brodie et 

al. (2013) further suggest that empowerment, connection and emotional bonding, and trust and 

commitment are also outcomes of membership of online brand communities. They also suggest 

that these outcomes, in turn, are motivators for joining online brand communities in the first 

place. Additionally, Gummerus et al. (2012) indicate that membership also provides 

entertainment, social, and economic benefits.  
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5. CASE DESCRIPTION 

As mentioned in the methodology chapter of this thesis, one of the limitations of a netnography 

study is that it can be difficult for people outside of the community to understand the specific 

context, language, and behavior within the community (Kozinets, 2002). In order to make the 

analysis more understandable and legible we will introduce the background context of the 

television serial Riverdale, provide a simplistic overview of the plot, present an introduction into 

the online brand community, and provide a glossary of the most common terms and expressions 

used within the community.  

 

Riverdale is an American television serial aimed at a teen audience, produced by Warner Bros. 

Pictures for the CW Television Network (the CW). The CW is a joint venture between CBS 

Corporation and Warner Bros Entertainment. The name of the network is derived from the first 

letters of the joint venture corporations. The CW is available on cable in the United States, but also 

provides a video-on-demand service for delayed viewing of full episodes (Warner Bros, 2018). In 

2011, the CW made agreements with streaming services Netflix and Hulu about digital 

distribution. Riverdale is one of the television serials to which Netflix acquired the exclusive 

broadcasting rights, making the serial available throughout the world. Due to this, episodes of the 

television serial are available as a “Netflix original” within 24 hours of the serial’s original Unites 

States broadcast (Netflix Media Center, 2016). This is not the case for the United States however, 

were the serial is not uploaded to Netflix until the season is finished, as the CW provides their own 

delayed viewing service to their customers. The first season of the serial was aired on the 26th of 

January 2017 and the second season premiered on the 11th of October 2017.  

 

Riverdale is loosely based on the characters of Archie Comics, an American comic book publisher 

founded in 1939. The comic book publisher is the creator of the main characters of the serial, 

namely Archie Andrews, Betty Cooper, Jughead Jones, and Veronica Lodge. Respectively, these are 

portrayed by actors KJ Apa, Lili Reinhart, Cole Sprouse, and Camila Mendes. The story in the first 

season is focused on the events surrounding the murder of Jason Blossom and follows the four 

main characters as they seek to discover who was responsible. Throughout the season, the 

murder is investigated and the relationships between the various characters are explored. This is 
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done in a 13-episode format, where each episode lasts 42 minutes. In the second season, the 

focus is on a serial killer named the “Black Hood” and the return of Veronica Lodge’s father, Hiram 

Lodge. This season is still ongoing and will consist of 22 episodes in total, each running 42 minutes. 

 

The online TV serial brand community surrounding Riverdale that was chosen for this study is the 

Facebook group “Riverdale (TV series)”, which was initiated by fans of the television serial, making 

it a member-initiated community. Riverdale can be defined as a television serial, when considering 

the provided definition and characteristics from chapter 3.1.2. With Riverdale “a new episode 

continues where the previous one ended” (Plake, 2004 in Berz, 2016, p. 45), meaning that it is a 

television serial, rather than a television series. This is further emphasized as the result of the 

three defined characteristics of television serials, namely that (1) the content is narratively 

complex which often results in active participation, (2) active engagement further frequently 

results in parasocial relationships, and (3) fans are often emotionally invested in fictional romantic 

relationships in Riverdale which results in shipping. While the considered Facebook group is called 

“Riverdale (TV Series)”, this title was given by the members of the group, who are most likely 

unaware of the distinction made between television serials and television series in the academic 

literature. Therefore, the title of the group does not reflect the actual program type of Riverdale.  

 

The Facebook group has 11 administrators and 3 moderators and is a closed group. In order to 

become a member of the group, a request needs to be sent, but there are no further 

requirements aside from being a Facebook member. During the period of data collection, the 

average member count ranged between 55,000 and 65,000, but the number of members has 

continued to grow ever since. At the top of the Facebook group, the announcement section can be 

found, where the administrators post important information about the group in order to be found 

easily by the members. These posts consist of information about the airtime of the next episode 

and provide a link to a Google Docs file containing the rules of the community (Appendix E). This 

link is also provided in the group description. There are eight rules within the group to which the 

members must adhere and these are enforced by the administrators and moderators. The 

document contains a list with all the administrators and moderators of the group and these are 

referred to as the “admod” or “modmin” team.  
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In order to make the analysis better understandable, a glossary of the vernacular used within the 

community is provided in alphabetical order. This glossary is not extensive and only provides 

definitions for terms that are used in the selected quotes in the analysis. A complete glossary can 

be found in Appendix F.  

 

Term Definition 

Alice Full name Alice Cooper, mother of Betty and Polly, editor of the local 
newspaper and was previously a part of Southside Serpents 

Barchie Relationship name for Archie Andrews and Betty Cooper 

Black Hood  Anonymous character that is responsible for multiple murders in season 2 

Bughead Relationship name for Jughead Jones and Betty Cooper 

Bughead-shippers Members who ship the relationship between Jughead Jones and Betty 
Cooper 

Cheryl Full name Cheryl Blossom. The murder of her twin brother Jason was the 
beginning of the whole serial 

Chic Full name Charles Smith, the lost older brother of Polly and Betty 

Falice Relationship name for FP Jones and Alice Cooper 

FP Full name Forsythe Pendleton “FP” Jones, Jughead’s father and leader of the 
Southside Serpents gang 

Jason Full name Jason Blossom, Cheryl’s twin brother whose death marked the 
beginning of the series 

Varchie Relationship name for Archie Andrews and Veronica Lodge 

Varchie-shippers Members who ship the relationship between Archie Andrews and Betty 
Cooper 

 

Table 5.1 Glossary 
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6. ANALYSIS  

This chapter will present and analyze the empirical findings of the study. The analysis is guided by 

the theoretical framework in order to create insights for the discussion and conclusion. The 

analysis is based on both the netnographic observations and the responses of our member 

feedback survey. The netnographic observations are referred to as observations in general and are 

based on our field notes, which can be found in Appendix D. The actual Facebook post can be 

accessed via the respective post link in Appendix A.  The results of the member feedback survey 

can be found in Appendix B.  

In order to stick as close to reality as possible we have decided not to correct any grammatical 

errors within the respondents’ quotes and the posts gathered from the “Riverdale (TV Series)” 

Facebook group. Some quotations may thus contain spelling and/or grammatical mistakes. 

Furthermore, some respondents of our survey interpreted the questions in different ways and this 

has been taken into consideration in the analysis.  

The analysis is structured as follows: firstly, the different motivators for joining the online TV serial 

brand community are considered. Secondly, the characteristics of the online TV serial brand 

community are analyzed. Thirdly, the triggers of engagement within the community are studied. 

Lastly, the perceived outcomes of membership of the community are examined.  

6.1 MOTIVATIORS FOR JOINING THE ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITY 

The first question of the member feedback survey was focused on the motivations of the 

members for joining the online TV serial brand community. We phrased the question as follows: 

“Why did you become a member of this Facebook group: “Riverdale (TV series)”?”. This question 

was answered by 87 out of 88 respondents. However, we discarded 9 responses, as these 

misinterpreted the question and answered “when” they became a member of the group instead. 

Four members indicated that there was either no reason or a coincidence that they became a 

member. During our analysis of the 78 considered responses, three reasons for becoming a 

member of the online TV serial brand community were identified (see table 6.1, p. 56). These were 

brand admiration, information gathering, and the fulfillment of social needs. The main motivations 

for joining the community is clearly expressed by respondent 26: 
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“I fell in love with Riverdale and I wanted to be able to talk with other people that share the same 

love for it as well. It’s really fun listening to others fan theories and opinions and things like that” 

(R26, Q1, Appendix B) 

This answer encompasses the two most frequently expressed reasons that describe the 

respondents’ incentives for joining the online TV serial brand community on Facebook. The first 

reason is related to the brand admiration of the television serial. The second reason is related to 

the desire of gathering more information about Riverdale. It is important to note that respondents 

often included multiple reasons for joining the community, mostly combining the aforementioned 

two reasons. Respondent 48, for example, answered question 1 as follows: 

“I wanted to talk with someone who likes the same thing that I do” (R48, Q1, Appendix B) 

This answer indicates both brand admiration and the fulfillment of social needs. Out of the 87 

respondents, 52 mentioned their brand admiration of the serial as a reason for joining the online 

TV serial brand community on Facebook. This makes it the most common incentive for becoming a 

member of the community. To illustrate, 7 respondents answered the first question exactly as 

follows: 

“Because I love Riverdale” (R19; R2; R36; R50; R53; R72; R87, Q1, Appendix B) 

The other 45 responses that were coded with brand admiration were along this line as well. This 

was expected due to the nature of the community as an online TV serial brand community, where 

the brand is the center of social interaction and the most logical reason for joining the community. 

Most of the respondents are thus familiar with the serial and express a strong admiration of the 

brand before joining the community.  
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Table 6.1 Explanation of emerged codes from the member feedback survey 

Question Code Code count Exemplary quotation  

Why did you become a 
member of this 
Facebook group: 
“Riverdale (TV 
series)”? 

Brand admiration 52 “Because I wanted to share my love for Riverdale with other fans!” 

Information gathering 32 “Because I wanted to know the fan theories, more information about it etc.” 

Fulfillment of social needs 12 
“Memes and also none of my friends are into it so I felt lonely and needed a social 
outlet” 

Wrong interpretation 9 “when season 2 started.” 

No reason 3 “Tbh, I don’t know” 

Coincidence  1 “It just popped up as a recommended group.” 

Has becoming a 
member of this group 
changed your feelings 
towards Riverdale?  
Why (not)? 

Did not impact 59 “No because I have my opinion and the other people have their opinion” 

Did impact - Positive  23 
“Yes, because I see more about the cast and characters of the show that makes me 
love Riverdale even more than before” 

Did impact - Negative  4 
“Yes. With all of the negativity I see, it makes me not want to watch it because of 
that negativity” 

What do you get (if 
anything) out of being 
a member of this 
Facebook group? 

Informational benefits 56 “I get to enjoy learning new things about the show and hearing of conspiracy stories” 

Social benefits 19 “A friendly community to connect with over the same interests.” 

Entertainment benefits 16 “Entertainment” 

Nothing 7  “Nothing yet.” 

Negativity 1 “I get a bit annoyed if people keep repeating things” 

Do you feel connected 
to the other members 
of the group? Why 
(not)? 

Negative  38 “No because I don’t talk to them” 

Positive  35 
“I do feel connected to the other members because we all have something in common 
that we get to talk to each other about and have super interesting conversations.” 

Ambiguous  12 “I don't talk to anyone directly” 

What aspect(s) of the 
show do you think 
draw the most 
attention in the group? 
Why do you think that 
is? 

Relationships 36 “The ships (ex: bughead, varchie, choni, etc)” 

Plot  22 
“I mostly see posts about what people think will happen on the future episodes or 
who is people’s favorites” 

Characters 14 
“Characters! When people love a character and see other people love a character 
they bond over it!” 

Ambiguous 8 “I am not sure” 

Actors 3 “Cole sprouse” 

Memes 1 “Memes” 
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The second main reason for joining the online TV serial brand community was mentioned by 32 

out of 87 respondents. This reason is related to information gathering, by discussing other 

members’ opinions and theories about the serial. This is communicated by articulating a need to 

discuss other people’s opinions of Riverdale, as well as a way to gain more information about the 

serial. This includes seeing more brand texts, such as pictures or video clips or to gather more 

knowledge about the brand. This is reflected in the answer of respondent 59 as follows: 

“Because I wanted to know the fan theories, more information about it etc.” (R59, Q1, Appendix B) 

Fan theories is a phrase that is often used by the members in the answers throughout the survey 

and refers to the theories by other members of the community about the development of the 

plot. It is thus this speculation related to the so-called nobody knows property that is one of the 

motivators for joining the Facebook group. 

The third main motivator for joining the “Riverdale (TV Series)” group was identified as fulfillment 

of social needs. This was expressed by 12 of the respondents on the survey, as illustrated below: 

“My friends don’t really keep up with episodes so I can’t vent to them about anything, I needed to 

find people who I could talk to.” (R25, Q1, Appendix B) 

“Because from this group I know that I will make some friends from all over the world plus I need 

to talk to someone who knows what exactly what we are going to talk about” (R54, Q1, Appendix 

B) 

In the case of the examples given above, it also indicates that the online community serves as a 

replacement for in-person interaction. As the Facebook group is member-initiated, it was 

expected that the fulfillment of social needs is one of the main motivations for joining the 

community. This fulfillment of social needs is not only expressed explicitly, but is also expressed 

implicitly. This means that often the need for socialization is not expressed, but can be inferred 

from the answer. In this case, members responded that they wanted to hear other people’s 

opinions and discuss these opinions, indicating both a need for socializing and information 

gathering. An example of this comes from respondent 26: 
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“I fell in love with Riverdale and I wanted to be able to talk with other people that share the same 

love for it as well. It’s really fun listening to others fan theories and opinions and things like that.” 

(R26, Q1, Appendix B) 

It is interesting to note that 2 members referred to the group specifically as a “community”, 

indicating that at least a portion of the respondents feel as if the group is a community: 

“I became a member of this group because I wanted to be in a community that I could talk to 

about what happens on the show.” (R14, Q1, Appendix B) 

“Because I enjoy watching Riverdale and wanted to be in a community of people who like the 

show.” (R82, Q1, Appendix B) 

Both of these responses refer to the actual group, rather than the fan community as a whole. This 

indicates that these members did not consider them a member of a community before joining the 

group.  

However, it is interesting to note that two of the respondents indicated that they did not join the 

group for any particular reason. Respondent 55 (Q1, Appendix B) claimed to have only joined the 

group, because it popped up in their recommendations and Respondent 67 (Q1, Appendix B) 

answered that they did not know why they joined the group. This implies that the community 

might have members that are not actively engaged or interested in the brand, and just joined out 

of curiosity. Due to the low barriers of entry for the group, namely only sending a request to join, 

this might implicate that the group has members who are not actively part of the community. This 

was supported by our netnographic findings, where after a month of data collection and 

observations, we noted that the 838 posts created in the community were posted by only 412 

unique members out of the approximately 60,000 members of the group. The number of 

members is approximated, as this number grew significantly during the period of observation, 

namely from 55,000 to 65,000 members.  

From the member feedback survey, it can consequently be concluded that members of the 

community were already involved with the brand before joining the Facebook group. This leads us 

to believe that the strongest motivators for becoming a member of this group is the basic need to 

connect and belong to a group of people with a similar interest in the brand, as well as the need to 
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gather more information about the brand. In a way, it is thus already a strong investment in and 

admiration of the brand that motivates people to join the community.  

6.2 ELEMENTS OF THE ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITY 

While some members of the “Riverdale (TV Series)” Facebook group thus see it as a community, 

not all respondents of the member feedback survey have explicitly mentioned this. However, 

based on the review of the literature, as can be found in Chapter 3, we believe that the 

community can be characterized as an online TV serial brand community and will most likely 

possess the elements of a brand community as found by Muniz & O’Guinn in their 2001 study. As 

the brand is a serialized television brand, we found that there are new brand texts created which 

are combined with uncertainty and this might have an impact on the elements of the community. 

Additionally, due to the fact that the community exists on the social networking site Facebook, we 

believe this might also result in additional elements aside from those found by Muniz & O’Guinn 

(2001). Therefore, the elements of the community will be analyzed first, after which the 

community is considered based on the three elements found by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001): shared 

consciousness, rituals and traditions, and moral responsibility, will be considered in terms of the 

case at hand.  

The first thing we observed with regards to the community elements is related to the ease of 

becoming a member of the community. As the community exists on Facebook, there is no 

additional boundary for joining the community, due to the fact that people do not need to make 

an account. This might reduce barriers of entry for becoming a member. However, as the group is 

semi-private, potential members need to send a request to the group admins or moderators in 

order to post and see the content within the group. In spite of this, there are no requirements to 

join the group. Based on both our observations and the responses on the member feedback 

survey, we found that people occasionally joined the group without any previous loyalty to or 

knowledge of the brand. This can be seen from a post created by Neydeep, who wrote:  

“My friend suggest me to watch Riverdale .. I am excited to watch it . How is it?? please give me 

some reviews . If possible give me some website or link to download it” (L303, 14-02-2018, 

Appendix A) 
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In this way, the community of the brand does not solely consist of dedicated fans of the brand, but 

there is also a portion of the members who do not have an active engagement with the brand.  

Another element due to the nature of the online TV serial brand community, as one that exists on 

Facebook, is related to the visibility of the posts. During the data collection period, we noticed that 

on occasion, members asked the same question in different posts only hours apart or posted the 

same picture. This indicates that the members might not see all posts created within the 

community. This might be due to the fact that the posts that have the most recent activity are 

positioned at the top of the page. As a result, posts that do not have any activity are harder to find 

and thus less visible leading to duplicate content. Contrary to online brand communities on 

forums, where posts can be separated per topic or thread, this is not an option within Facebook 

groups. Therefore, most engagement on a post takes place within a few hours, after which new 

posts are created on the same topic, rather than the discussion being continued on the same post.  

6.2.1 SHARED CONSCIOUSNESS 

Now that the elements of the community due to its presence on social media have been analyzed, 

the elements of brand communities as found by Muniz & O’Guinn will be considered. The fourth 

question of the member feedback survey asked the members whether they felt connected to the 

other members of the group, as this connection could have an impact on the shared 

consciousness. This question was phrased as follows: “Do you feel connected to the other 

members of the group? Why (not)?”. Out of the 85 responses to this question, 35 members 

indicated that they did feel connected to their fellow community members. 38 members indicated 

that they did not feel connected to the other members of the group. There seems to be an even 

balance between those who feel and those who do not feel connected. The remaining 12 

respondents answered in an ambiguous way to the question, meaning that they did not state 

clearly whether they felt connected or not (see table 6.1, p. 56).  

The 35 respondents that indicated that they did feel connected to the other members of the 

community expressed a variety of reasons for this. The majority of the “yes” respondents 

indicated that their feeling of connection to the other members of the community is due to their 

mutual interest in the show:  
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“Yes. I live in Brazil and it’s amazing to see how a show can make a group of people get together 

and know each other, and share the love for the show and the characters” (R32, Q4, Appendix B) 

The members express this mostly as a result of similar opinions, sharing theories, and shipping the 

same relationships. Additionally, only one member (R73, Q1, Appendix B) indicated that they felt 

connected to the group and explained that this was due to friendship with other members within 

the group. Both of these reasons indicate an aspect of “we-ness”, demonstrating the members not 

only feel a connection to the brand, but also each other. However, it seems as if the focus of the 

community is definitely on the brand, rather than on the connection with the other members. This 

indicates that the members of the group are not necessarily joining the community in order to 

establish emotional connections or social bonds with other members of the group.  

This is further amplified by the 38 members that indicated in the feedback that they did not feel 

connected to the other members of the group. In a similar manner to the positive responses, 

different rationales were given for answering “no” to question 4 as well. However, the most 

common response, 12 out of these 38, is related to the decision to not be an active participant in 

the group. Here, the members indicate that they are aware they could be more connected to the 

community, but due to their “lurking” status, they do not. This is expressed well by respondent 22: 

“Not really, because I'm older than most members I lurk in the background, and just enjoy content” 

(R22, Q4, Appendix B) 

It therefore seems that the more actively involved members of the community express a greater 

connection to the group, whereas those that choose not to post or actively involve themselves 

express a lesser connection to the group.  

The remaining 12 respondents to this question gave an ambiguous response, indicating that they 

do not feel connected nor do they feel unconnected to the group. An interesting finding from 

these responses is that a portion of the members of the group only feels connected when the 

other members have a similar opinion to them. As there is a lot of discussion in the group, 

surrounding different opinions on the relationships for example, a subdivision between the 

members became apparent. This also came forward in the findings taken from the netnographic 

data, where it was observed that especially shipping created divisions within the community. 
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Members not only identify as fans of the serial, but rather as “Bughead-shippers” or “Barchie-

shippers” and distinctly put themselves apart from the other groups. An example of this is 

presented in a comment by Lexie on a post about “Bughead-shippers” made by Laura: 

“Bughead shippers are so toxic! What ever happened to everyone is entitled to their own opinion? I 

can never openly say I’m a barchie shipper without getting attacked and it’s just stupid” (L704, 27-

02-2018, Appendix A) 

From the wording in this post, it is clear that this member of the community actively separates 

themselves from the “Bughead-shippers” within the community. However, according to the 

members of the community discussions surrounding the relationships are common within various 

fandoms and are not considered to be an issue that is only present within this community. On the 

post made by Laura, Rebecca comments: 

“Actually, it’s like this in every fandom” (L704, 27-02-2018, Appendix A) 

While not all other commenters agree with her, there appears to be a general consensus that 

shipping is an issue within other fandoms as well.  

While there is thus definitely a lot of tension between the different shippers, there are also other 

members of the community who try to keep the members of the community together. Annabelle 

posted in the group: 

“Quick little rant, however I don’t get why this fandom is hateful and judgmental. People in this 

group constantly fight with other people or are quick to assume something about somebody based 

off of who they ship. Like Betty x jughead vs. Betty x Veronica. Like Jesus Christ some of the stuff 

y’all say to each other is just stupid. It’s just a tv show. Let people ship whoever they want, their 

opinion isn’t offending you and isn’t gonna hurt you in any way. Everybody ya the right to an 

opinion. Just because you have a different opinion doesn’t make the other person wrong. I know 

most fandoms are like this but seriously guys. This is kinda just bs at this point. Please don’t 

comment if you just wanna start arguments.” (L791, 02-03-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, other members are commenting their agreement on her 

opinion and one other member even goes as far as to thank her for her post. This indicates that 
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not all members of the community are in agreement about the group or the discussions being held 

in the group surrounding the relationships of the characters. Some members actively set 

themselves apart from the discussions and arguments within the group that are related to 

shipping, while others do not. Thus, while there is “we-ness” in the online TV serial brand 

community, it is not as strong as could be expected, and there appears to be subgroups within the 

community that share a kind of additional “we-ness”.  

Another aspect of shared consciousness is oppositional brand loyalty. However, this was not found 

within the group. This might be due to the fact that there is not as much direct competition 

between television serials as there is between other products, since it is possible to consume 

multiple television serials simultaneously. An illustration for this comes from a post by Kayla who 

wrote: 

“The only thing that gets me through weeks is looking forward to riverdale.. wtf am I supposed to 

do now???”  (L111, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

To this, Ísis comments:  

“Find a new show! There are so many great ones out there” (L111, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

Another member, Ceara, lists some other television serials as recommendations for Kayla to watch 

while waiting for a new episode of Riverdale. From this, it can be seen that there does not appear 

to be any oppositional brand loyalty within the group.  

A last aspect of shared consciousness is legitimacy, where members differentiate between those 

who are true members of the community and those who are not. It is hard to define whether this 

legitimacy is present or not, as there is no strong sense of “we-ness” amongst the members in 

general. This might be due to the aforementioned element of the community that is related to the 

ease of becoming a member of the community on Facebook. Additionally, in a similar fashion to 

the “we-ness”, the members of the group appear to be divided in terms of what makes a true 

member of the community. On a post that Chrissy would stop watching the show if “Varchie” 

happens, Jasmine commented:  
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“Why would you stop watching if it happens your not a loyal fan then” (L310, 14-02-2018, 

Appendix A) 

It seems as if some members of the group consider everyone who is interested in the serial a 

member of the community, while others seem to have the opinion that only those who are 

focused on the plot, rather than the relationship, are “true” members of the community.  

6.2.2 RITUALS AND TRADITIONS 

The second element of brand communities as defined by Muniz & O’Guinn (2003) are rituals and 

traditions. These are expressed by sharing brand stories, by the communal use of brand texts and 

symbols, and by celebrating the brand history. Brand stories are the common experiences shared 

among members of the community in order to supply the brand with additional meaning. The 

sharing of brand stories does not occur often within the community, as members do not tend to 

discuss their private experiences with the brand. Two members of the community who struggle 

with chronic diseases created posts (L810, 03-03-2018, Appendix A; L831, 04-03-2018, Appendix A) 

indicating that Riverdale had helped them through a difficult time. In the comment section of 

these posts, the other members express their support for the members and their happiness that 

they found the serial. While some members express their love for the television serial by creating 

posts, this is barely accompanied by a personal story or experience.  

The communal use of brand texts and symbols is a key part of the community. The members of 

the group continuously share their opinions, theories, and understanding of the television serial. 

As the brand in this community is a serialized television brand, every episode is a new brand text 

that are discussed within the community. Additionally, pictures and trailers for future episode are 

posted and discussed in order to reduce the uncertainty surrounding the future of the brand – or 

the plot development. By discussing the ongoing events in the serial, the members of the brand 

have an active part in the development of the brand meaning, mainly by negotiating, interpreting, 

and evaluating the brand texts. Additionally, members educate new or less-informed members 

about the used terminology within the group. This is demonstrated in a comment by Mimi on a 

post about “Bughead” made by Fatou:  
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“I’m gonna sound stupid but can someone tell me what ‘ship’ means? I think I am getting too old 

to know the latest wording” (L145, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

Isabel then replies to this comment to explain the vernacular that is used within the community: 

“It’s like when you think a couple is cute. Like if you want Betty and Jughead to be together then 

you ship them” (L145, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In this way, Isabel educates Mimi about the way members talk with each other in order to 

integrate her further into the community.  

As mentioned in the case description, the serial on which the online TV serial brand community is 

based is a loose adaptation of Archie comics. As a result, these comics are a part of the brand 

identity, but as it is the television serial that is the basis of the online TV serial brand community, 

the comics are not a prominent part of the brand history. This also became clear from the results 

of the first question of the member feedback survey, as only 2 out of 87 respondents indicated 

that they joined the group due to their love of the comics. Additionally, the comics were not 

indicated as a trigger of engagement by any of the respondents on question 5 of the survey. 

However, members of the community occasionally share images from the comics or ask about 

how the plot development in the serial relates to the plot in the comics. For example, Natalie asks 

the other members of the community:  

“So I know nothing about the comics. But I’m wondering, does Archie stay with Veronica? Or is he 

with Betty?” (L334, 14-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, some members who are familiar with the comics are 

explaining the different outcomes in the comics. While the comics are thus a part of the brand, 

they are not the focal point of the brand history. In fact, it seems as if the comics are used to 

gather more knowledge about the serialized television brand in order to reduce uncertainty 

surrounding the plot as most questions focus on the outcome of the undeveloped plot points 

within the serial.  

As the television serial Riverdale is currently on its second season, it does not yet have a long 

brand history. However, members often compare the ongoing second season with the first season 
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of the television serial. This is done both in terms of characters, the plot, and the relationships 

within the show. Interestingly, we observed that this is mostly done in a negative manner, 

meaning that the plot in the second season is being criticized by comparing it to the plot in the 

first season. On a post made by Namejs criticizing the second season, Manuela comments: 

“I think the show should have stuck to a 13-episode per season format. Season 1 has a cohesive 

storyline. Season 2 is all over the place with plots, more plot-driven than character-driven. Also, 

this season had enough plots to use for 4 seasons, everything seems rushed. The writing has a lot 

of flaws” (L801, 03-03-2018, Appendix A) 

Regardless, most of the posts surrounding the brand are focused on the day-to-day occurrences 

within the brand, such as new trailers, developments in the plot, and the changes for the 

characters. This might be due to the fact that the brand story, due to the nature of the brand as a 

serialized television brand, changes with every new episode and as such, the brand meaning is 

continuously changing.   

6.2.3 MORAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) defined the third element of brand communities as moral responsibility, 

which is related to a sense of duty to both the community as a whole and to individual community 

members. The moral responsibility is most obvious in the group rules of the community (Appendix 

E). These group rules are focused mostly on trying to integrate new members as well as possible. 

The group rules are shared in a pinned post at the top of the group, as well as in the group 

description. In the post that is pinned to the top of the group, posted by one of the administrators, 

Candice, states:  

“Please refer here to find all the gritty details on how the group and members should conduct 

themselves. Failure to comply will result in a ban so please follow the rules because we love to have 

you here!” (L0, 20-12-2017, Appendix A) 

This indicates that both new and old members need to follow the rules in order to integrate within 

the community, as well as to stay a part of the community.   
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The first rule asks members to be respectful towards each other with regard to language used 

when posting and commenting on posts in the group, especially when the members have different 

opinions. The second rule follows with the warning of exclusion from the group for any kind of 

discriminatory behavior. Both these rules thus indicate that there is an emphasis on keeping the 

group a negativity-free area, in order to avoid members from not feeling welcome. The third rule 

reminds members of the different airing times and platforms on which Riverdale becomes 

available. This is done so that members can avoid spoilers. If members want to post about a new 

episode, they are required to include a “spoiler warning” so as to not reduce the value of the 

consumption of the episode of the serial. The next rule states the recommended number of posts 

per day in order for every member to have a chance to post in the group and to avoid repeating 

content. However, based on our observations, a lot of content is still repeated, and it is unclear 

whether this rule is actively implemented. The following two rules concern advertisements. 

Advertisements for groups and pages unrelated to Riverdale, and illegal links to streaming 

websites are not allowed, whereas advertisements on fan-made material are allowed but only 

when a prior request is sent to “admod” team. The seventh rule explains how to deal with 

inappropriate content, where members are encouraged to contact “modmins” instead of 

reporting directly to Facebook, as this could result in the whole group being removed by the 

website. The last rule summarizes that the main purpose of the group is to “encourage everyone 

to post their ideas, theories and opinions on the show. We’re all here to have fun and let’s be 

completely honest, it’s not that serious” (Appendix E). These rules are thus key in integrating the 

new members of the community and demonstrates the responsibility the members have to each 

other.  

Another aspect of moral responsibility, as found by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) is related to the 

rehearsal of counter arguments against leaving the television serial brand or the community. 

Meaning that other members will try and convince members who are having negative experiences 

with the brand or the community to stay involved. However, throughout our observations we 

have found no evidence for this within the community. In fact, if a member expresses their 

dissatisfaction about certain developments in the plot or other factors related to the brand, other 

members are more likely to encourage the member to leave the group than to try and change 
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their opinion. On a post where Ratu expresses negative feedback towards the television serial, 

Diane comments:  

“Why be on a fan page if all you’re going to do is bitch about the show?”  (L140, 09-02-2018, 

Appendix A) 

This indicates that the members do not feel strongly about other members leaving the television 

serial brand or leaving the community. In fact, this is encouraged in order to keep the community 

a negativity-free area.  

However, the moral responsibility is clear when considering the support in the consumption of the 

brand and when members are in search of more information surrounding the brand. This is 

reflected in the support when members ask for information and the other community members 

answer their questions. However, as there is a lot of uncertainty surrounding the brand, most 

answers cannot be answered as these are related to the future plot. Nonetheless, the members 

support each other in the consumption of the brand. This is visible when considering posts about 

merchandise, or brand extensions, as members recommend products to each other and provide 

information about where to buy said products. Additionally, as there was a break in the season, 

where no new episodes were being aired, some members asked for information on when the next 

episode would be shown. These easy-to-answer questions were answered by multiple other 

members, but the comments on these posts occasionally contained sarcastic responses, especially 

when the answer was deemed obvious.  
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Table 6.2 Topics as triggers of engagement within the community from the netnographic data 

Higher order code Code  Explanation 
Code 
count  

Exemplary quotation  

Parasocial 
relationships 

Actors  
Post was focusing on one, or 
more actors from the serial 196  “Cole Sprouse was in a episode of that 70s show?!” 

Characters 
Post was focusing on one or 
more characters from the serial 127 

 “I want to like Betty , BUT she does some dumb things. Going back to 
the body. Taking the phone and calling people on it.” 

Shipping Relationships 

Posts that discussed the 
different, possible and actual, 
romantic relationships between 
the characters in the serial 

109 
Who agrees on Archie and Jughead as the series OTP. Who wants to see 
this happen? 

Narrative 
complexity 

Plot 
development 

Post that discussed the narrative 
of the serial in relation to both 
previous and future episodes 

107 

“OK I have a theory Chick is an imposter the real chick is dead. Betty 
never met him and alice hasn't seen him for years. I also think Hal and 
the real chick are working together they are father and soon and hal is 
the black hood. They are trying to bring down Alice. Its just my theory 
please no hateful comments” 

Live feed 

Post in which the members of 
the community discuss the latest 
aired episode of the serial (used 
only once) 

 

1 

“Hey Fellow Riverdale Residents! This is the live feed discussion for the 
latest episode of Riverdale. We can talk in real time about the cast, plot 
developments and opinions on the current episode. Be warned though. 
If you have not seen or are not watching the episode, I suggest you steer 
clear. Unfortunately, this discussion will not be spoiler free so venture 
through the comments at your own risk! 

Chapter Twenty Six: The Tell-Tale Heart 
Synopsis: Betty turns to Jughead for help; Veronica organizes a face-to-
face meeting after tensions between Hiram, F.P. and Jughead spiral out 
of control; Agent Adams takes things a step too far. 
We're in the home stretch! Only a few episodes left. I hope everyone 
have been enjoying this season so far. 💞😊✨ 
Thanks for your time and I can't wait to see the input from all the 
members. 

 

Other 
Post that did not fit into any of 
the previous codes 73 

“I know it would be so similar but I would totally watch a show about 
the parents when they were teenagers in Riverdale. Would anybody 
else?” 
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Table 6.2 (continued) 

 Personal 
experience 

Post related to members’ 
personal lives 61 

“I am a beginner.. Haha, I just started watching this series. And I think, 
I'm going crazy about it. 😍😂🤗 Another great series.” 

 

Entertainment 

Post including voting games 
about best relationships or 
favorite characters, polls, and a 
so-called “elimination game” 

60 

“ ELIMINATION GAME 
PLEASE READ THE RULES BEFORE VOTING! SOME PEOPLE DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND HOW TO VOTE :) 
>>>>>12 hr voting window!<<<<< 
>>>Rules: 
-Vote Out Your LEAST Favorite 
-No Voting Twice 
-To Vote type your vote in the comments section 
-If you want to comment on a vote reply to the comment” 

 

Information 
sharing 

When members of the 
community were sharing 
information surrounding the 
serial that was not related to any 
of the other codes 

37 
“The next episode airs a year to the day of season 2 getting picked up. 
Season 2 was picked up 3/7/2017 
The next episode airs 3/7/2018” 

 

Information 
seeking 

When members of the 
community were requesting 
more information about the 
serial that was not related to any 
of the other codes 

35 
“Does anyone know where I can catch up on Riverdale (the new 
season)? It’s not on OnDemand .” 

 

Comics 

Post was discussing Archie 
Comics (comics on which 
Riverdale serial is loosely based) 

32 
“When you read Archie comics as a kid who did you want Archie with? 
Betty or Veronica?” 
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6.3 ENGAGEMENT WITHIN THE ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITY 

Based on the analysis of the gathered data, we also found patterns with regards to the different 

triggers of engagement in the group. As the online TV serial brand community is member-initiated, 

it is solely the members that are responsible for the engagement within the community. Whereas 

in firm-hosted online brand communities, marketers or community managers might have 

influence on the engagement, this is not the case for this community.  On average, approximately 

30 posts were created in the community per day, with comments varying from 0 to more than 

200. From a post type perspective, the most commonly created post is a photo post, followed by 

text posts, shared posts, video posts, and poll posts respectively. Through the analysis of the 838 

posts and their connected comments combined with our daily observations and the member 

responses on the survey, three main triggers that lead to engagement were identified: narrative 

complexity, parasocial relationships, and shipping (see table 6.2, pp. 69 - 70).  

Additionally, the posts that drove the most engagement had one or a combination of several 

characteristics. However, this is only considered from an “original” post perspective, meaning that 

the number of comments or likes on each post were not quantified due to the qualitative nature 

of the study. In general, we noted that regardless of the topic of the post, the posts that had a 

caption drew in more engagement than those without. A similar thing was observed with regards 

to asking questions. If the caption of a post contained a question for the other members, it 

actively asked for interaction, and as such resulted in more interaction on the post.  

6.3.1 TRIGGERS OF ENGAGEMENT 

6.3.1.1 NARRATIVE COMPLEXITY 

The first main trigger for engagement that was found based on our netnography data collection is 

related to the narrative complexity that is associated with television serials such as Riverdale. 

These posts were coded as “plot development” and “live feed” and accounted for 108 of the 

original posts created during the period of data collection. This finding is supported by the results 

of the member feedback survey on question 5: “What aspect(s) of the show do you think draw the 

most attention in the group? Why do you think that is?”. Here, 22 members out of 81 mentioned 

that the storyline, the dramatic aspects of the serial, and theories about what will occur in future 
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episodes draw the most attention in the community (see table 6.1, p. 56). Respondent 14, for 

example, answered question 5 as follows: 

“The way that the show leaves cliffhangers and always has possible theories to be made about the 

next upcoming episodes.” (R14, Q5, Appendix B) 

This trigger is especially prevalent in the online TV serial brand community during and after the 

release of a new episode of the show, where members are discussing both the newly released 

episode and the possible future development of the plot in the upcoming episodes. An example of 

such a post is the so-called “live feed” post created by Candice, one of the admins of the 

community:  

“Hey Fellow Riverdale Residents! This is the live feed discussion for the latest episode of Riverdale. 

We can talk in real time about the cast, plot development and opinions on the current episode. Be 

warned though. If you have not seen or are not watching the episode, I suggest you steer clear. 

Unfortunately, this discussion will not be spoiler free so venture through the comments at your 

own risk! […] We’re in the home stretch! Only a few episodes left. I hope everyone has been 

enjoying this season so far. Thanks for your time and I can’t wait to see the input from all the 

members.” (L98, 08-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, the members of the community share their thoughts and 

opinions on the events that are occurring during the episode, as well as responding to the 

contents of the trailer after the episode has ended. This kind of post is created each time a new 

episode is aired. This emphasizes the desire of the members to discuss the narrative complexity 

within the show with other members. It is further emphasized that there is no need to delete any 

comments and all discussions are encouraged. 

The narrative complexity of the show also triggers the engagement due to uncertainties or 

questions surrounding previous episodes. Members often use the community to ask for more 

information about an earlier occurrence within one of the previous episodes. As an illustration, 

Rebekah asks the other members of the community:  

“Hey guys, I have a question from season 2. I don’t remember what episode, but it was one where 

they were talking about the pussy cats being split up and Josie was thinking about going with some 
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music person. So when I watched this I was super confused because I never heard about Josie 

splitting up from the pussy cats until they had already split up. I am watching on the CW app and I 

feel like they skipped something.” (L776, 02-03-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, four members provide an explanation for Rebekah in order to 

answer her question. In this way, the members of the community help each other to make sense 

of the narrative complexity within in the serial. 

Speculation about the future of the television serial and asking for opinions or theories are a 

common phenomenon in many of the posts that triggers member engagement surrounding the 

narrative complexity of the television serial. One of the unresolved plot points which lead to 

engagement in the community surrounds the mystery of the Black Hood. Katherine posted:  

“I am trying to work out who the Black Hood is, who do you think it is and why? Let me know in the 

comments down below?” (L152, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

The post included a picture of a whiteboard and the name of a suspect “Janitor?”. In the comment 

section, the members share their opinions and provide arguments to support them. This indicates 

that the community members want to interpret and discuss the serial, rather than just consume it.  

However, while posts surrounding the narrative complexity keep members engaged with the 

group, sometimes these posts and/or their comment section show signs of disappointment when 

certain theories do or do not come true, with members commenting that the show is too 

predictable. Namejs posted:  

“Okay. I’m gonna get some hate for this…Is it just me or are the writers of Riverdale running out of 

ideas. Why Season One was so good was because it was original and intriguing but season two not 

so much. For part one of the season they basically repeated the idea of season one and now its 

kinda turning into an anthology series. Its just like I don’t have the same attitude for the show as I 

did for season one. I really don’t see season three happening, if it did it would just get really sloppy. 

But the acting is still phenomenal, there are some areas of improvement… Take the fact on how 

many views they lost after season one and the numbers keep dropping. I still do tune in every 

Thursday (Ireland) but I don’t enjoy them. Anyone else feel the same?” (L801, 03-03-2018, 

Appendix A) 
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The author of this post clearly expresses his dissatisfaction about the new season of Riverdale, but 

interestingly he also acknowledges that he still watches every new episode even though he does 

not enjoy them. Other members acknowledge his disappointment and convey their support of the 

statement by leaving likes and comments with a confirming syntax. We observed that these types 

of evaluation about the quality of the television serial leads members to engage in discussions 

surrounding the different aspects of narrative complexity.   

The analysis of the community has thus shown that the characteristic of narrative complexity that 

is associated with serial television triggers engagement within the community. It seems that 

television serials that are narratively complex require a different and more active kind of audience 

engagement due to the nobody knows property of the television serial brand. It was found that 

this active kind of audience engagement is reflected in the community as well, where the 

members of the community actively engage with the narrative in order to understand and 

appreciate the television serial more.  

6.3.1.2 PARASOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 

The second main trigger for engagement within the community is related to two different kinds of 

parasocial relationships, namely those the community members have with the different actors and 

those that they have with the characters on the show. Out of all posts analyzed, 196 were coded 

as focusing on the actors, which makes it the most discussed topic within the community. Mostly, 

these posts discussed their roles in other television series, television serials, or movies. 

Additionally, there was some discussion on other possible roles for the cast members. 

Even though the code “actors” was used the most, a significant portion of these posts were shared 

posts with no comments. This can be further confirmed by the results of the member feedback 

survey where only 3 respondents out of 81 mentioned actors as drivers of the attention in the 

group. Additionally, we noticed that these posts did not get many comments or any other form of 

engagement and a significant portion of these posts were shared posts, 97 out of 196, from fan 

pages focused on the actors. These posts often did not have any captions or explicit indicators of 

parasocial relationships. Therefore, the parasocial relationships with the actors did not take as 

much of a prominent role as those between the community members and the characters.  
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It is the parasocial relationships between the community members and the characters on the 

television serial that are most prevalent when considering the engagement. In fact, the characters 

were mentioned as a driver of engagement 14 times (see p. 56). These parasocial relationships 

present themselves in different ways. An example is a post made by Jared: 

“Besides having a bangin’ body, why the hell would anyone like Cheryl Blossom? She’s the bat-shit 

in Riverdale’s cave!”. (L40, 06-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, the members voice their opinions on this claim. Lea 

comments:  

“Wow. That is kind of harsh. Cheryl has layers, its not like she is just a bitch and that is it. She is a 

teenage girl who has a lot of pain. She has never felt good enough for her parents or felt love from 

her parents which is why I think she had such a close relationship with Jason […]”. (L40, 06-02-

2018, Appendix A) 

This statement defends the personality of one of the characters, which according to Respondent 

78 on the survey is one of the aspects that draws in the most engagement in the group: 

“Theories, defending characters, and discussing the show.” (R78, Q5, Appendix B) 

These types of discussions and posts are common in the group and implicate a strong attachment 

of the members to different characters on the serial. Additionally, parasocial relationships with a 

more negative character were also evident in the community. One of the new characters in 

Riverdale, drew in a lot of questions and opinions with members actively expressing their dislike 

for this character, Chic. An example of this can be seen in a post by Unaiza: 

“It's really very confusing about Chic that he gets emotional first and then he smirks. What's wrong 

with him?! He's unbelievable!” (L448, 18-02-2018, Appendix A) 

On this post, another member, Haider, commented: 

“He's a negative character. He gains sympathy by crying for getting out of difficult situations and 

then smiles that the next person bought that. Isn't that too obvious?” (L448, 18-02-2018, Appendix 

A) 
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The community members, in this way, actively express their dislike for the character from a 

personal point of view. The parasocial relationships the members have with the characters are 

expressed in both a positive and negative way, as members actively engage with the relationship 

they have with these characters.  

Based on the analysis, it was found that parasocial relationships is the second main trigger for 

engagement. Members are interested in the lives of the actors, due to these parasocial 

relationships and these further trigger the engagement within the community. Additionally, the 

members of the community seem to identify with the characters and experience parasocial 

relationships with them too. This triggers active engagement by the community members, as they 

feel the need to defend the characters in the serial.  

6.3.1.3 SHIPPING 

It is difficult however, to separate the parasocial relationships from the narrative complexity and 

the last trigger of engagement: shipping. The members are actively engaged with the relationships 

within the serial which are an essential part of the narrative complexity of Riverdale. During our 

period of observation there was a lot of uncertainty surrounding one of the couples “Bughead” as 

their parents, FP and Alice, could enter into a relationship as well. Some of the “Bughead-

shippers” expressed concern about how the relationship between FP and Alice would impact 

“Bughead”. While the notion of shipping is thus central here, it is impossible to separate it from 

the narrative complexity within the serial.  

When considering the relationship between shipping and the parasocial relationships, this is also 

hard to separate. In fact, on a post by Namit discussing a possible kiss between two of the 

characters, Casey commented:   

“It’s hard when you’re really into a show and things aren’t going your way. I act as if it’s real life 

for a minute and have to snap back out of it. I need a life” (L120, 09-02-2018) 

This indicates that the relationships on the show draw on the actual emotions of the members of 

the community, similarly to the parasocial relationships discussed previously. Shipping is a central 

part of engagement in the community, as was also found in relation to the “we-ness” previously. 
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In fact, when asking the members for input on what draws the most attention in the group 36 out 

of 81 included references to the relationships between characters, or the different ships.  

Based on our observations, we found that the two most popular relationships in Riverdale are 

“Bughead” and “Varchie” and they are a recurring topic within the community each day. While all 

posts considered in this category focus on both the canon and non-canon relationships in the 

serial, the subject matter within them varies from enthusiasm about their relationship, to worries 

about whether a certain couple might break up and arguments about why people ship or do not 

ship said relationships. Based on both the member feedback and our own observations from the 

data collection, we found that especially “Bughead” was one of the biggest triggers of engagement 

within the community. In the survey, almost half of the aforementioned responses, 15 out of 36, 

included a direct mention of “Bughead” or explicitly mentioned the relationship between Betty 

and Jughead in another way.  

As mentioned previously, during the period of observation there was uncertainty surrounding 

“Bughead” due to the possibility of their parents, Alice and FP, becoming a couple. This 

relationship was referred to in the community as “Falice”. Within the topic of shipping, we noticed 

this was one of the most recurring themes that drove engagement. This is exemplified by a post 

made by Chrissy who wrote:  

“If #Falice happens, wouldn’t that make it awkward for #Bughead?” (Thoughts in the comments 

below)”. (L117, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

The first comment by Jennifer to this post is as follows:  

“We have this thread every day” (L117, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

This indicates that this is a topic that reoccurs daily, which is also what we observed. It can thus be 

said that this is one of the biggest triggers of engagement within the community.  

While “Bughead” and “Varchie” are the most common ships within the serial, there are also 

members of the community who ship “Barchie”. There is a lot of tension within the community 

between the “Bughead” and “Barchie” shippers. In fact, it barely happens that these two ships are 

mentioned in the same post, without this leading to an argument or discussion in the comment 
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section. In fact, some members even go as far as to express their wonder about the “hate” 

surrounding the difference of opinions on the various relationships. Saumya posted:  

“I’ve always wanted to know this: WHY so much hate towards barchie shippers? I think they have 

amazing chemistry:/”. (L508, 20-02-2018, Appendix A) 

Also between “Bughead” and “Varchie” shippers there is a lot of strain. One of the members, 

Maryanna, even refers to this tension between the “Bughead” and “Varchie” shippers as a “mini 

war” (L704, 27-02-2018, Appendix A). The negative connotations of these posts might cross over 

to the experience of the other members not only in the group, but also with regards to Riverdale 

itself. In fact, this tension was mentioned by Respondent 12 when asked what draws the most 

attention within the group:  

“I think that varchie and bughead are like fighting in between and a lot of people like bughead and 

there is a lot of people who like varchie” (R12, Q5, Appendix B) 

While shipping is thus one of the three main triggers for engagement, this part of the community 

is not appreciated by all members. An example of this is presented in a post by Chrissy who wrote:  

“If #Vughead happens, I am not watching Riverdale anymore. #Bughead and #Varchie for life!!!”. 

(L310, 14-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, members either agree or voice their annoyance about the 

focus on shipping. One of the members, Kaleigha, commented:  

“You Bughead lovers are so obsessed with them that you’d actually stop watching the show just 

because they didn’t end up together? Jeez. Focus on the plot, and the storyline, not the ships.” 

(L310, 14-02-2018, Appendix A) 

This dissatisfaction with the relationships as the central point of both the community and serial 

itself is expressed often in the group. On one post ridiculing the focus on the relationships within 

the fandom, there are several comments containing a strong sentiment that this focus can kill the 

experience for other members. This dissatisfaction with the community is also expressed by Jenny 

who commented on Chrissy’s post with: 
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“This is why so many say that this fandom is horrible and so many people don’t like shipping” 

(L310, 14-02, 2018, Appendix A) 

While shipping is one of the main triggers of engagement, it is also one of the biggest triggers of 

disagreement and arguments within the group. This has, as mentioned, an effect on the sense of 

“we-ness” within the community, where the members separate themselves based on their 

relationship preference or complete disregard of the relationships in favor of the plot.  

6.3.1.4 OTHER TRIGGERS OF ENGAGEMENT  

Aside from the three main triggers for engagement, we further found five minor triggers of 

engagement within the community. During the data collection, these posts were coded as 

“personal experiences”, “information seeking”, “information sharing”, “entertainment”, and 

“comics”. These topics consisted of 61, 35, 37, 60, and 32 posts respectively. Additionally, we 

created a code for “other” posts, which contained 73 posts. This category consisted of a variety of 

posts that were not suitable for the other codes and were mostly off-topic (i.e. not related to the 

serial) or shared articles from other pages without captions.  

The posts coded as personal varied from personal experiences with the cast members, sharing 

merchandise owned by the member in question, pictures of their cosplays and their general 

enthusiasm about the serial. By sharing personal experiences with the brand and brand related 

products, such as merchandise, the members of the community are demonstrating their brand 

loyalty in order to make themselves look good in front of the other members of the community. 

Members commonly share pictures of them wearing merchandise or of the merchandise they 

have bought, bringing in a personal aspect to the brand.  

Furthermore, these personal posts often demonstrate emotional bonding to the show and the 

other community members. One of the members, Cat, wrote that she is struggling with kidney 

cancer and that finding Riverdale helped her pass time during recovery after: 

“I’ve never seen the show until Saturday nite. I just started chemo treatment on Friday afternoon 

and it has been living hell. On Saturday nite about 2am I couldn’t sleep and decided on Netflix to 

help pass the time. I stumbled upon this show and of course it reminded me of the cartoon show I 

watched as a child. Well I LOVE this show! I like the story line, the characters, everything about it. 
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I’m so glad I found a show to help me move time when I’m struggling right after treatment. 

Riverdale is amazing! #stage4kidneycancersucks #acatfightwithcancer” (L831, 04-03-2018, 

Appendix A) 

In the comment section of this post, other members express their support for her recovery. 

However, while these posts trigger a significant amount of engagement, these kinds of posts that 

share personal stories are not common within the community. 

Another minor trigger of engagement is related to the comics on which the television serial is 

based. We observed that the members of the group use the community to ask questions about 

how the story in the comics aligns with the story in the television serial. Additionally, members 

occasionally share images of the comic book characters. With some exceptions, these posts do not 

draw in a lot of comments or engagement from the other community members. We believe this is 

mostly due to the fact that the group is aimed specifically at the television serial, rather than the 

comics. This also came forward from the content of the posts surrounding the comic, which 

focused mainly on the comics in relation to the plot within the serial as a way to reduce the 

uncertainty related with the narrative complexity.  

The group is often used by the members to both seek and share information surrounding 

Riverdale. This varies from information about when the next episode is coming out to questions 

about where to buy merchandise. During the time period where the show was on a break, from 

March 8, 2018 until March 28, 2018, there were a lot of posts raising the same question about 

when the next episode would be aired. This resulted in one of the admins pinning a post to the top 

of the group in order to share this information so that the members did not need to ask for it. The 

other members are helpful in relation to these posts, and there is always at least one member 

who answers the questions asked.   

Based on the feedback on the member feedback survey, we found that entertainment was a 

trigger for joining the community. It is thus not surprising that entertainment was also found in 

the analysis as a trigger of engagement within the community. Posts coded as entertainment 

included voting games about best relationships or favorite characters, polls, and so-called 

“elimination game”. This elimination game was a near-daily occurrence that was ran by one of the 

members in the community. Here, members leave comments in order to vote, after which the 
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option with the least vote will be eliminated – within a limited timeframe. Within the next couple 

of days, the game is continued until there is only one option left. These posts resulted in the 

highest amount of comments within the community. Other games also tended to draw in a lot of 

engagement, even if there was no further interaction among the members surrounding the votes.  

6.3.2 ENGAGEMENT SUB-PROCESSES 

In the theoretical framework, it also assumed that evidence would be found for the five sub-

processes as described by Brodie et al. (2013), namely; learning, sharing, advocating, socializing, 

and co-developing. Throughout the analysis, we found evidence for all five sub-processes as the 

result for satisfying a specific need or desire. These sub-processes are closely related to the 

aforementioned triggers of engagement. However, it is important to make the distinction between 

these triggers and the sub-processes. The triggers of engagement are what leads members of the 

community to actively engage in the community, whereas these sub-processes indicate the 

different kinds of ways in which they engage with the community and are present regardless of 

the topic of a post.   

The first sub-process, learning, is demonstrated when members of the community ask for more 

information surrounding the serial. This occurs when a member asks for clarification surrounding 

something that happened in one of the former episodes of the television serial. An example of this 

is a post made by Geishly who asked the other members of the community:  

“Hello I got a question. Who was at the living room with Penelope and Cheryl saw at the end of the 

first episode?” (L36, 06-02-2018, Appendix A) 

One of the other members, Pauliasi, answers Geishly’s question in order to facilitate their 

understanding of the brand. Additionally, posts coded as related to the comics are predominantly 

connected to the sub-process of learning, due to the fact that the members want to use the 

comics as a source of gaining more knowledge. In other instances, the answer to questions raised 

by one of the members are not as easily answered, as members often have questions about 

developments in the plot that have not yet been resolved. We observed that this then also results 

in the sub-process of co-developing, where members come up with theories about what could 

happen in the future. 
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Based on both the observations and the analysis of the collected data, we have found that co-

developing is a very important engagement sub-process within the community. This is due to the 

nature of the serial, where each episode ends with a cliffhanger and members are actively 

engaged in trying to work out what is going to happen before the serial shows it to them. 

Members collaborate in the community, in order to theorize on what could possibly happen in the 

next episode(s). During the member feedback, Respondent 59 (Q5, Appendix B) refers to this 

speculation about the development of the plot as “fan theories”. In this way, the members of the 

community contribute to the development of brand meaning, as they create additional content 

and information surrounding the brand. However, co-developing is not limited to only 

speculations about the narrative, but also includes opinions on the current season and how to 

improve it. Brian, for example, posted:  

“Am i the Only one who thinks Riverdale is far better off with shortened season less episodes per 

season, just like season 1 it focused on the plot... Season 2 is here and there, i mean last episode 

was about a statue! A freaking statue...” (L58, 06-02-2018, Appendix A) 

Here, the members of the community discuss how Riverdale could be improved and are thus 

assisting in the development of the serial. However, as the community is member-initiated, there 

is no direct feedback on these co-developing notions by the brand.  

We found that the sub-process of co-developing is closely related to the sub-process of sharing 

within the community. The sharing of personal knowledge, information and experiences 

contributes to the co-creation of meaning with the brand. In the context of a serialized television 

brand, where one of the key aspects is narrative complexity, co-developing and sharing are 

intertwined. As both co-developing and sharing contribute to the creation of brand meaning 

within this community, it is difficult to separate them. As a result, the sharing of fan theories 

applies to both co-developing and sharing. Most likely, this is due to the nature and characteristics 

of the brand.  

Advocating is another sub-process that is clearly present within the community. This sub-process 

is demonstrated surrounding merchandise and sharing personal experiences with the brand. 

Members often share the merchandise they have bought or ask for opinions of other members on 

certain merchandise items. In this way, the members recommend brand extension products to 
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other members of the community. Additionally, advocating is often done to new members of the 

community. Due to low barriers of entry for the group, occasionally members join who have not 

yet watched the show or have not yet seen all the episodes of the show. Rumer, for example, 

posted:  

“I am a beginner.. Haha, I just started watching this series. And I think, I’m going crazy about it. 

Another great series”. (L153, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

Katherine then advocates for the serial, by commenting: 

“Keep watching, its great!” (L153, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

In this expression of engagement, Katherine is thus actively recommending the brand to Rumer. 

The last sub-process identified, which is present throughout all discussed topics and triggers, is 

socializing. The socialization aspect of the community was recognized by the various interactions 

between members in the comment section. These interactions have the aim to help members 

integrate within the community by sharing norms and language, which is closely related to the 

rituals and traditions explored previously.  

A visualization of the relation between the identified triggers of engagement and the engagement-

sub processes that evolve from these triggers can be seen in figure 6.1, p. 85. In this figure, it can 

be seen that all triggers of engagement have a mediating effect on the sub-process of socializing. 

Additionally, the aspects of narrative complexity directly impact sharing, co-developing and 

learning. Learning is further impacted by information seeking and the comics. Advocating is the 

result of shared personal experiences by the members with the brand.  
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Figure 6.1 Relation between the identified triggers of engagement and the engagement sub-processes 

identified by Brodie et al. (2013) 

6.4 OUTCOMES OF MEMBERSHIP OF THE ONLINE TV SERIAL BRAND COMMUNITY 

In order to find out whether the members of the community perceived any benefits out of their 

membership of the community, a question was phrased in the member feedback survey as 

follows: “What do you get (if anything) out of being a member of this Facebook group?”. Out of 

the 84 respondents to this question, only 1 respondent answered this question in a negative way. 

7 respondents indicated that they did not gain anything out of being a member of the community 

(see table 6.1, p. 56). This indicates that most of the respondents are of the opinion that being a 

member of the community creates extra brand value. From the responses, three main benefits 

from being a member of the community came forward: entertainment benefits, social benefits, 

and informational benefits. All these benefits are reflected clearly in Respondent 51’s answer, who 

compares being a member of the group to aspects of Riverdale:  
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“Just being apart of a community, like Riverdale, comes together and discusses the ups and downs 

of the show. Coming together and having a chat, just like the core 4 do in Pop's.” (R51, Q3, 

Appendix B) 

The entertainment benefit was mentioned by 16 out of 84 respondents of the survey. These 

benefits ranged from memes, to games, to pictures, and quizzes. This is reflected in the triggers of 

engagement as identified previously, where entertainment was identified as one of the smaller 

triggers of engagement within the community. The social benefits were mentioned by 19 out of 84 

respondents of the survey. Respondents indicated that they felt part of a community, that they 

met new people, and made friends. Both these social and entertainment benefits were expected 

to be found, as these were identified in the literature review as reasons for joining Facebook 

groups. It thus makes sense that these are reflected in the benefits for the members. The last 

benefit, the informational benefit, is related to comparing opinions on the plot development. The 

plot development here includes all aspects of narrative complexity, thus also contains parasocial 

relationships and shipping. This was mentioned by 56 out of 84 respondents, making it the main 

benefit of being a member of the community. As the narrative complexity was identified as one of 

the main triggers of engagement, this was also to be expected. Again, this is most likely due to the 

nature of the brand, which allows for a lot of interpretation and is related to a lot of uncertainty. 

The option for discussions, reading other people’s opinions, and sharing fan theories about the 

future development of the plot are thus logical benefits from the group.  

Another part of the member feedback was related to seeing how the members perceived their 

community membership as impacting their experience of the brand. This second question was 

phrased as follows: “Has becoming a member of this group changed your feelings towards 

Riverdale? Why (not)?”. Out of the 86 responses to this question, 23 respondents explicitly stated 

that their membership of the group had a positive impact on their feelings about the show (see 

table 6.1, p. 56). Respondent 5, for example, answered question 2 as follows: 

“It has opened my minds to a few theories about the TV program and even made me love it more” 

(R5, Q2, Appendix B) 
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On the other hand, only 4 respondents explicitly replied that being a member of the community 

had made them enjoy the show less. One of the respondents indicated that the negativity in the 

group was the main reason for this reduced brand enthusiasm: 

“Yes. With all of the negativity I see, it makes me not want to watch it because of that negativity” 

(R42, Q2, Appendix B) 

Nonetheless, the majority of the respondents claimed that their community membership had no 

impact on their feelings about the television serial. Out of those who respondent that membership 

did have an impact, several indicated that the community has increased their knowledge about 

the serial and has shown them different perspectives on certain developments in the plot: 

“It's made it more interesting.  reading other's opinions on each episode!” (R1, Q2, Appendix B) 

An interesting finding from the analysis of the responses to question 2 are the different 

interpretations of the question. While the question itself had a neutral tone, members that replied 

that being a member of the community did not impact their feelings about the brand, often used 

the word “still”. For example, Respondent 21 answered:  

“No I still feel the same still love the show” (R21, Q2, Appendix B) 

This shows an implicit assumption that the community would have a negative impact on their 

feelings towards Riverdale, which appears to be the case for a big part of the respondents. This is 

interesting, as there might be an underlying feeling with some of the members that the group 

could have a negative effect on their opinions. However, other members, 59 out of 86, made it 

very clear that their opinions were their own and these were not going to be affected by being a 

member of a Facebook group.  

The positive and negative impact of the group on the brand value is also reflected in the posts 

created by the community members. The members use the community occasionally to criticize 

not only the serial, but also the other community members. It is especially the focus on shipping 

that often has a negative impact on certain members of the community. One member, Amber, 

commented on Laura’s post:  
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“Honestly the bughead fans and obsessive attitudes have been a bit of a turn off to the show and I 

love the mystery i just think of the relationships as an after thought…” (L704, 27-02-2018, 

Appendix A) 

This clearly indicates that for this member, the attention to the relationships has reduced the 

member’s interest in the serial. Another member, Steven, commented on a post made by Ratu:  

“I dropped it. Honestly, the fandom is what gave me 0 desire to pick it up again after season 1. All 

this theory stuff, the shipping, and so on ruined it for me” (L140, 09-02-2018, Appendix A) 

From this it can be seen that being a member of the online TV serial brand community can thus 

have a significant impact on a member’s opinion of the brand. The negativity that is referred to in 

the answers of the member feedback survey is demonstrated here as resulting in a member 

leaving the community. In fact, we observed that during the period of data collection, some of the 

engaged members left the group after discussions and negativity from other members. While 

most respondents of the survey indicated that being a member of the group had no effect on their 

experience with the brand, membership can drive people away from the brand.  

From the analysis, we can summarize the four main findings. Firstly, we identified three different 

motivators for joining the “Riverdale (TV series)” group on Facebook. These were: brand 

admiration, information gathering, and the fulfillment of social needs, with brand admiration 

being the biggest motivator. Secondly, we found that the three characteristics of brand 

communities as found by Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) were present within the community, but to a 

different extent and in a slightly different way. This in particular applies to the shared 

consciousness, where we found that even though the members of the group join due to their 

shared brand admiration, there were several subgroups within the community as a result of 

shipping. Thirdly, we identified three main triggers of engagement within the community related 

to the narrative complexity, parasocial relationships, and shipping. Additionally, the other triggers 

identified were personal experience, information sharing, information seeking, entertainment, 

and the comics. We further found that the five engagement sub-processes as identified by Brodie 

et al. (2013) also exist within the community, where in particular the co-developing plays a big role 

due to the nature of serialized television. Lastly, we found that most of the members of the 
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community did not feel as if being a member impacted their brand experience or brand loyalty in 

neither a positive nor negative way.  
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7. DISCUSSION 

In the theoretical framework, a conceptualization was made for an online TV serial brand 

community based on a review of the existing literature surrounding serialized television, brand 

communities, and fan communities. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the findings from the 

case study analysis in relation to the existing literature and the conceptualization of an online TV 

serial brand community.  

In the analysis, three motivators were identified for joining the online TV serial brand community 

“Riverdale (TV series)”. These three motivators were brand admiration, information gathering, and 

the fulfillment of social needs. These motivators were often interconnected. According to various 

researchers (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; Gummerus et al., 2012; Porter, 2004; Dholakia et al., 2004; 

De Vries, Gensler & Leeflang, 2012; Wirtz et al., 2013; Woisetschläger, Hartleb & Blut, 2008), 

brand communities are formed out of the shared admiration of a brand by consumers. As a result, 

the first and strongest motivator, brand admiration, was expected to be found. Members 

expressed this using the terms “love” and “like”. This is related to the “Riverdale (TV series)” 

community being a member-initiated community (Porter, 2004), meaning that there is no 

interference from marketers and solely exists out of admiration of the brand alone. However, in 

the analysis we also found that there were few members who joined the community without any 

knowledge or admiration of the brand. This is most likely due to the low barriers of entry related 

to the community being based on Facebook, where anyone can easily join.  

The second motivator that was identified is related to information gathering. Based on our 

analysis, we can conclude that the online TV serial brand community is network-based, implying 

that the rationale for joining the community is related mainly to informational values (De Valck et 

al., 2009) and this is similar to the findings in our study. These informational values are expressed 

in the community by the need to discuss opinions and theories about the future development of 

the television serial. It can be concluded that this is related to the nobody knows property 

associated with creative goods (Caves, 2002). The members of the community thus join in order to 

reduce the uncertainty surrounding the program brand and to discuss its different aspects. This is 

related to social capital theory, as the members are expecting to get utilitarian values out of 

joining the community (Habibi et al, 2014). Additionally, as a new episode of the serial is released 
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every week, the serialized television brand itself is, in a way, adapted every week, which drives the 

admirers of the brand to discuss these changes with each other. This is due to the narrative 

complexity of television serials, which requires the audience to take on a more active engagement 

in order to keep up with the plot (Mittel, 2006).  

As mentioned, the community is member-initiated, with a social and commercial relationship 

orientation (Porter, 2004). Therefore, it is not surprising that the third motivator found in the 

analysis is related to the fulfillment of social needs. However, this rationale for joining was not 

mentioned by the majority of the respondents of the member feedback survey. As the online TV 

serial brand community is based on Facebook, this is a logical conclusion due to the fact that the 

members are more interested in engaging with the brand rather than with each other (Gummerus 

et al., 2012). The members who indicated that they were interested in socializing related this back 

to the need to discuss Riverdale with others, rather than connecting with other people who 

admired the same serialized television brand. Only two of the respondents of the member 

feedback survey explicitly mentioned the need to belong to a community. This indicates that 

socializing is not the reason for becoming a member of the online TV serial brand community for 

most members. This is in contrast with what was found by Habibi et al. (2014), who claimed that 

the need for self-categorization, affective commitment, and group-based self-esteem are 

important motivators for joining an online brand community. However, these reasons were not 

identified in the analysis of the case. This is probably due to the fact that the community is not a 

small group-based community, but rather a network-based community (De Valck et al., 2009).  

When considering the elements of the online TV serial brand community, the lack of social 

commitment was also evident. The majority of the respondents on the member feedback survey 

indicated that they did not feel connected to the other members of the community, or felt 

ambiguous about this connection. This is related to the notion of shared consciousness, which 

consist of different aspects (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). One of these aspects is “we-ness” of which a 

lack is expected in online brand communities (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). While some responses on 

the survey did indicate that a part of the members feel as if they are connected to the other 

members, there is definitely a higher connection to the brand itself than with the other members. 

It was found that this could be partly related back to the members’ individual engagement on the 

page, as those who indicated that they were merely a so-called “lurker” tended to state that they 
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did not feel connected to the other members of the community. As it was found by Gummerus et 

al. (2012) the majority of members of online brand communities on Facebook are lurkers, rather 

than active engagers, this suggests that the majority of the community feels not connected to the 

other members. As the “Riverdale (TV Series)” Facebook group had on average 60,000 members 

during our period of research, and only 412 unique posters, the same assumption can be made. 

Additionally, according to Laroche et al. (2012) as the group has a high number of members, the 

ties among the members are weaker.   

That is not to say that there is no sense of “we-ness” within the community at all. It was found 

that while there was “we-ness” among the members of the community, this was more related to 

the shared association with different “ships”. In fact, most of the respondents on the member 

feedback survey who indicated that they were ambiguous about having a connection with the 

other members, stated that they only felt connected when they had similar opinions. This finding 

was supported by the netnographic observations, as we found that there was a significant divide 

amongst the members who had different opinions on the relationships. This is supported by both 

Hall (1980) and Giles (2002), who found that the different relationships in television content can 

result in subcultures, which can also get into conflict with each other. This was evident in the 

online TV serial brand community, as the analysis showed that there was a significant amount of 

disagreement among the members about the different relationships. The sense of “we-ness” 

within the community is thus more related to the members’ associations with the different ships, 

or their adverse stance against all shipping activities, than with their overarching brand 

admiration.  

Another aspect of shared consciousness is related to the oppositional brand loyalty that Muniz & 

O’Guinn (2001) expect to be present within a brand community. However, based on our analysis, 

we found no evidence for this. In fact, the opposite was found as members of the community 

actively recommended other television serials to each other. Most likely this is due to the nature 

of the serialized television brand as consumers are able to consume multiple creative products 

without competition between them. This lack of oppositional brand loyalty has probably only been 

amplified due to the change in the nature of television consumption, where television-on-demand 

means that there is less interference between different serials. As “Riverdale” is a television serial 
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that is available on these online platforms, consequently, it is logical to assume that this causes 

the lack of oppositional brand loyalty.  

Legitimacy is the final aspect of shared consciousness and similarly to “we-ness” there was a lack 

of this among the members. Nevertheless, Muniz & O’Guinn (2001) also noted that legitimacy was 

not present in every brand community. Due to the lack of “we-ness” among the community 

members in general, it was not surprising that there was no consensus on what makes a true 

member of the online TV serial brand community. Again, this was related to the tensions between 

the different subgroups within the community, related to those who have different ships and 

those who do not partake in the shipping. All in all, there is a lack of shared consciousness among 

the members of the community. As the community is relatively large, this results in the ties among 

the members being weaker, which in turn has a negative effect on the shared consciousness 

(Laroche et al., 2012). One of the unique elements of online serialized television brand 

communities is the existence of subgroups within the community as the result of shipping, which 

consequently impacts the shared consciousness within the community. This can be related back to 

social identity theory, as the members of the community identify with subgroups based on their 

self-categorization, affective commitment and group-based self-esteem (Habibi et al., 2014), 

which is in contrast with the finding that members did not join the community for these reasons. 

However, this is an outcome of being a member of the community and the need to identify with a 

subgroup within the community.    

Evidence for rituals and traditions within the online TV serial brand community were found. This 

was mostly due to the nature of the serialized television brand, which is highly intertwined with 

the concept of narrative complexity. Due to this narrative complexity, there is a need for active 

audience engagement (Mittel, 2006). In order for the members of the community to make sense 

of the plot development, the members take on an active role within the creation of the brand 

meaning (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). This is done especially through the interpretation, evaluation, 

and negotiation of the brand texts, which in case of the serialized television brand are the 

different episodes in which the meaning of the brand is developed. In our analysis, it was found 

that the members discussed the brand texts extensively and also educated other members in 

terms of the terminology used within the community. Brand history is, however, less evident 
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within the online TV serial brand community, probably due to the fact that Riverdale is a relatively 

new serialized television brand. As such, there is not a lot of brand history to discuss.  

The last element of brand communities is related to moral responsibility (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). 

Out of the three aspects of brand communities, moral responsibility is the most visible within the 

online TV serial brand community. This becomes most visible as a result of the support of the 

consumption of the brand. As the brand is a serialized television brand, there is a certain amount 

of uncertainty associated with the brand due to the narrative complexity integrated in television 

serials. It was found that the members provide each other with information in order to reduce said 

uncertainty and, in this way, help the other members in their consumption. The same can be said 

about the integration of new community members, as there is list of rules that must be adhered to 

by all members. However, there were no counterarguments found against leaving the community 

or against a lack in brand loyalty. In fact, the members of the community encouraged those who 

were dissatisfied with the brand to leave the community and stop watching Riverdale.  

In the review of the literature surrounding brand communities, it was found that engagement on 

brand communities, results in increased brand loyalty and satisfaction, as well as strengthens the 

relationship between the consumers and the brand (Brodie et al., 2013; Habibi et al., 2014). 

Engagement is also crucial for serialized television content, due to the narrative complexity 

associated with this kind of creative product. In order for this content to be successful, it requires 

the returning engagement of the audience (Berz, 2016; Mittel, 2006). In our analysis, we found 

that the engagement on online TV serial brand community was highly related to the narrative 

complexity of the brand itself. As the “Riverdale (TV Series)” group is member-initiated, all the 

engagement is driven by User Generated Content. Due to this, all engagement activities are thus 

active contributions to the brand meaning, which in turn result in higher brand loyalty (Berz, 

2016). The three main triggers for engagement that were identified through our analysis were 

narrative complexity, parasocial relationships, and shipping, which we believe to be unique for 

online program brand communities. We further identified five minor triggers of engagement 

within the community, namely; personal experiences, information seeking, information sharing, 

entertainment, and comics.  
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As mentioned, it was found that the narrative complexity that is highly associated with serialized 

television content is the main trigger of engagement within the community. The narrative 

complexity of Riverdale requires the audience to actively engage in order to understand what is 

occurring in the plot (Mittel, 2006) and therefore, the online TV serial brand community is an 

accessible way to increase the understanding of the narrative. This was visible in both the results 

of the member feedback survey and the netnographic observations, as the members often 

discussed the past episodes in order to make sense of what was occurring. Additionally, the 

engagement surrounding the narrative complexity was also expressed in the speculation and fan 

theories about how the plot would further developed. This is related to the nobody knows 

property which is inherent to serialized television content (Caves, 2002). Even though Berz (2016) 

identified that this property was less prevalent for serialized television, as the audience is already 

familiar with the serialized television brand and its properties, it was found that the uncertainty 

surrounding the plot was a big trigger of engagement regardless. The community thus fulfills a 

utilitarian function, as the members engage in the community to reduce this uncertainty.  

Another main trigger of engagement that was identified were parasocial relationships, on both an 

actor and a character level. Together, these parasocial relationships made up the biggest portion 

of engagement on the online TV serial brand community. In the context of serialized television, it 

was found that these relationships turn audiences into active partners, rather than passive ones 

(Cohen, 2004). This engagement was both in positive fashion and in a negative fashion. If there 

was a positive parasocial relationship, members defended the characters of the television serial. In 

case of negative parasocial relationships, the members communicated their dislike for this 

particular character. As the characters are an important contributor to the narrative complexity of 

the show, it is thus not surprising that these relationships are one of the main triggers of 

engagement within the community.   

The third main trigger of engagement within the online TV serial brand community that was 

identified is highly related to both narrative complexity and parasocial relationships. Shipping is 

often the result of active audience engagement and this is expressed by talking, analyzing, and 

speculating about canon and non-canon relationships (Mabry, 2010). Therefore, it is not surprising 

that shipping was identified as one of the three main triggers of engagement within the 

community. The engagement surrounding the different ships was not always positive however. As 
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mentioned, there is a lot of tension between the members who ship different characters and this 

is visible in the engagement in the community as well. This was expected, as Bothe (2014) 

emphasized that subgroups exist as the result of shipping and often leads to tensions. Evidence for 

this was found within the online TV serial brand community as well. The main triggers of 

engagement within the community where thus the result of the characteristics of serialized 

television content, namely narrative complexity, parasocial relationships, and shipping.  

The minor triggers of engagement within the community, personal experiences, information 

seeking, information sharing, entertainment, and comics, are all submerged within the serialized 

television brand. The entertainment, for example, was often related to voting for favorite 

relationships or favorite aspects of the plot. These minor triggers of engagement can thus not be 

separated from the characteristics of serialized television context. The sharing of personal 

experiences or personal information is highly associated with social identity theory, as the 

members have the need to be identified as a particular kind of person by the other community 

members (Gangadharbatla, 2008; Laroche et al., 2012). Additionally, since the community is based 

on Facebook, this self-representation is important (Gummerus et al., 2012). It is therefore not 

surprising that members share their personal experiences about the brand. However, it was found 

that the sharing of personal experiences did not occur regularly. This indicates that the members 

of the community are not necessarily seeking status within the community, which is contrary to 

the notion of Park et al. (2009) who found that this was one of the main reasons for participating 

in Facebook groups.  

Two of the other triggers, information sharing and information seeking, are related mainly to the 

utilitarian functions of online brand communities. In the review of the literature, it was found that 

information was one of the main reasons for joining online brand communities (Brodie et al., 

2013; De Valck et al., 2009; Gummerus et al., 2012; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). While information 

was not one of the three main triggers identified, we did find evidence that the members of the 

community used the community to gather more information about the serialized television brand. 

In this case, the information seeking is not related to the narrative complexity of the serial, but 

rather focused on the consumption side of the television serial. The shared information was purely 

utilitarian and provided other members with information about episode airdates and where to buy 

merchandise. This function was also found within other online brand communities as an 
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expression of brand loyalty by committing members to repatronize a preferred product (Berz, 

2016). By sharing and seeking this type of information from the other community members, they 

are supporting each other in the repatronization of the television serial as well as expanding the 

brand loyalty by suggesting additional purchasable brand content.  

Entertainment was another minor trigger of engagement within the community. This is 

interesting, as it was found by Gummerus et al. (2012) that the entertainment benefits of a 

community were most important to members of a Facebook community. However, as the 

serialized television brand at hand, Riverdale, in itself is a creative product focused on 

entertainment, it can be assumed that entertainment is an important trigger of engagement 

within the community. This trigger, however, is not necessarily visible in the number of 

entertainment posts, especially when considering that these posts generated the most comments. 

These identified minor tiggers of engagement are related to both utilitarian and hedonistic values, 

which is in line with what triggers engagement on regular online brand communities (De Valck et 

al., 2009; Lin & Lu, 2011; Sledgianowski & Kulviwat, 2009).  

In the literature review, we found that Brodie et al. (2013) identified five engagement sub-

processes that are present in online brand communities, namely learning, sharing, advocating, 

socializing and co-developing. In the analysis, we found evidence that these five engagement sub-

processes were also present within the “Riverdale (TV Series)” online TV serial brand community. 

The last two engagement sub-processes, advocating and socializing, while evident within the 

community did not show any differences in the online TV serial brand community than what was 

found in regular online brand communities. Advocating was expressed mainly through the 

recommendation of merchandise. This brand as extension is a branding approach that is often 

found within the branding of media products (Berz, 2016). Socializing of the community members 

took place mainly in the comment section of posts and socializing was also evident by educating 

members of the community about the group rules.  

The most common engagement sub-process within the online TV serial brand community is co-

developing. Again, this is due to the characteristics of the serialized television brand related to the 

narrative complexity of television serials such as Riverdale. This is expressed in the community by 

the development of fan theories about the future development of the plot as well as speculation 
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about unresolved plot points. The members of the community actively co-develop new brand 

meanings and make suggestions for improvements or possibilities within the narrative complexity 

of the serial. However, as the community is member-initiated instead of organization-sponsored, 

there is no option for feedback from the brand itself (Porter, 2004). Therefore, it is interesting that 

this is one of the engagement sub-processes as the members of the community cannot actually 

assist the brand in development as is assumed by Brodie et al. (2013).  

Both learning and sharing were sub-processes that are found to be highly connected to the sub-

process of co-developing. Due to the nature of the serialized television brand, learning was also 

linked with the narrative complexity surrounding Riverdale. By discussing questions surrounding 

the plot in the serial, the members are not only engaging in a learning process, but also developing 

answers to questions that cannot yet be answered due to the episodic nature of serialized 

television.  In order to answer these questions, the members thus co-develop theories, integrating 

both sub-processes. It was found that a similar phenomenon could be seen with regards to 

sharing. Here too, the sharing of personal knowledge, information, and experiences actively 

contributed to co-developing. It is not surprising that these sub-processes are related, as Mittel 

(2006) found that serialized television required active engagement in the process of intelligence 

collection, interpretation and discussions regarding the complex narratives. This is expressed by 

these three engagement sub-processes, sharing, learning and co-developing, as identified by 

Brodie et al. (2013) within the online TV serial brand community.  

Another interesting aspect of brand communities according to the literature is their significant 

implications for brand loyalty (Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001; McAlexander et al., 2002; Heding et al., 

2008; Laroche et al., 2012; Laroche et al., 2013). Through the member feedback survey, however, 

we found that, for the biggest part, membership of the online TV serial brand community did not 

have an effect on the perceived loyalty related to the brand. This is interesting, as online brand 

communities are believed to lead to increased brand loyalty (Heding et al., 2008; Laroche et al., 

2012, 2013; McAlexander et al., 2002; Muniz & O’Guinn, 2001). In fact, we found evidence that 

membership of the online TV serial brand community had a negative effect on brand loyalty for 

some of the members. It was found that this was mostly due to the negativity within the group 

itself. On the other hand, we found that some members did have a better brand experience as the 

result of being a member of the online TV serial brand community. They indicated that 
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membership of the community made the television serial more interesting and that it made them 

like Riverdale more. We further identified three benefits from being a member of the community, 

namely entertainment, social, and informational benefits. The most prominent benefits were 

information and entertainment benefits, rather than the social benefits. This is in accordance with 

the notions found by Gummerus et al. (2012), who suggested that entertainment benefits 

outweigh social and economic benefits on social-media based communities.  

According to Brodie et al. (2013), other outcomes of membership of an online brand community 

are related to empowerment, connection and emotional bonds, and trust and commitment. In our 

analysis, we did not find any evidence for empowerment as an outcome of membership to the 

online TV serial brand community. Most likely, this is due to the fact that the community itself is 

member-initiated. While co-developing was thus an engagement sub-process, there was no actual 

connection to the owners of the brand. As such, it makes sense that there is no feeling of 

empowerment, as there is no active way to involve themselves with the brand. In our analysis, we 

did find evidence that membership lead to connection as emotional bonding for some members, 

but not for others. It is thus not possible to say that an enhanced relationship with the brand was 

an outcome of membership of the online TV serial brand community. Finally, evidence was found 

that trust and commitment was an outcome of joining the community. This is mainly evident in 

the focus among the members of discussing the different aspects of narrative complexity. While 

we found that there are disagreements among the members surrounding these, the members do 

consider and discuss each other’s opinions, indicating a trust in the expertise of their fellow 

members.  
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8. CONCLUSION 

In this final chapter of the thesis, conclusions will be drawn with regards to the problem 

formulated in section 1.2 of this paper. In order to draw a conclusion on the main research 

question: “How do members engage within the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV 

Series)” as a result of the characteristics of serialized television content?”, the four identified sub-

questions will be answered first. After a conclusion is drawn, the implications for business practice 

will be discussed. Finally, recommendations for future research are given, based on the insights 

gained from the study.  

Three motivators for joining the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)” were 

identified. These motivators were brand admiration, information gathering, and fulfillment of 

social needs. Out of these three motivators, brand admiration was the biggest reason for the 

members to join the community, as more than half of the respondents indicated this as a reason 

for joining. The community thus consists mainly of those who are already admirers or fans of the 

brand. The second identified motivator was information gathering, indicating that the members of 

the online TV serial brand community joined as the result of a desire to gather more information 

about the brand. It was found that this was mostly due to the nature of the television serial brand 

in order to reduce the uncertainties related to the narrative complexity. The third and final 

identified motivator was the fulfillment of social needs. This was not expressed explicitly by many 

members. However, it was found that the fulfillment of social needs was implicitly mentioned in 

relation to both brand admiration and information gathering.  

When considering the different elements of the online TV serial brand community at hand, 

“Riverdale (TV Series)”, several can be defined. Firstly, while there is a sense of “we-ness” and 

shared consciousness present within the community, it was found that there are also several 

subgroups within the online TV serial brand community. These subgroups were related to the 

different relationships within the community, mainly focusing on “Bughead” and “Varchie”, where 

community members identified with their fellow shippers more than with the other members of 

the community. Another subgroup identified consists of those members who do not focus on 

shipping, but rather on the narrative of the television serial. Furthermore, it was found that there 

was a difference between the feeling of “we-ness” between those members that actively engaged 
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on the page and those that are considered lurkers, with the posters feeling more connected to the 

brand and the online TV serial brand community as a whole. This also impacted the legitimacy 

within the community as there were no specific agreements on what made a true member of the 

community. The aforementioned is due to the fact that the online TV serial brand community 

exists on Facebook, meaning that there are no specific requirements for becoming a member. 

Furthermore, no oppositional brand loyalty was found within the community. This is most likely 

due to the way of consumption of serialized television, meaning that the consumption of 

television serials is not mutually exclusive. Secondly, evidence was found for the existence of 

shared rituals and traditions within the “Riverdale (TV Series)” group. Surprisingly, this was mostly 

due to the focus within the community on the communal use of the brand, rather than the sharing 

of personal brand stories. Thirdly, moral responsibility was found to play a big role within the 

online TV serial brand community. It was established that this was the result of the uncertainty 

that is inherent to serialized television and its characteristic of narrative complexity. The members 

of the community actively seek to reduce this uncertainty by supporting each other in the 

consumption of Riverdale by discussing the facets of the narrative complexity within the serial.  

It was found that the engagement on the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)” 

was triggered by three main characteristics related to serialized television. These three triggers of 

engagement were identified as reducing the uncertainty surrounding the narrative complexity, the 

expression of parasocial relationships, and shipping. These three triggers are the result of the 

requirement of television serials, such as Riverdale, for active audience engagement with the 

content. It was found that discussing the narrative complexity of the show was expressed by 

speculation about the future development of the plot, as well as discussing potential theories and 

past episodes in order to understand the narrative better. The expression of parasocial 

relationships was found to be the biggest trigger of engagement, on both a character and an actor 

level. Again, based on the review of the literature and the analyzed data, it was found that this 

was the result of parasocial relationships turning audience members into active rather than 

passive participants. This active participation was consequently expressed within the engagement 

on the online TV serial brand community. Lastly, shipping was found to be another main trigger of 

engagement and was expressed by speculations and discussions about both canon and non-canon 
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relationships. As stated previously, this trigger of engagement is believed to be the biggest 

polarizer within the community.  

Next to these three main triggers of engagement, five minor triggers of engagement within the 

community were defined. These were found to be information sharing and seeking, sharing of 

personal experience, entertainment, and the comics. Within the “Riverdale (TV Series)” online TV 

serial brand community, information sharing and seeking are related to the finding and sharing of 

more information that supports the consumption of the television serial brand and the associated 

brand extensions, such as merchandise. Personal experiences within the television serial brand 

were not prevalent within the community. Furthermore, entertainment has a significant role 

within the community, even though the engagement stemming from this is one-sided and often 

does not result in interaction among the members of the online TV serial brand community. 

Finally, the comics were found to be the smallest trigger of engagement. This is due to the fact 

that the online TV serial brand community is focused on the television serial itself, Riverdale, 

rather than on the comics that inspired the serial. In fact, it was found that when the comics 

created engagement within the community, this was the result of using the comics to reduce the 

uncertainty that surrounds serialized television content as a result of its three distinct 

characteristics. 

Furthermore, five sub-processes of engagement were identified within the community. It was 

found that there was an overlap between the sub-processes of co-developing, learning, and 

sharing within the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)”. This is believed to be 

due, again, to the nature of serialized television and the narrative complexity associated with it. 

Co-developing drove part of the engagement within the community as the result of the creation of 

theories about the future direction of the plot. In this way, the members collaborated to develop 

new brand texts and meanings. This was an interesting finding, as the online TV serial brand 

community was member-initiated, meaning there was no actual possibility of co-developing with 

the owners of the television serial brand. It was further found that sharing and learning were 

connected to co-developing, as both sharing personal brand experiences and interpretations and 

answering questions about the plot are related to the co-development of the television serial 

brand. The other two sub-processes, advocating and socializing, were also present within the 

community but not as prevalent as the aforementioned three.  
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The engagement within the online TV serial brand community was found to have several 

outcomes. On the one hand, evidence was found that demonstrated some members experienced 

a positive effect on their brand experience, due to the shared connection between the members. 

On the other hand, some data demonstrated that being a member of the “Riverdale (TV Series)” 

group had a negative effect on the perceived brand experience, mainly due to the encountered 

negativity within the group. However, the majority of the evidence pointed out that the members 

of the community did not perceive any effect of their membership on the brand experience. 

Nonetheless, it was found that membership of the online TV serial brand community led to an 

increase in brand trust, as a result of the expert opinions of fellow members surrounding the 

narrative complexity of the television serial. Furthermore, evidence was found that indicated 

there was some emotional bonding between the members and the brand, however this was not 

found for the majority of the members. Additionally, the members identified three main benefits 

of being a member of the online TV serial brand community, namely entertainment, social, and 

informational benefits.  

All in all, as a result of the three identified distinct characteristics of television serials, namely:  the 

content is narratively complex which often results in active participation, active engagement often 

results in parasocial relationships, and fans are often emotionally invested in fictional romantic 

relationships in the television serial which results in shipping, member engagement within the 

online TV serial brand community was defined. It was found that engagement surrounding the 

narrative complexity was focused on reducing the uncertainty associated with creative products. 

Consequently, members interacted with each other to discuss and develop theories about the 

future development of the narrative, as well as past uncertainties. The parasocial relationships 

that were established as a result of the serialized television content, affected the engagement as 

members actively defended characters and actors against other members. Furthermore, they also 

expressed their support for the different media figures associated with Riverdale. Finally, shipping 

had a significant impact on the engagement of the members in the online TV serial brand 

community. Shipping resulted in different subgroups that engaged with each other in a variety of 

ways, mainly this engagement had negative connotations. This was due to the tensions among the 

members who were part of different subgroups.   
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8.1 IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS PRACTICE 

In the television industry, an increased emphasis has been placed on branding due to both the 

change in consumption of television with the rise of television on-demand. As such, the focus has 

shifted away from the traditional channels towards the different programs. By using the 

opportunities that have come with Web 2.0, these branding efforts can be expanded onto social 

media. Specifically, online TV serial brand communities as defined in this thesis, could supplement 

the brand of a television serial. The establishment of such a community, can help to further reduce 

the uncertainty that surrounds creative products, by providing a platform for discussion. This 

would allow members of the community of these television serials to actively engage with the 

narrative by discussing and co-developing meaning with other members, which would not be 

possible otherwise. These online TV serial brand communities have been found to enhance trust 

and commitment to the respective brand, meaning that a loyal fan base can be built upon these 

communities.  

Furthermore, member-initiated online TV serial brand communities can be used as a direct source 

of feedback and inspiration, as co-developing activities take place without interference of the 

producers or writers of the television serials themselves. These communities should be actively 

monitored in order to gather different opinions on the brand direction in relation to the narrative 

and the relationships in the television serial. It was found that the different relationships coming 

from a television serial can lead to tensions in the community, which in turn drive further 

engagement. This polarization between different relationships can be utilized in the television 

serial, by playing into these tensions in order to trigger further engagement in the community.  

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

At the beginning of our research process, we have made choices that inevitably narrowed the 

scope of the research and focused the direction of the study. Due to the exploratory research 

nature, the findings are open for several suggestions for further research. 

Firstly, even though we conducted an open-ended online survey within the notion of gathering 

member feedback, the amount of responses gathered amounted less than one percent of the total 

number of members of the community. For this reason, it is difficult to use this as a basis for 
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further generalization. It is thus recommended that in future research, more quantitative methods 

are used in order to facilitate the analysis of statistical data. Furthermore, in relation to members 

of the community as the unit of analysis, a quantitative approach could be used to analyze 

individual members’ behavioral patterns, motivations and perceptions of the group by using 

accepted computational techniques as that would avoid a part of the personal bias that is inherent 

when conducting an observational study. 

Secondly, as the conclusions have been based on the analysis of a single case study it would be 

valuable to conduct a similar study based on multiple cases in order to improve the generalization 

and to enhance the objectivity of this exploratory study. The study done here can be used as the 

foundation for further research, by using the conclusions drawn as starting hypotheses on which 

to build a further study. In this way, it can be explored whether the behavioral characteristics in 

the online TV serial brand community “Riverdale (TV Series)” are found within similar 

communities. Hereby, the characteristics found can be confirmed in order to further enhance the 

theoretical implications made by this study.  

Thirdly, another interesting perspective on these online program brand communities is the value 

that can be derived by the creators of the television serials, especially when considering a 

member-initiated community. In the study, evidence was found that the members actively co-

develop theories surrounding the narrative complexity, and we believe that this could have a 

value to both marketers and television producers. Therefore, it could be worthwhile to research 

the potential benefits surrounding co-developing efforts between these member-initiated online 

program brand communities and the program brand owners.  

Lastly, future research could concern the selection of cases outside the borders of program 

brands. As other creative products share some of the characteristics that are inherent in serialized 

television, such as the uncertainty associated with these products, it would be interesting to see 

whether these have similar behavior to online program brand communities as identified in this 

study. By conducting such a study, an overarching typology of online brand communities 

surrounding creative products could be made.  
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APPENDIX A: NETNOGRAPHY DATA 

This appendix provides the full overview of the collected data from our netnographic observations. The first table provides the overall overview of the 

post types and corresponding count for each type. This file further contains a count of the different codes, as well as the number of distinct 

participants who created their own posts (412 out of 838). When referencing the netnographic observation, the reference was created to contain the 

line number, followed by the date the post was created and the corresponding appendix. It is also important to note that the URL column provides 

direct links to all posts, enabling the reader to access each post after requesting membership for the Facebook group “Riverdale (TV series)”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post types Count 
 

Admin  
 

Code Count 

1 Text post 210 
 

X = yes 
 

Actors 196 

2 Photo post 378 
   

Characters 127 

3 Video post 25 
 

Reference  
 

Relationships 109 

4 Shared post 219 
 

(Line number, Date, Appendix A) 
 

Plot development 107 

5 Poll post 6 
   

Other 73 

 
Total  838 

   
Personal experience 61 

      
Entertainment 60 

 
Unique posters  412 

   
Information sharing 37 

      
Information seeking 35 

      
Comic 32 

      
Live feed 1 
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Line 
number (L) 

Post 
type URL Date Post type 

Name of 
poster Admin Topic 

0   https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1563203613763322/ 20-12-2017 Text post Candice x   

1 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610570989026584/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Paul 
 

Comic 

2 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610546779029005/ 05-02-2018 Text post Katherine 
 

Relationships 

3 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610532282363788/ 05-02-2018 Text post Jacob 
 

Relationships 

4 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610679242349092/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Tori 
 

Comic 

5 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610699195680430/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

6 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610761032340913/ 05-02-2018 Text post Jo 
 

Characters 

7 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610757062341310/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Yuan 
 

Information sharing 

8 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610777939005889/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Relationships 

9 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610787102338306/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Characters 

10 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610808445669505/ 05-02-2018 Text post Paøla 
 

Relationships 

11 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610850768998606/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Zainab 
 

Actors 

12 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610844698999213/  05-02-2018 Video post Anuka 
 

Plot development 

13 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610878222329194/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Plot development 

14 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610911832325833/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Kahlia 
 

Personal experience 

15 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610985695651780/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

16 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610987842318232/ 05-02-2018 Text post Anikka 
 

Plot development 

17 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611346632282353/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Stavros x Plot development 

18 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611190112298005/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

19 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611360972280919/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Characters 

20 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611350682281948/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Ангелина 
 

Plot development 

21 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611342705616079/ 05-02-2018 Text post Denisse 
 

Relationships 

22 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611216035628746/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Other 

23 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611345185615831/ 05-02-2018 Text post Kat 
 

Relationships 

24 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611218202295196/ 05-02-2018 Shared post Micaelle 
 

Relationships 

25 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611431268940556/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Mollie 
 

Plot development 

26 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611480852268931/ 05-02-2018 Text post Richard x Other 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1610844698999213/
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27 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611456458938037/ 05-02-2018 Text post Ha 
 

Information seeking 

28 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611433978940285/ 05-02-2018 Text post Komi 
 

Plot development 

29 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611482125602137/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Faith 
 

Characters 

30 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611522688931414/ 05-02-2018 Text post Katie 
 

Other 

31 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611504245599925/ 05-02-2018 Photo post Parfitt 
 

Characters 

32 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611561068927576/ 06-02-2018 Text post Patrick 
 

Information seeking 

33 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611559988927684/ 06-02-2018 Text post Taylor 
 

Plot development 

34 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611549878928695/ 06-02-2018 Text post Fatima 
 

Plot development 

35 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611534988930184/ 06-02-2018 Shared post Janeil 
 

Relationships 

36 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611723182244698/ 06-02-2018 Text post Geishly 
 

Plot development 

37 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611682758915407/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Tammy 
 

Other 

38 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611787878904895/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Austin 
 

Actors 

39 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611514002265616/ 06-02-2018 Text post Kailey 
 

Comic 

40 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611791462237870/ 06-02-2018 Text post Jared 
 

Characters 

41 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611784988905184/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Robin 
 

Plot development 

42 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611573952259621/ 06-02-2018 Text post Thorn 
 

Other 

43 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611729408910742/ 06-02-2018 Text post Jean 
 

Information seeking 

44 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611740458909637/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Phylip 
 

Information sharing 

45 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611872118896471/ 06-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Actors 

46 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611853192231697/ 06-02-2018 Shared post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

47 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612235405526809/ 06-02-2018 Video post Martina 
 

Characters 

48 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612169292200087/ 06-02-2018 Poll post Katherine 
 

Entertainment 

49 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612034545546895/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

50 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1611982238885459/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Unaiza 
 

Characters 

51 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612345198849163/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Tim 
 

Actors 

52 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612422978841385/ 06-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

53 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612374028846280/ 06-02-2018 Text post Issiah 
 

Plot development 

54 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612331832183833/ 06-02-2018 Text post Lorna 
 

Relationships 

55 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612142715536078/ 06-02-2018 Text post Katherine 
 

Characters 

56 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612568018826881/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Asha 
 

Actors 

57 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612552408828442/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Robin 
 

Characters 

58 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612527872164229/ 06-02-2018 Text post Bryan 
 

Plot development 
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59 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612521648831518/ 06-02-2018 Photo post Robin 
 

Information seeking 

60 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612106445539705/ 06-02-2018 Text post Alexandra 
 

Plot development 

61 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612382468845436/ 06-02-2018 Video post Hussein 
 

Plot development 

62 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612578342159182/ 07-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

63 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612617195488630/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Jim 
 

Other 

64 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612557982161218/ 07-02-2018 Text post Hayley 
 

Relationships 

65 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612516308832052/ 07-02-2018 Text post Hollie 
 

Personal experience 

66 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612569392160077/ 07-02-2018 Text post Tim 
 

Personal experience 

67 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612571205493229/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Kira 
 

Actors 

68 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612654842151532/ 07-02-2018 Text post Cassie 
 

Plot development 

69 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612685348815148/ 07-02-2018 Text post Amanda 
 

Relationships 

70 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612690535481296/ 07-02-2018 Text post Veronice 
 

Plot development 

71 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612713922145624/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Hannah 
 

Entertainment 

72 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612771072139909/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

73 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612756388808044/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Riya 
 

Other 

74 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612853028798380/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Leila 
 

Actors 

75 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612921402124876/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

76 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612920312124985/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Characters 

77 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612895345460815/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

78 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612892328794450/ 07-02-2018 Text post Pat 
 

Characters 

79 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1612937858789897/ 07-02-2018 Photo post P'DanJi 
 

Personal experience 

80 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613237808759902/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Summer 
 

Actors 

81 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613187665431583/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Marie 
 

Plot development 

82 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613165582100458/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Chael 
 

Plot development 

83 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613142308769452/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Aniqah 
 

Plot development 

84 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613084342108582/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Characters 

85 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613077185442631/ 07-02-2018 Text post Mimi 
 

Plot development 

86 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613059225444427/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

87 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613232075427142/ 07-02-2018 Text post James 
 

Plot development 

88 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613334868750196/ 07-02-2018 Text post Courtney 
 

Personal experience 

89 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613312888752394/ 07-02-2018 Text post Hollie 
 

Plot development 

90 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613309768752706/ 07-02-2018 Text post Miranda 
 

Information seeking 
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91 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613477252069291/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Caitlyn 
 

Other 

92 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613457992071217/ 07-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

93 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613474898736193/ 07-02-2018 Photo post Mark 
 

Actors 

94 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613577618725921/ 08-02-2018 Photo post Luvie 
 

Personal experience 

95 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613559795394370/ 08-02-2018 Text post Laura 
 

Plot development 

96 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613511652065851/ 08-02-2018 Shared post Robin 
 

Relationships 

97 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613582882058728/ 08-02-2018 Text post Tim 
 

Actors 

98 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613661668717516/ 08-02-2018 Text post Candice x Live feed 

99 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613860932030923/ 08-02-2018 Photo post Richard x Information sharing 

100 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1613888888694794/ 08-02-2018 Photo post Richard x Information sharing 

101 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614133872003629/ 08-02-2018 Shared post Candice x Actors 

102 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614626511954365/ 09-02-2018 Text post Nicole 
 

Plot development 

103 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614628311954185/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

104 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614631255287224/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Vanessa 
 

Information sharing 

105 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614633861953630/ 09-02-2018 Text post Lauren 
 

Plot development 

106 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614635475286802/ 09-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Plot development 

107 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614655705284779/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Other 

108 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614647728618910/ 09-02-2018 Text post Elizabeth 
 

Information seeking 

109 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614641481952868/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Ciara 
 

Other 

110 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614637721953244/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Robin 
 

Actors 

111 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614669698616713/ 09-02-2018 Text post Kayla 
 

Personal experience 

112 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614668741950142/ 09-02-2018 Text post Unaiza 
 

Plot development 

113 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614680098615673/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Stavros x Characters 

114 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614740731942943/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Jessica x Plot development 

115 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614745151942501/ 09-02-2018 Text post Kenzie 
 

Plot development 

116 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614744561942560/ 09-02-2018 Text post Yanz 
 

Plot development 

117 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614724618611221/ 09-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Relationships 

118 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614723641944652/ 09-02-2018 Text post Veronice 
 

Plot development 

119 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614701245280225/ 09-02-2018 Text post Bria 
 

Plot development 

120 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614669635283386/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Relationships 

121 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614664248617258/ 09-02-2018 Photo post MissGabriella 
 

Plot development 

122 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614768558606827/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 
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123 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614769255273424/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

124 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614801865270163/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Elizabeth 
 

Actors 

125 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614863365264013/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Ailish 
 

Plot development 

126 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614830531933963/ 09-02-2018 Text post Stacey 
 

Information sharing 

127 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614805331936483/ 09-02-2018 Text post Ben 
 

Plot development 

128 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614787825271567/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Jessie 
 

Other 

129 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614757345274615/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Relationships 

130 1 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614782895272060/
?spotlight=1 

09-02-2018 Text post Erin 
 

Information seeking 

131 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614875015262848/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Information sharing 

132 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614868435263506/ 09-02-2018 Video post Ti 
 

Plot development 

133 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614828688600814/ 09-02-2018 Text post Jessica 
 

Relationships 

134 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614806138603069/ 09-02-2018 Text post Timathy 
 

Plot development 

135 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614962668587416/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Jens 
 

Actors 

136 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614972348586448/ 09-02-2018 Text post Chloe 
 

Information sharing 

137 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614942208589462/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Characters 

138 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614980338585649/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Relationships 

139 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614984618585221/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

140 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614980485252301/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Ratu 
 

Other 

141 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615182838565399/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Ti 
 

Actors 

142 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615105275239822/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Rajdeep 
 

Entertainment 

143 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615316695218680/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Cheka 
 

Personal experience 

144 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615311445219205/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Samantha 
 

Actors 

145 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615272971889719/ 09-02-2018 Text post Fatou 
 

Relationships 

146 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615010638582619/ 09-02-2018 Text post Niny 
 

Plot development 

147 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615393515210998/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Tori 
 

Comic 

148 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615281425222207/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Characters 

149 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615115051905511/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Characters 

150 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615551628528520/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Vanessa 
 

Characters 

151 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615540858529597/ 09-02-2018 Text post Emily 
 

Plot development 

152 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615525675197782/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Katherine 
 

Plot development 

153 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615281658555517/ 09-02-2018 Text post Rumer 
 

Personal experience 

154 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615344015215948/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Marie 
 

Actors 
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155 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615459771871039/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Characters 

156 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615559671861049/ 09-02-2018 Text post Megan 
 

Characters 

157 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615570675193282/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Ellie 
 

Entertainment 

158 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615593025191047/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Raven 
 

Characters 

159 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615591818524501/ 09-02-2018 Shared post Raven 
 

Actors 

160 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615269725223377/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Mădălina 
 

Plot development 

161 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615609628522720/ 09-02-2018 Photo post Vanessa 
 

Relationships 

162 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615596528524030/ 09-02-2018 Text post Symone 
 

Information sharing 

163 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615498391867177/ 09-02-2018 Text post Katherine 
 

Plot development 

164 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615632391853777/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Karina 
 

Entertainment 

165 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615626558521027/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Characters 

166 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615645745185775/ 10-02-2018 Text post Jaiden 
 

Personal experience 

167 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615690998514583/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Megan 
 

Plot development 

168 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615738018509881/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Zoë 
 

Plot development 

169 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615740288509654/ 10-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Information sharing 

170 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615717095178640/ 10-02-2018 Text post Casey 
 

Information sharing 

171 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615765598507123/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

172 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615778338505849/ 10-02-2018 Text post Rachel 
 

Plot development 

173 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615778921839124/ 10-02-2018 Text post Andria 
 

Relationships 

174 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615766581840358/ 10-02-2018 Text post Faith 
 

Plot development 

175 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615809205169429/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Allie 
 

Actors 

176 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615798065170543/ 10-02-2018 Text post Den 
 

Plot development 

177 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615839781833038/ 10-02-2018 Video post Sarah 
 

Actors 

178 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615839248499758/ 10-02-2018 Text post Dalyohi 
 

Information sharing 

179 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615854295164920/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Izza 
 

Actors 

180 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615864425163907/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Sarah 
 

Actors 

181 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615886165161733/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Patty 
 

Other 

182 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615868725163477/ 10-02-2018 Text post Justin 
 

Characters 

183 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615848641832152/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Sandro 
 

Plot development 

184 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615931858490497/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Actors 

185 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615987678484915/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Speili 
 

Actors 

186 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616025988481084/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Yanz 
 

Information seeking 
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187 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616106105139739/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Characters 

188 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616121858471497/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Relationships 

189 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616345128449170/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Erja 
 

Actors 

190 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616380031779013/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Zoë 
 

Characters 

191 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616431611773855/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Bailey 
 

Entertainment 

192 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616500465100303/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Hilina 
 

Actors 

193 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616588395091510/ 10-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

194 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616566421760374/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Chloe 
 

Actors 

195 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616201381796878/ 10-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Characters 

196 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1615658478517835/ 10-02-2018 Text post Kayla 
 

Plot development 

197 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616616118422071/ 10-02-2018 Photo post AbdulSamad 
 

Characters 

198 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1614995721917444/ 10-02-2018 Text post Micah 
 

Relationships 

199 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616637605086589/ 11-02-2018 Poll post Abigail 
 

Entertainment 

200 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616230038460679/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Leila 
 

Plot development 

201 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616308055119544/ 11-02-2018 Text post Margaret 
 

Characters 

202 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616704075079942/ 11-02-2018 Text post Gail 
 

Personal experience 

203 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616705935079756/ 11-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Information sharing 

204 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616720591744957/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Jm 
 

Actors 

205 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616735128410170/ 11-02-2018 Text post Kedean 
 

Personal experience 

206 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616746841742332/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

207 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616791431737873/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Travis 
 

Other 

208 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616827911734225/ 11-02-2018 Text post Sara 
 

Relationships 

209 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616839565066393/ 11-02-2018 Text post Sara 
 

Characters 

210 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616763295074020/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Alicia 
 

Characters 

211 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616841238399559/ 11-02-2018 Text post Tierra 
 

Characters 

212 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616850875065262/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Zoë 
 

Relationships 

213 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616850461731970/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Zoë 
 

Relationships 

214 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616849135065436/ 11-02-2018 Text post Aya 
 

Personal experience 

215 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616761278407555/ 11-02-2018 Text post Kedean 
 

Plot development 

216 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616906935059656/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Safwat 
 

Other 

217 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617027471714269/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Eva 
 

Other 

218 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616144431802573/ 11-02-2018 Text post Bojana 
 

Personal experience 
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219 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617065875043762/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Ангелина 
 

Actors 

220 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617106401706376/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Ha 
 

Actors 

221 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617410128342670/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

222 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617281308355552/ 11-02-2018 Text post Chloe 
 

Personal experience 

223 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617277741689242/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

224 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617531088330574/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Gail 
 

Other 

225 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617530091664007/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

226 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617427075007642/ 11-02-2018 Text post Geishly 
 

Plot development 

227 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617198541697162/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Safdar 
 

Other 

228 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617530408330642/ 11-02-2018 Text post Mélanie 
 

Plot development 

229 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617443275006022/ 11-02-2018 Text post Kelechi 
 

Characters 

230 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617214068362276/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Jennifer 
 

Actors 

231 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617063461710670/ 11-02-2018 Text post Denzell 
 

Comic 

232 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617540881662928/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Angelina 
 

Entertainment 

233 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617164485033901/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Glorija 
 

Plot development 

234 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617582931658723/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Other 

235 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617581404992209/ 11-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Characters 

236 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617471651669851/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Brooke 
 

Personal experience 

237 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617459728337710/ 11-02-2018 Text post Chidubem 
 

Entertainment 

238 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1616770855073264/ 11-02-2018 Text post Sara 
 

Plot development 

239 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617647404985609/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Kim 
 

Actors 

240 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617616468322036/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Emily 
 

Actors 

241 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617650131652003/ 11-02-2018 Photo post Ti 
 

Other 

242 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617725238311159/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Xellis 
 

Characters 

243 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617827698300913/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Vaishali 
 

Characters 

244 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617864451630571/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

245 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617993741617642/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

246 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617901811626835/ 12-02-2018 Video post Ti 
 

Actors 

247 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1617884134961936/ 12-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

248 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618120401604976/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Relationships 

249 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618116641605352/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Chloé 
 

Relationships 

250 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618096858273997/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Klent 
 

Relationships 
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251 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618320628251620/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Relationships 

252 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618432488240434/ 12-02-2018 Text post Travis 
 

Other 

253 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618500161567000/ 12-02-2018 Shared post Stavros x Plot development 

254 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618597114890638/ 12-02-2018 Text post Joan 
 

Characters 

255 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618595854890764/ 12-02-2018 Text post Joan 
 

Plot development 

256 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618663634883986/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

257 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618553448228338/ 12-02-2018 Photo post Sara 
 

Information seeking 

258 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618483521568664/ 12-02-2018 Video post Rajdeep 
 

Actors 

259 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618455038238179/ 12-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Relationships 

260 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618401334910216/ 12-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

261 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618480611568955/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Relationships 

262 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618723984877951/ 13-02-2018 Text post Paco 
 

Personal experience 

263 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618362821580734/ 13-02-2018 Text post Daniela 
 

Plot development 

264 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618118034938546/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Ha 
 

Characters 

265 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618189668264716/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Matt 
 

Plot development 

266 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618859798197703/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

267 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618823648201318/ 13-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Actors 

268 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618867694863580/ 13-02-2018 Shared post John 
 

Actors 

269 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618976734852676/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Luma 
 

Personal experience 

270 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618816478202035/ 13-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

271 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618814218202261/ 13-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Relationships 

272 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618762514874098/ 13-02-2018 Text post Pauliasi 
 

Plot development 

273 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618177154932634/ 13-02-2018 Text post Amera 
 

Information seeking 

274 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618908891526127/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Becca 
 

Personal experience 

275 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619027874847562/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

276 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1618931598190523/ 13-02-2018 Text post Margaret 
 

Relationships 

277 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619070714843278/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Winpee 
 

Relationships 

278 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619103881506628/ 13-02-2018 Text post Daniel 
 

Information seeking 

279 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619077054842644/ 13-02-2018 Text post Speili 
 

Information seeking 

280 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619044728179210/ 13-02-2018 Text post Shrinivas 
 

Information seeking 

281 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619132721503744/ 13-02-2018 Video post Shaoor 
 

Actors 

282 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619154234834926/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Precious 
 

Plot development 
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283 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619369541480062/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Natalie 
 

Characters 

284 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619574088126274/ 13-02-2018 Photo post James 
 

Actors 

285 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619578088125874/ 13-02-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Actors 

286 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619697288113954/ 13-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

287 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619697744780575/ 13-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

288 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619463548137328/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Henna 
 

Plot development 

289 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619447968138886/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Tris 
 

Actors 

290 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619443984805951/ 13-02-2018 Text post Camm 
 

Other 

291 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619454414804908/ 13-02-2018 Text post Unaiza 
 

Relationships 

292 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619424658141217/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Mikey 
 

Plot development 

293 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619266481490368/ 13-02-2018 Shared post John 
 

Actors 

294 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619313608152322/ 13-02-2018 Photo post Ангелина 
 

Plot development 

295 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619703201446696/ 13-02-2018 Text post Harleyann 
 

Plot development 

296 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619792458104437/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Greta 
 

Characters 

297 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619783141438702/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Влатко 
 

Characters 

298 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619736948109988/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Nassr 
 

Information sharing 

299 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619914538092229/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Travis 
 

Actors 

300 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619896258094057/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Joan 
 

Other 

301 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619776918105991/ 14-02-2018 Text post Gabbi 
 

Personal experience 

302 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619892628094420/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Joan 
 

Actors 

303 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619955631421453/ 14-02-2018 Text post Neydeep 
 

Information seeking 

304 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619955018088181/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Relationships 

305 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619947904755559/ 14-02-2018 Text post Maya 
 

Information seeking 

306 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1619986668085016/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Richard X Information sharing 

307 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620024621414554/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Aisha 
 

Comic 

308 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620064588077224/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

309 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620194164730933/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

310 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620109958072687/ 14-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Relationships 

311 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620077634742586/ 14-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Personal experience 

312 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620273598056323/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Actors 

313 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620275308056152/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Enkh 
 

Actors 

314 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620381814712168/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Sreya 
 

Relationships 
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315 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620332118050471/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Glenn 
 

Other 

316 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620466234703726/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Cathy 
 

Comic 

317 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620562078027475/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Stavros x Other 

318 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620610954689254/ 14-02-2018 Text post Lushane 
 

Characters 

319 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620604478023235/ 14-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

320 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620581968025486/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Violett 
 

Actors 

321 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620555138028169/ 14-02-2018 Text post Daylin 
 

Comic 

322 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620554321361584/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Влатко 
 

Information sharing 

323 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620553281361688/ 14-02-2018 Shared post John 
 

Actors 

324 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620513324699017/ 14-02-2018 Video post Ti 
 

Actors 

325 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620503921366624/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

326 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620465621370454/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Carol 
 

Other 

327 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620808521336164/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Ангелина 
 

Characters 

328 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620466971370319/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Cathy 
 

Comic 

329 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620771368006546/ 14-02-2018 Text post Miranda 
 

Actors 

330 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620758041341212/ 14-02-2018 Text post Sophia 
 

Relationships 

331 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620813338002349/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Joan 
 

Comic 

332 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620842297999453/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Helen 
 

Actors 

333 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620568558026827/ 14-02-2018 Text post Paola 
 

Relationships 

334 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620844124665937/ 14-02-2018 Text post Natalie 
 

Comic 

335 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620720574678292/ 14-02-2018 Photo post Margrete 
 

Other 

336 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620877494662600/ 14-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

337 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620921237991559/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Nadia 
 

Other 

338 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620905221326494/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Kelsey 
 

Other 

339 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620897691327247/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Angelina 
 

Entertainment 

340 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620956301321386/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Shiwangi 
 

Actors 

341 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620949727988710/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Rebeca 
 

Characters 

342 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620996701317346/ 15-02-2018 Text post Stephanie 
 

Relationships 

343 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1620983544651995/ 15-02-2018 Text post Graham 
 

Relationships 

344 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621051411311875/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Sarah 
 

Plot development 

345 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621087607974922/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

346 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621096367974046/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Austin 
 

Other 
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347 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621131714637178/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Katie 
 

Personal experience 

348 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621116144638735/ 15-02-2018 Text post Brooklynn 
 

Personal experience 

349 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621167084633641/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

350 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621270957956587/ 15-02-2018 Shared post MaryGrace 
 

Actors 

351 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621354304614919/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Aurora 
 

Entertainment 

352 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621343487949334/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Rox 
 

Actors 

353 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621306804619669/ 15-02-2018 Video post Shaoor 
 

Actors 

354 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621602327923450/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Relationships 

355 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621446611272355/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Shrinivas 
 

Information seeking 

356 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621388257944857/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Katelyn 
 

Personal experience 

357 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621698124580537/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Caitlyn 
 

Personal experience 

358 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621632761253740/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Vaishali 
 

Relationships 

359 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621626937920989/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Eden 
 

Comic 

360 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621530091264007/ 15-02-2018 Photo post מיקה 
 

Actors 

361 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621451254605224/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Rachel 
 

Relationships 

362 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621261614624188/ 15-02-2018 Text post Colleen 
 

Information seeking 

363 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621712784579071/ 15-02-2018 Photo post James x Other 

364 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621720241244992/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Sòbÿ 
 

Characters 

365 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621833554566994/ 15-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Entertainment 

366 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621833227900360/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Aya 
 

Relationships 

367 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621458934604456/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

368 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621451284605221/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Characters 

369 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621882881228728/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

370 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621917804558569/ 15-02-2018 Photo post Aimee 
 

Comic 

371 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621903444560005/ 15-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Plot development 

372 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1621710621245954/ 15-02-2018 Text post Jess 
 

Relationships 

373 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622018727881810/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Gordana 
 

Plot development 

374 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622097517873931/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Ana 
 

Other 

375 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622075597876123/ 16-02-2018 Video post Adrian 
 

Other 

376 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622124954537854/ 16-02-2018 Photo post James x Characters 

377 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622197914530558/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Faith 
 

Characters 

378 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622142851202731/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Riya 
 

Relationships 
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379 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622226321194384/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

380 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622274947856188/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Actors 

381 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622275814522768/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Actors 

382 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622275977856085/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Plot development 

383 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622276521189364/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Characters 

384 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622270271189989/ 16-02-2018 Text post Karisa 
 

Personal experience 

385 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622276517856031/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Karisa 
 

Personal experience 

386 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622293291187687/ 16-02-2018 Text post Charlotte 
 

Characters 

387 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622297207853962/ 16-02-2018 Text post Axe 
 

Characters 

388 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622285417855141/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Anuka 
 

Entertainment 

389 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622381104512239/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Safdar 
 

Other 

390 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622356551181361/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Jessie 
 

Actors 

391 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622449554505394/ 16-02-2018 Text post Veronica 
 

Characters 

392 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622687097814973/ 16-02-2018 Photo post Lucas 
 

Personal experience 

393 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622608914489458/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Rajdeep 
 

Characters 

394 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622591387824544/ 16-02-2018 Shared post John 
 

Actors 

395 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622862671130749/ 16-02-2018 Text post Becky 
 

Personal experience 

396 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622750137808669/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Erin 
 

Actors 

397 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622607844489565/ 16-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

398 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623025617781121/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

399 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1622957627787920/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Gabryelle 
 

Other 

400 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623055597778123/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Comic 

401 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623207161096300/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Brooklyn 
 

Plot development 

402 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623229537760729/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

403 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623420194408330/ 17-02-2018 Text post Symone 
 

Information seeking 

404 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623449527738730/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Rox 
 

Actors 

405 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623364614413888/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Vorni 
 

Actors 

406 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623478254402524/ 17-02-2018 Text post Chidubem 
 

Characters 

407 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623639857719697/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Sòbÿ 
 

Relationships 

408 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623632721053744/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Speili 
 

Relationships 

409 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623471021069914/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Charlotte 
 

Relationships 

410 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623704661046550/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Tori 
 

Comic 
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411 2  https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623791041037912/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Gabbi 
 

Personal experience 

412 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623780954372254/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Sòbÿ 
 

Relationships 

413 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623929344357415/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

414 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623963737687309/ 17-02-2018 Shared post MaryGrace 
 

Actors 

415 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623999231017093/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Rox 
 

Actors 

416 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623990914351258/ 17-02-2018 Text post Unaiza 
 

Personal experience 

417 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623925861024430/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Ангелина 
 

Actors 

418 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623924301024586/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Reginaldo 
 

Entertainment 

419 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623897151027301/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Geishly 
 

Actors 

420 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623896014360748/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Lorna 
 

Information seeking 

421 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623823194368030/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Anisha 
 

Characters 

422 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623743421042674/ 17-02-2018 Shared post Ashley 
 

Comic 

423 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623738684376481/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Hannah 
 

Characters 

424 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623697734380576/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Faith 
 

Characters 

425 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623673941049622/ 17-02-2018 Text post Melissa 
 

Other 

426 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623917251025291/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Danielle 
 

Actors 

427 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623779264372423/ 17-02-2018 Photo post Daniel 
 

Information sharing 

428 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1623801961036820/ 17-02-2018 Text post Camilla 
 

Information seeking 

429 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624152644335085/ 18-02-2018 Text post Diamond 
 

Characters 

430 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624145404335809/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Bronwyn 
 

Comic 

431 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624143671002649/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Rania 
 

Actors 

432 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624142731002743/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

433 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624155334334816/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Richard x Actors 

434 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624176010999415/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Veronique 
 

Plot development 

435 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624170474333302/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Claudia 
 

Personal experience 

436 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624181064332243/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Faith 
 

Personal experience 

437 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624213550995661/ 18-02-2018 Text post Frida 
 

Characters 

438 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624209714329378/ 18-02-2018 Text post Jessa 
 

Characters 

439 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624248090992207/ 18-02-2018 Text post Roy 
 

Personal experience 

440 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624250977658585/ 18-02-2018 Text post Kay 
 

Personal experience 

441 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624298400987176/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Brandi 
 

Personal experience 

442 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624294164320933/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Allie 
 

Actors 
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443 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624339517649731/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Relationships 

444 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624350917648591/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Plot development 

445 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624426764307673/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Desy 
 

Information sharing 

446 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624475140969502/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Richard x Actors 

447 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624493420967674/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

448 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624498027633880/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Unaiza 
 

Characters 

449 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624508940966122/ 18-02-2018 Video post Adrian 
 

Actors 

450 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624543800962636/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Tanya 
 

Relationships 

451 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624609704289379/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Rainne 
 

Actors 

452 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624976904252659/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Other 

453 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624919617591721/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Gabby 
 

Personal experience 

454 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625001660916850/ 18-02-2018 Video post Aisha 
 

Relationships 

455 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624941850922831/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Tash 
 

Actors 

456 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624791694271180/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Daniel 
 

Information sharing 

457 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624774884272861/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Characters 

458 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624609174289432/ 18-02-2018 Text post Erik 
 

Information seeking 

459 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624520377631645/ 18-02-2018 Text post Chloe 
 

Information seeking 

460 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625037617579921/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

461 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624885624261787/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

462 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624703304280019/ 18-02-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Comic 

463 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625053974244952/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Tori 
 

Personal experience 

464 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625087884241561/ 18-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Relationships 

465 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1624524050964611/ 18-02-2018 Text post Tanya 
 

Personal experience 

466 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625145570902459/ 19-02-2018 Text post Kedean 
 

Other 

467 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625139824236367/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Stephen 
 

Characters 

468 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625134884236861/ 19-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Relationships 

469 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625108947572788/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Plot development 

470 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625299077553775/ 19-02-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Plot development 

471 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625235217560161/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Other 

472 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625234880893528/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Adrian 
 

Entertainment 

473 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625231267560556/ 19-02-2018 Video post Antonina 
 

Actors 

474 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625382607545422/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 
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475 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625484314201918/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Plot development 

476 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625432544207095/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Namit 
 

Characters 

477 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625377890879227/ 19-02-2018 Text post Kent 
 

Plot development 

478 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625288887554794/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Jean 
 

Characters 

479 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625267927556890/ 19-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

480 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625544694195880/ 19-02-2018 Photo post Aya 
 

Personal experience 

481 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625554587528224/ 19-02-2018 Text post Kay 
 

Characters 

482 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625584310858585/ 19-02-2018 Text post Senzi 
 

Relationships 

483 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625653270851689/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

484 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625651814185168/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

485 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625651070851909/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

486 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625693690847647/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

487 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625710620845954/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

488 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625859907497692/ 19-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Information seeking 

489 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1625885290828487/ 19-02-2018 Text post Shreya 
 

Plot development 

490 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626118677471815/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Information sharing 

491 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626152624135087/ 19-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

492 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626443794105970/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

493 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626427797440903/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Nicole 
 

Characters 

494 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626279040789112/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Nicole 
 

Characters 

495 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626512284099121/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Sara 
 

Other 

496 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626507834099566/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Talia 
 

Actors 

497 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626612430755773/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Isabella 
 

Characters 

498 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626527867430896/ 20-02-2018 Video post Marcella 
 

Other 

499 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626500517433631/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Austin 
 

Plot development 

500 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626474870769529/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Nicole 
 

Characters 

501 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626385087445174/ 20-02-2018 Text post Abby 
 

Actors 

502 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626258787457804/ 20-02-2018 Text post Abigail 
 

Information seeking 

503 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626251794125170/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Actors 

504 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626646087419074/ 20-02-2018 Text post Unaiza 
 

Personal experience 

505 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626709347412748/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Zedd 
 

Relationships 

506 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627163680700648/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Ha 
 

Characters 
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507 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626974837386199/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Mikey 
 

Plot development 

508 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626761200740896/ 20-02-2018 Text post Saumya 
 

Relationships 

509 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627195464030803/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

510 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627050204045329/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Actors 

511 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626747034075646/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Jess 
 

Entertainment 

512 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626860617397621/ 20-02-2018 Photo post James 
 

Other 

513 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626740250742991/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Zedd 
 

Entertainment 

514 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627273884022961/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Stephanie 
 

Actors 

515 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627248347358848/ 20-02-2018 Text post Madelyn 
 

Characters 

516 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627232747360408/ 20-02-2018 Text post Naomi 
 

Actors 

517 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627302820686734/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Jessica X Information sharing 

518 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626906194059730/ 20-02-2018 Photo post William 
 

Characters 

519 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626779817405701/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

520 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626770427406640/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Anuka 
 

Other 

521 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627385687345114/ 20-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Plot development 

522 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627343244016025/ 20-02-2018 Photo post Anna 
 

Other 

523 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627454714004878/ 21-02-2018 Text post Mimi 
 

Actors 

524 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627432700673746/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Lorna 
 

Actors 

525 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627399777343705/ 21-02-2018 Text post Heidi 
 

Actors 

526 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627383230678693/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Areeb 
 

Actors 

527 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627326050684411/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Actors 

528 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627388594011490/ 21-02-2018 Text post Geishly 
 

Characters 

529 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627289264021423/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Heidi 
 

Information sharing 

530 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626402730776743/ 21-02-2018 Text post Lori 
 

Information seeking 

531 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627532857330397/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Entertainment 

532 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627375697346113/ 21-02-2018 Text post Kate 
 

Information seeking 

533 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627484730668543/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Siara 
 

Entertainment 

534 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627610303989319/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Kelli 
 

Actors 

535 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1626668947416788/ 21-02-2018 Video post Marcella 
 

Information sharing 

536 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627533390663677/ 21-02-2018 Text post Andrea 
 

Other 

537 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627644277319255/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Bryan 
 

Information sharing 

538 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627732700643746/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 
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539 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627716823978667/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Actors 

540 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627712907312392/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Jose 
 

Actors 

541 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627737803976569/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

542 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627819073968442/ 21-02-2018 Text post Raymond 
 

Information seeking 

543 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627842920632724/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Richard x Information sharing 

544 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627953490621667/ 21-02-2018 Text post Hilina 
 

Characters 

545 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627856447298038/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Daniel 
 

Comic 

546 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628244230592593/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Nini 
 

Relationships 

547 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628328060584210/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

548 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628181120598904/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Hilina 
 

Plot development 

549 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628177260599290/ 21-02-2018 Video post Niny 
 

Relationships 

550 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1627927633957586/ 21-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

551 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628337837249899/ 21-02-2018 Text post Shakira 
 

Plot development 

552 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628333967250286/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Nini 
 

Characters 

553 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628353123915037/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Gabbi 
 

Personal experience 

554 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628343023916047/ 21-02-2018 Photo post Tereza 
 

Actors 

555 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628515690565447/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Ashley 
 

Plot development 

556 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628507247232958/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Guilherme 
 

Characters 

557 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628451117238571/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Kylee 
 

Other 

558 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628436003906749/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Nini 
 

Actors 

559 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628436593906690/ 22-02-2018 Text post Delquon 
 

Information sharing 

560 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628498067233876/ 22-02-2018 Text post Taty 
 

Personal experience 

561 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628588293891520/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Alle 
 

Actors 

562 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628573247226358/ 22-02-2018 Text post Kailey 
 

Characters 

563 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628540507229632/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Adriana 
 

Relationships 

564 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628576727226010/ 22-02-2018 Text post Sarah 
 

Other 

565 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628629277220755/ 22-02-2018 Text post Colleen 
 

Personal experience 

566 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628783563871993/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

567 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628827453867604/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Characters 

568 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628822857201397/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Nini 
 

Actors 

569 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628789143871435/ 22-02-2018 Text post Josh 
 

Plot development 

570 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628783323872017/ 22-02-2018 Text post Adriana 
 

Characters 
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571 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628836417200041/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

572 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628845983865751/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Bronwyn 
 

Comic 

573 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628903237193359/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Carissa 
 

Actors 

574 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628872900529726/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

575 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628856037198079/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Jose 
 

Personal experience 

576 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628918560525160/ 22-02-2018 Text post Charlée 
 

Relationships 

577 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628915233858826/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Eva 
 

Plot development 

578 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628890640527952/ 22-02-2018 Video post Shamindri 
 

Characters 

579 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629053770511639/ 22-02-2018 Text post James x Plot development 

580 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629091600507856/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Ha 
 

Comic 

581 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629090623841287/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Unaiza 
 

Actors 

582 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628831530533863/ 22-02-2018 Text post Kazza 
 

Information seeking 

583 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628956080521408/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

584 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628999267183756/ 22-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

585 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629008160516200/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Nini 
 

Actors 

586 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629369947146688/ 22-02-2018 Poll post Chrissy 
 

Entertainment 

587 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629363920480624/ 22-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Information seeking 

588 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629240127159670/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Ha 
 

Comic 

589 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629198183830531/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Նազելի 
 

Comic 

590 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629376187146064/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Vivi 
 

Actors 

591 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629463973803952/ 22-02-2018 Text post Jamie 
 

Plot development 

592 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629161563834193/ 22-02-2018 Photo post Micaelle 
 

Entertainment 

593 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629582203792129/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Plot development 

594 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629560300460986/ 23-02-2018 Video post Shontell 
 

Other 

595 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629506497133033/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Aris 
 

Personal experience 

596 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629485943801755/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

597 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629473593802990/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Gabriele 
 

Relationships 

598 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629660170450999/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

599 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629752200441796/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Actors 

600 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629747370442279/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Rachel 
 

Actors 

601 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629736750443341/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Marie 
 

Other 

602 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629563197127363/ 23-02-2018 Text post Adriana 
 

Other 
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603 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629818197101863/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Terence x Personal experience 

604 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629891270427889/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

605 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629903033760046/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Tommy 
 

Comic 

606 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629476347136048/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Kara 
 

Other 

607 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629723380444678/ 23-02-2018 Text post Crystal 
 

Relationships 

608 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1629882587095424/ 23-02-2018 Text post Andy 
 

Actors 

609 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630127810404235/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Alyssandra 
 

Actors 

610 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630220433728306/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Jose 
 

Personal experience 

611 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630217930395223/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Shalieza 
 

Actors 

612 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630187053731644/ 23-02-2018 Video post Astrit 
 

Information sharing 

613 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630162140400802/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Ti 
 

Actors 

614 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630235337060149/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Anna 
 

Personal experience 

615 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630293270387689/ 23-02-2018 Photo post Summer 
 

Actors 

616 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630501157033567/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Other 

617 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630495630367453/ 23-02-2018 Poll post Jess 
 

Relationships 

618 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630463463704003/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Alma 
 

Actors 

619 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630402647043418/ 23-02-2018 Text post Adriana 
 

Characters 

620 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630234860393530/ 23-02-2018 Shared post Anna 
 

Personal experience 

621 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630166550400361/ 23-02-2018 Shared post MaryGrace 
 

Characters 

622 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630588717024811/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Jess 
 

Characters 

623 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630370437046639/ 24-02-2018 Shared post Melissa 
 

Characters 

624 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630686243681725/ 24-02-2018 Photo post CaDee 
 

Personal experience 

625 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630721610344855/ 24-02-2018 Text post Miriam 
 

Characters 

626 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630692533681096/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Mariana 
 

Actors 

627 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630734860343530/ 24-02-2018 Text post Anisha 
 

Other 

628 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630758677007815/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

629 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1630796457004037/ 24-02-2018 Text post Emily 
 

Plot development 

630 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631003733649976/ 24-02-2018 Shared post Glenn 
 

Plot development 

631 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631095300307486/ 24-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

632 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631100710306945/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Christine 
 

Other 

633 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631100523640297/ 24-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

634 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631294260287590/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Tereza 
 

Characters 
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635 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631258843624465/ 24-02-2018 Shared post Areeb 
 

Relationships 

636 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631291240287892/ 24-02-2018 Shared post Alma 
 

Characters 

637 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631446383605711/ 24-02-2018 Shared post Stavros x Characters 

638 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631497370267279/ 24-02-2018 Photo post Joey 
 

Comic 

639 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631606540256362/ 25-02-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

640 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631596286924054/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

641 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631593440257672/ 25-02-2018 Text post Christina 
 

Information seeking 

642 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631731046910578/ 25-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

643 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631851826898500/ 25-02-2018 Photo post Flora 
 

Comic 

644 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631860126897670/ 25-02-2018 Photo post James x Other 

645 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1628037117279971/ 25-02-2018 Photo post James x Other 

646 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632005680216448/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Ed 
 

Actors 

647 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1631960296887653/ 25-02-2018 Shared post A-jay 
 

Actors 

648 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632173246866358/ 25-02-2018 Photo post Jamar 
 

Comic 

649 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632498800167136/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

650 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632402023510147/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Relationships 

651 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632401320176884/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Relationships 

652 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632398923510457/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

653 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632276566856026/ 25-02-2018 Shared post Areeb 
 

Relationships 

654 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632574956826187/ 25-02-2018 Photo post Louise 
 

Characters 

655 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632537156829967/ 25-02-2018 Photo post Chrissy 
 

Comic 

656 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632672983483051/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Vanessa 
 

Characters 

657 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632767643473585/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

658 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632793736804309/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Kristin 
 

Actors 

659 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632735690143447/ 26-02-2018 Shared post Chael 
 

Characters 

660 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632907906792892/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Relationships 

661 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633006133449736/ 26-02-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

662 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633005940116422/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Kaylie 
 

Other 

663 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633005556783127/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Kaylie 
 

Entertainment 

664 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632975976786085/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Daniel 
 

Comic 

665 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1632882120128804/ 26-02-2018 Text post Nassr 
 

Other 

666 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633307940086222/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 
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667 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633405600076456/ 26-02-2018 Text post Drumil 
 

Relationships 

668 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633396953410654/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Drumil 
 

Relationships 

669 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633198426763840/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Zedd 
 

Relationships 

670 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633468953403454/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Asha 
 

Other 

671 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633120313438318/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

672 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633589453391404/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Chidubem 
 

Actors 

673 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633563620060654/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

674 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633521180064898/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Unaiza 
 

Characters 

675 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633192426764440/ 26-02-2018 Shared post A-jay 
 

Actors 

676 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633605353389814/ 26-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Characters 

677 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633599920057024/ 26-02-2018 Shared post Alma 
 

Plot development 

678 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633699110047105/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Characters 

679 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633858526697830/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Amber 
 

Entertainment 

680 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633821170034899/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Jazmín 
 

Plot development 

681 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633699720047044/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Summer 
 

Actors 

682 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633901440026872/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Chrissy 
 

Characters 

683 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633918486691834/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Actors 

684 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633933540023662/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

685 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633954280021588/ 27-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Information seeking 

686 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634020813348268/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Savannah 
 

Entertainment 

687 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634065776677105/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Prasad 
 

Relationships 

688 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634080400008976/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Aisha 
 

Actors 

689 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634104463339903/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Characters 

690 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634118133338536/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Aleyna 
 

Other 

691 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634092050007811/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Entertainment 

692 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633927376690945/ 27-02-2018 Text post Paris 
 

Information seeking 

693 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634184823331867/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

694 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634441119972904/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Markéta 
 

Personal experience 

695 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634249609992055/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

696 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634571653293184/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Cathy 
 

Other 

697 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634532689963747/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Chrissy 
 

Information sharing 

698 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634447509972265/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Niny 
 

Characters 
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699 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634386986644984/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

700 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634374859979530/ 27-02-2018 Shared post Guilherme 
 

Actors 

701 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634347406648942/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Bailey 
 

Relationships 

702 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634663876617295/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Lucas 
 

Information sharing 

703 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634673216616361/ 27-02-2018 Photo post Niny 
 

Relationships 

704 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1633488700068146/ 27-02-2018 Text post Laura 
 

Relationships 

705 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634763659940650/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Entertainment 

706 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634686063281743/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Eboni 
 

Actors 

707 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634679693282380/ 28-02-2018 Shared post Kim 
 

Actors 

708 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634676359949380/ 28-02-2018 Shared post Anette 
 

Other 

709 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634798173270532/ 28-02-2018 Text post Gloria 
 

Information seeking 

710 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634888869928129/ 28-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Plot development 

711 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634918689925147/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Namit 
 

Actors 

712 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634922973258052/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Actors 

713 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634967689920247/ 28-02-2018 Video post Ashleigh 
 

Actors 

714 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634963683253981/ 28-02-2018 Video post Aisha 
 

Actors 

715 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634955589921457/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Sayeed 
 

Characters 

716 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1634942379922778/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

717 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635043383246011/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Relationships 

718 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635058503244499/ 28-02-2018 Text post Leaa 
 

Characters 

719 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635107133239636/ 28-02-2018 Text post Margaret 
 

Relationships 

720 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635179786565704/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

721 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635181993232150/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

722 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635211886562494/ 28-02-2018 Shared post Martina 
 

Relationships 

723 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635260706557612/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mecyx 
 

Personal experience 

724 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635449106538772/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Jose 
 

Actors 

725 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635606799856336/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

726 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635612413189108/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Relationships 

727 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635612283189121/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

728 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635608313189518/ 28-02-2018 Text post Mitchell 
 

Personal experience 

729 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635285316555151/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Jefer 
 

Relationships 

730 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635650093185340/ 28-02-2018 Shared post Nada 
 

Characters 
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731 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635648939852122/ 28-02-2018 Shared post Jordan 
 

Plot development 

732 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635647489852267/ 28-02-2018 Text post Chrissy 
 

Plot development 

733 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635628363187513/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Aimee 
 

Comic 

734 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635613353189014/ 28-02-2018 Photo post Jose 
 

Actors 

735 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635832099833806/ 01-03-2018 Text post Kristen 
 

Information sharing 

736 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635834706500212/ 01-03-2018 Poll post Kristen 
 

Relationships 

737 5 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635833436500339/ 01-03-2018 Poll post Kristen 
 

Characters 

738 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635871059829910/ 01-03-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Other 

739 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635901009826915/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

740 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635945013155848/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Richard x Information sharing 

741 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635928793157470/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Jordan 
 

Information sharing 

742 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635928489824167/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Senzi 
 

Relationships 

743 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635866946496988/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Geishly 
 

Other 

744 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636039859813030/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Richard x Actors 

745 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636061759810840/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Niny 
 

Plot development 

746 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636058643144485/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Kay 
 

Actors 

747 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636040643146285/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Kartik 
 

Characters 

748 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636019379815078/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Vanessa 
 

Other 

749 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635969846486698/ 01-03-2018 Text post Lily 
 

Other 

750 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636102986473384/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Briana 
 

Other 

751 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1635918289825187/ 01-03-2018 Text post Austin 
 

Information seeking 

752 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636122006471482/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

753 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636127606470922/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

754 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636188936464789/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Unaiza 
 

Relationships 

755 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636178663132483/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Plot development 

756 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636219709795045/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Mikey 
 

Personal experience 

757 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636373783112971/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Carys 
 

Information sharing 

758 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636505046433178/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Joey 
 

Comic 

759 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636238116459871/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Corina 
 

Information sharing 

760 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636315163118833/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

761 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636361593114190/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Janine 
 

Actors 

762 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636379836445699/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Greta 
 

Information sharing 
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763 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636386069778409/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Akhil 
 

Plot development 

764 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636544523095897/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Влатко 
 

Plot development 

765 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636560429760973/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

766 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636570169759999/ 01-03-2018 Text post Alex 
 

Characters 

767 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636600889756927/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Chrissy 
 

Relationships 

768 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636614349755581/ 01-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Relationships 

769 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636601726423510/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Niny 
 

Relationships 

770 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636680996415583/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Samantha 
 

Relationships 

771 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636694653080884/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Lolly 
 

Relationships 

772 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636634479753568/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Jennifer 
 

Relationships 

773 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636613186422364/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Lauren 
 

Relationships 

774 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636752289741787/ 01-03-2018 Photo post Sparks 
 

Relationships 

775 3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636813826402300/ 02-03-2018 Video post Adrian 
 

Actors 

776 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636773556406327/ 02-03-2018 Text post Rebekah 
 

Plot development 

777 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636947379722278/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

778 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1636986529718363/ 02-03-2018 Text post Daniel 
 

Plot development 

779 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637007239716292/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Jefer 
 

Relationships 

780 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637174209699595/ 02-03-2018 Text post Partfitt 
 

Entertainment 

781 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637017673048582/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Mia 
 

Plot development 

782 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637406923009657/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

783 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637406029676413/ 02-03-2018 Text post 
လက္ 

 
Other 

784 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637366643013685/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Actors 

785 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637335136350169/ 02-03-2018 Shared post MaryGrace 
 

Actors 

786 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637275033022846/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Rox 
 

Actors 

787 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637434776340205/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

788 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637419029675113/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Anisha 
 

Plot development 

789 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637558639661152/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Kareena 
 

Characters 

790 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637529986330684/ 02-03-2018 Text post Kesaria 
 

Plot development 

791 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637667976316885/ 02-03-2018 Text post Annabelle 
 

Personal experience 

792 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637915569625459/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Uğur 
 

Entertainment 

793 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637909926292690/ 02-03-2018 Shared post Gwen 
 

Characters 

794 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637855986298084/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Kenzie 
 

Actors 
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795 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637821929634823/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Characters 

796 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637677412982608/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Kelly 
 

Information sharing 

797 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637624422987907/ 02-03-2018 Photo post Kareena 
 

Characters 

798 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637949069622109/ 03-03-2018 Photo post MoHamed 
 

Characters 

799 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637830286300654/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Влатко 
 

Characters 

800 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637505072999842/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Amy 
 

Personal experience 

801 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637908102959539/ 03-03-2018 Text post Namejs 
 

Plot development 

802 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1637879296295753/ 03-03-2018 Text post Drumil 
 

Plot development 

803 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638027336280949/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Micaelle 
 

Relationships 

804 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638048832945466/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Guilherme 
 

Actors 

805 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638148082935541/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Paul 
 

Characters 

806 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638154416268241/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

807 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638240876259595/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Miann 
 

Actors 

808 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638353139581702/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Unaiza 
 

Other 

809 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638425309574485/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Mari 
 

Actors 

810 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638657736217909/ 03-03-2018 Text post Lisa 
 

Personal experience 

811 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638619816221701/ 03-03-2018 Shared post MaryGrace 
 

Actors 

812 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638524682897881/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

813 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638100126273670/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Kay 
 

Relationships 

814 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638910782859271/ 03-03-2018 Shared post Stavros x Characters 

815 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639058972844452/ 03-03-2018 Shared post James x Comic 

816 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639054119511604/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Bailey 
 

Relationships 

817 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638941972856152/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Mari 
 

Actors 

818 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639005629516453/ 03-03-2018 Photo post Kyra-Jane 
 

Actors 

819 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639145112835838/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Tsunami 
 

Characters 

820 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1638947799522236/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Cory 
 

Other 

821 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639200766163606/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Roberto 
 

Other 

822 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639293182821031/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Saumya 
 

Other 

823 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639322912818058/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Leaa 
 

Entertainment 

824 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639349762815373/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Paris 
 

Personal experience 

825 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639440042806345/ 04-03-2018 Text post William 
 

Information seeking 

826 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639532356130447/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 
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827 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639629302787419/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Zarah 
 

Actors 

828 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639776269439389/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Jamielee 
 

Actors 

829 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639768202773529/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Ry 
 

Characters 

830 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639922576091425/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Alyssa 
 

Personal experience 

831 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639961269420889/ 04-03-2018 Text post Cat 
 

Personal experience 

832 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1640016186082064/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Aneha 
 

Actors 

833 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1640011756082507/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Lauren 
 

Actors 

834 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639985912751758/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Eric 
 

Information sharing 

835 2 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639843616099321/ 04-03-2018 Photo post Kenzie 
 

Actors 

836 1 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1639999252750424/ 04-03-2018 Text post Anisha 
 

Other 

837 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1640118939405122/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Ez 
 

Actors 

838 4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1236953299721690/permalink/1640038129413203/ 04-03-2018 Shared post Mia 
 

Characters 
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY RESPONSES  

This appendix provides the overview of member feedback survey and all responses collected. The member feedback 

survey was posted in the Facebook group on March 18, 2018 and the last response was gathered on March 30, 2018. 

In total, 88 responses were gathered. When referencing to the responses collected in this survey, the reference was 

created as described in the table below.  

Reference 

(Respondent number, Question number, Appendix B) 

 

 
Respondent 1. Why did you become a member of this Facebook group: “Riverdale (TV series)”?  

1 when season 2 started. 

2 Not long ago. 

3 Because Riverdale is getting interesting and I want to be more involved with it. 

4 Because it for Riverdale, wanted to stay connected to other fans.  

5 This is because I am a huge fan of the TV show.  

6 Because I love the show 

7 I enjoy the show and was looking forward to seeing photos and video clips posted by members.  

8 Because I’m overly obsessed with Riverdale 

9 I like Riverdale and I wanted to see what other opinions people have 

10 Because I was a fan of the show 

11 Because I like Riverdale 

12 To see everyone’s opinion on upcoming episodes 

13 To chat about the episodes and characters and look at memes  

14 
I became a member of this group because I wanted to be in a community that I could talk to 
about what happens on the show.  

15 Because I like to hear other people's opinions on my favorite tv show 

16 2017 

17 I liked seeing everyone’s ideas and theories about the show 

18 Because I love Riverdale and want to talk to others about it as well 

19 Because I love Riverdale 

20 Because I love Riverdale  

21 Because I watch the show and love it and love seeing fan theory  

22 Memes and also none of my friends are into it so I felt lonely and needed a social outlet  

23 Idk  

24 
For my daughters. They don't have Facebook but we enjoy the show. It's our thing. So I can 
share stuff with them.  

25 
My friends don’t really keep up with episodes so I can’t vent to them about anything, I needed 
to find people who I could talk to. 

26 
I fell in love with Riverdale and I wanted to be able to talk with other people that share the same 
love for it as well. It’s really fun listening to others fan theories and opinions and things like that. 

27 Because I love the show 

28 
I became a member on this group because I love Riverdale. And I like getting pictures of my 
favorite characters.  

29 
Because I love Riverdale and it is cool to discuss with other people about something that we all 
like or love  

30 I love Riverdale  
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31 Love Riverdale  

32 I needed someone to talk to about the show 

33 I am very much interested to hear fan theories 

34 A few months ago, 

35 Because I like to hear other people's opinions on my favorite tv show 

36 Because I love Riverdale 

37 Because I like the show and I like reading other people’s ideas and theories  

38 I wanted to connect with fellow Riverdale lovers  

39 To get spoilers. 

40 1 year 

41 I join the group after I watched Riverdale to talk to other members and sharing thoughts. :) 

42 Because I like Riverdale 

43 After the first season I think I’m not too sure 

44 Cus i love Riverdale  lol 

45 I watch Riverdale all the time and it is just so intriguing 😁 

46 Because I Iove the show and wanted to interact with other shows who also do  

47 Because it is amazing!!!! 

48 I wanted to talk with someone who likes the same thing That I do. 

49 Like the show 

50 Because I love Riverdale.  

51 
Because I wanted to see what everyone's thoughts on the episodes and have conversations 
about them.  

52 It’s a nice series 

53 Because I Love Riverdale 

54 
Because from this group I know that I will make some friends from all over the world plus I need 
to talk to someone who knows what exactly what we are going to talk about.  

55 It just popped up as a recommended group. 

56  

57 Yesterday  

58 because I like Riverdale 

59 Because I wanted to know the fan theories, more information about it etc. 

60 Because I want to know more about the actors and see the another’s opinion  

61 Looked like a fun place to chat about the show. 

62 Riverdale is awesome  

63 Because I wanted to share my love for Riverdale with other fans! 

64 Grew up with comic and love the show 

65 A couple months ago 

66 Because I love Riverdale, and I like being in groups like this. I can see everyone else’s opinions.  

67 Tbh, I don’t know 

68 Because I like Riverdale 

69 Love the series and comics 

70 Love the show 

71 I have watched season 1 three times and I love it 

72 Because I love Riverdale  

73 Because I love Riverdale and I’m an admin  

74 Because it is a great group of people 

75 Because I fangirl over the show and like to know what my fellow people like about the show 

76 I’m a Riverdale fan and need some friends 

77 Because Riverdale is my life 
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78 Last year 

79 Because I love watching Riverdale 

80 I started watching the show and wanted a place to talk about my theories with other fans 

81 Because I love the tv show 

82 
Because I enjoy watching Riverdale and wanted to be in a community of people who like the 
show. 

83 Because I like Riverdale  

84 Because I love the show and I wanted spoilers 

85 So, I can be able to connect and gossip with other Riverdale fans. 

86 I really want to know what other people think about Riverdale 

87 Because I love Riverdale 

88 I found it and asked  

 

Respondent 2. Has becoming a member of this group changed your feelings towards Riverdale? 
Why (not)? 

1 it's made it more interesting.  reading other's opinions on each episode! 

2 I don't think so. 

3 No not yet because either way I like the suspense and I love bughead. 

4 It has helped talking with others who like the show as much as I do.  

5 
It has opened my minds to a few theories about the TV programme and even made me love it 
more.  

6 Not at all 

7 No. The group is a little frustrating the show however is brilliant.  

8 No because it tells you more stuff about it  

9 
Not really, I made opinions about this show before I joined the group and I don't want to 
change them 

10 Not really   

11 No, I still like it 

12 Because there was a lot of stuff that I did not know 

13 Nope. Still love it  

14 
Yes, because I see more about the cast and characters of the show that makes me love 
Riverdale even more than before 

15 No because I will always love Riverdale no Matter what  

16 Yes, I have realized how shallow the show really is  

17 No, everyone has their own opinion  

18 no I love it  

19 Nope still love it 

20 No it’s just nice to talk to people who share an interest  

21 No I still feel the same still love the show  

22 No because letting other people affect how you feel about something you love is stupid 

23 Yes it did my feelings  

24 Love the show. Just ready for next season!  

25 Well I at least know it’s not just me who hasn’t been liking season 2 that much. 

26 If anything it has made me love the show even more. 

27 No not at all.  

28 
It never has, and never will change my feelings towards Riverdale because I love the whole 
series and the characters.  

29 Yes because it shows me other people’s points of views on Riverdale 

30 Yes gives info 
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31 Made me more obsessed  

32 Yes, now we talk about theories and stuff and I change my opinions 

33 yes, I became much more interested 

34 Yes it made me grow more fond of the show❤️ 

35 No because I will always love Riverdale no Matter what  

36 No I still love it 

37 No. Because everyone has their own opinions  

38 No because I'm strong minded  

39 No 

40 Yes. It’s allows me to have discussions with others about theories in regard to this show.  

41 
Yes. Because other members sharing their thoughts about it. And you can give a hint what 
would happen on the next episode or season. 

42 Yes. With all of the negativity I see, it makes me not want to watch it because of that negativity 

43 Not really  

44 Yes. I’m sick of Bughead!  

45 No not really it makes it seem better I think.  

46 It has not as I keep to my own opinions  

47 No..... 

48 Not really. I’m sorry, but I can’t really figure out why I feel like that ahah.  

49 Nope 

50 No!  

51 Not at all. I've loved every minute of Riverdale. 

52  

53 Not Because It’s just a show 

54 Yes! I know that I am not all alone that have been liked Riverdale.  

55 Yes. I felt more closer and my knowledge about Riverdale had grew.  

56  

57 No  

58 not really because why would it do such thing 

59 No. Because in the group sometimes it is just abt rants and views of other ppl 

60 No 

61 Maybe made me realize that Jughead is way overrated. 

62 No 

63 No, it would take a lot for me not to like Riverdale  

64 No it has aged well with keeping up with the times 

65 Yes. Some people posted something's I haven't thought of. 

66 I think no. Because after being in this group, I still feel the same towards the show. 

67 
I Think I have many opinions that people disagree with, but people are good to respect each 
other  

68 
No because I still have my personal opinions about the show and no one can change my 
opinion about something.  

69 It's nice to talk to others about it and find out their opinions 

70 No because I love the show 

71 No because I like to talk about it with other people 

72 No not really. Because I still watch it but I hate when people do spoilers 

73 Nah it hasn’t, I still love it 

74 Has showed me more theories  

75 No because Riverdale is still the show that I love dearly 

76 No, Still good show 
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77 Yes I'm even more addicted  

78 It has provided different perspectives for the show and its characters 

79 It's helped me understand Riverdale a lot more 

80 Yes its kept me more informed on what’s happening  

81 No not at all 

82 
It hasn't changed my opinions on the show, really. I loved it before I was in the group, and still 
do. It has opened my eyes to different theories and other things, which I love. 

83 No because I have my opinion and the other people have their opinion 

84 No, I loved it before that 

85 No but I like seeing other people's opinions  

86 no because it always depends on you 

87 No because you can re see things you didn’t notice in the first place 

88 No I still love Riverdale  

 

Respondent 3. What do you get (if anything) out of being a member of this Facebook group?  

1 entertainment.  reading posts, commenting back & forth, learning different theories. 

2 More opinions on Riverdale. 

3 Nothing yet. 

4 Meeting others with interests like yours.  

5 I get opinions, laughs, humor and no one gives each other any hate. It’s fantastic.  

6 Nothing really, just easier access to promos 

7 An occasional intelligent post and lots of eye candy (photos of the cast) 

8 It helps you find out other people’s feelings towards the show  

9 I get a bit annoyed if people keep repeating things 

10 I see and understand different views and opinions if the show  

11 I like seeing everyone’s theories  

12 Many discussion material and stuff like that :) 

13 Realizing other people are crazy about this show too. It’s great.  

14 A gained knowledge about Riverdale.  

15 
Yes I get to see through other people opinions and that may change the way I feel about 
something  

16 nothing  

17 Other peoples point of view towards the show 

18 sharing and lots of caring 

19 Memes and more insights in the show 

20 Theory’s  

21 Fan fictions 

22 Memes, friendships, info about the show or cast members, fun games, debates  

23 No  

24 Spend time sharing a room loving something with my girls.   

25 
Being able to vent, I really needed someone to talk to about how much I hate how Cheryl is 
treated.  

26 
I love that I get to express my feelings about the show and hear others opinions with no 
judgement. 

27 Answers to questions i have about the show 

28 
I get pictures of my favorite characters. And I get to see other people's opinions on certain 
things.  

29 What I get out is how to find the Merch and how we can all relate over the same show  

30 Info  
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31 A friendly community to connect with over the same interests.  

32 Friends 

33 satisfaction that the theory I have in mind also occur to other members 

34 Friends 

35 
Yes I get to see through other people opinions and that may change the way I feel about 
something  

36 Everything  

37 Ideas 

38 More insight and others opinions  

39 
Seeing nice photos from the cast. Looking at other peoples options what they think is gonna 
happen next. 

40 Being apart of a fan base.  

41 Thoughts. Even though someone of them are spoiler haha 

42 I get massive spoilers 

43 Spoilers, games, quizzes 

44 I don’t know madness about the same posts of Bughead and varchie  

45 The trailer for next weeks.  

46 I get to enjoy learning new things about the show and hearing of conspiracy stories  

47 I can really understand other people’s opinion... 

48 I get other opinions and thoughts on stuff  

49 To speak with other like-minded fans 

50 Cute pictures & information about the cast & upcoming stuff in episodes & about the cast!  

51 
Just being apart of a community, like Riverdale, comes together and discusses the ups and 
downs of the show. Coming together and having a chat, just like the core 4 do in Pop's. 

52 Learning 

53 Nothing 

54 
Anything. The Riverdale Facts, The Casts Facts, even I know that Riverdale is came from Archie 
Comics from this group.  

55 I got to know different opinions of my fellow Riverdale fans about the show. 

56  

57 Memes 

58 more info about Riverdale  

59 More pictures n etc. 

60  

61 Entertainment  

62 A chance to talk about Riverdale  

63 Information mostly and a good laugh! 

64 It's fun to see how several generations relate to the show 

65 Entertainment  

66 Details I haven't noticed and fan theories. 

67 It’s just cozy  

68 A lot of Riverdale themed posts.  

69 Knowing others who have the same interest as me 

70 To meet others that like show 

71 Help understanding the episodes 

72 I don't have to watch the episodes anymore I can just read what people say 

73 I get to see some crazy things that people want to post  

74 More info on the show and characters  

75 I don't get anything out of it except the fun loving support of my fellow Bughead supporters 
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76 Riverdale stuff 

77 I feel a part of something 

78 Different opinions, and opportunities. 

79 I don't know if I get anything from this group 

80 Discussion group 

81 I get to see loads of pictures of the cast and sometimes what is to come in the next episode  

82 I enjoy the discussions about Riverdale and what's happening. It's fun. 

83 New info 

84 Spoilers 

85  

86 see how people reacted to different things 

87  

88 More pictures and spoilers  

 

Respondent 4. Do you feel connected to the other members of the group? Why (not)?  

1 not really.  we'll never meet, everyone's all over the world! 

2 Nope. 

3 Yes because I like how to put your ideas in to action. 

4 Yes, absolutely. 

5 I haven't really chatted on the comments so I wouldn't say yes. I just like 99% of the posts.  

6 No, people are typically either really nice or just rude but I guess that how Facebook is 

7 Not really, I’m older than most in the group.  

8 No because I don’t know them  

9 To some who share my opinions 

10 No. I do not talk to other members  

11 I don’t really talk to anyone  

12 Yes because we share a lot of opinions 

13 Kinda  

14 Yes, because we have the same interests and some similar feelings about the show.  

15 No I've not really had the chance to  

16 not really there isn’t too much interaction  

17 
No, there’s not talking to other group members unless you really want to (I choose not to be in 
the group chats) 

18 yes because there it’s all about what happens with our show and its special to share. 

19 Nope, I don’t comment 

20 Yeah 

21  

22 
Not really, because I'm older than most members I lurk in the background, and just enjoy 
content 

23 No 

24 
No, I just look. Don't usually post.  
This is very rare for me. LOL 

25 Not really but that’s probably because I haven’t really been trying to make friends. 

26 
I do feel connected to the other members because we all have something in common that we 
get to talk to each other about and have super interesting conversations. 

27 Not really as I don’t post enough. 

28 
No, because you don't know who some of the members are personally. Yes, because you and 
the other members on the group might like the characters or the scenes.  

29 Yes because we all relate  
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30 Yes webcam discuss  

31 Just recently joined so no  

32 
Yes. I live in Brazil and it’s amazing to see how a show can make a group of people get together 
and know each other, and share the love for the show and the characters 

33 yes- I feel like I somehow belong to a group of people the I don't know them personally  

34 Yes!!! 

35 No I've not really had the chance to  

36 Yes 

37 Because we have similar interests  

38 Not really, no real conversations are had  

39 Not really. Don’t really know them. 

40 Yes because we all have a common interest.  

41 Yes. By sharing ideas what would happen next.  

42 Not really, it seems like we are all different people 

43 No  

44 Nope  

45 Somewhat yes as we all love Riverdale.  

46 
I myself do not really post in the group however when I leave comments I feel connected and I 
am giving my opinion  

47 Yup. 

48 Kind of, since we all like the same thing. 

49 Just sharing ideas/ views 

50 Yes!  

51 No. Because I don't really talk to most of them. 

52 Yes cause a lot of them are my friends 

53 Yes 

54 
Yes I do!  Because we kinda ship the same cast, like Bughead, Vughead, Barchie, and we can 
truly tell what we really feel about Riverdale.  

55 Not really. I just read comments and posts. 

56  

57 No, I don’t talk to them  

58 no 

59 No. Bc I have not talked to them 

60  

61 Not really, everyone seems far apart. 

62 I don't talk to anyone directly 

63 
Yes! The people in this group are really kind! I love expressing my love for Riverdale with 
them! 

64 Sometimes when we agree on a point 

65 Yes. We can freely talk to each other. 

66 Not much. Because mostly I just read the posts, I don't comment or share anything. 

67 No at all 

68 Yes because some people have the same opinions as I do. 

69 Yes in a sense 

70 Because they watch the show as well 

71 Sometimes because we think about the same thing 

72 No 

73 Yeah I do, I’ve become friends with the fellow admins/mods and connected to group  

74 Yes because we are all on the same page 
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75 
I do feel connected because we are people that love the show for everything that it comes 
with 

76 Yes, because you get to connect with other Riverdale fan 

77 Yes because we have great convos about the show. 

78 Not really, I don’t really socialize on online. 

79 Yes because we all love Riverdale  

80 Yes. It’s fun to see what weird theories everybody comes up with 

81 No not really 

82 
For the most part. We are all here talking about and supporting a show we all enjoy, and that's 
a nice connection.  

83 No because I don’t talk to them 

84 No, because they are teenagers that only focusses on shipping couples 

85 
Yes, especially when we agree on something or understand something the same way, you just 
don't feel alone. 

86 I think I might connect since we all like Riverdale 

87 No because I don’t know them 

88 No not really because I always feel like an outsider  

 

Respondent 5. What aspect(s) of the show do you think draw the most attention in the group? 
Why do you think that is?  

1 all the fans' feedback.  we get to say what we think & learn information about the show. 

2 :) 

3 Bughead because who doesn't love bughead. 

4 The relationships.  

5 
I think Choni, Chic and also the rivalry between archie and jughead has brought the most 
attention, it's nice to have a bit of drama what doesn't involve murder!  

6  

7 The “shipping”. People living vicariously through the show.  

8 Main events because people have different opinions on it  

9 The ships because the show is pushing them and they are a main part of the comics 

10 The characters  

11 The ships (ex: bughead, varchie, choni, etc) 

12 
I think that varchie and bughead are like fighting in between and a lot of people like bughead 
and there is a lot of people who like varchie 

13 Cole  

14 
The way that the show leaves cliffhangers and always has possible theories to be made about 
the next upcoming episodes.  

15  

16 Jughead 

17 The relationships and the characters actions 

18 Because of the show  

19 The boys because they are so hot like frl😍😍 

20 The relationships between the characters  

21 Ships 

22 The relationships and drama  

23 Yes 

24 Not sure.  Characters I suppose.   

25 
I think it’s probably Cheryl’s storyline because we all really just wanna see her happy (and with 
Toni) 
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26 
The most popular topic on the group feed I usually see is people’s opinions about different 
ships and couples on the show and also theories for upcoming episodes and events. I think 
that is because it’s fun to talk about. 

27 The relationships  

28 
I think the most aspect of the show that draws the most attention when it has to do with the 
characters that are dating or if someone died.  

29 The dramatic aspects because it is the main parts of the show 

30 Bughead its popular 

31 How cute Jughead is  

32 Storyline and the cast. Because people like to speculate about what is happening 

33 
the case that lies beneath the story- which produce the creative juices of our brain to create 
our very own fan theory <3 good luck to your thesis! 

34 The couples  

35  

36 Bughead 😂 

37 Drama and shipping  

38 The characters because they are always discussed 

39 To follow the fan group of my favorite series. 

40 
Mysteries and relationships within the show because everyone wants to support a particular 
ship or find out what really happened.  

41 
The black hood. The twins. Haha the Lodge. Betty and Jug. Chic. And who's father is chic. Many 
many more  

42 THE RELATIONSHIPS OMLLL, EVERYONE IS ALWAYS TALKING ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS 

43 I’m not too sure  

44 BUGHEAD! And I’m sick of it!  

45 Relationship as people don’t expect what’s gonna happen.  

46 
I mostly see posts about what people think will happen on the future episodes or who is 
people’s favorites  

47 Thriller 

48 
Basically just everything that happened in the previous episode.  I think that we all just need to 
talk about it ahah  

49 
Relationships. Cause bughead 
Fans are mental over their ship 

50 The attractive people in it at first then when you actually get to watching it you can’t stop!  

51 
The whole Bughead not being related thing if Chic's FP's son thing. Everyone talks about it and, 
though it gets tedious, it's hilarious to see everyone say their theories. 

52 When archie and betty kissed in the car  

53 
Riverdale is a show that give us trill it’s like nancy drew but way better its, and we all know 
that every people likes mystery 

54 
Ship, the cast with another cast, because I think that we live for, exactly. And, the theory of 
each next episode is kind of amazed me, it needs logic and a good brain, and that’s amazing for 
me.  

55 
Its concept. The show has a great concept that makes the audience cling to it and want for 
more. 

56  

57 Memes 

58 tbh idk 

59 The fan theories. Bc as you read them it can be possible which is actually fascinating 

60  

61 I feel like #bughead is what people are obsessed with haha  

62 Bughead because they're SOO CUTE 
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63 
Characters! When people love a character and see other people love a character they bond 
over it! 

64 The hot guys young & old 

65 The problem solving 

66 
The relationships of some main characters. And the connections (family) between people. Like 
who is Chic's real father, is he Falice's love child and things like that. 

67 Underrating, 100 present  

68 Deaths and hook ups because they get a lot of attention in real life  

69 Bughead and Varchie definitely  

70 Just the curiosity  

71 Who is chic’s dad because that is something that a lot of people are wondering  

72 Suspense 

73 Probably bughead because they have the most wildest, loving fans 

74 The sudden clues and things they say in the show  

75 The mysteries because I love trying to find out who did it before the show tells you 

76 Cole sprouse 

77 The ships 

78 Theories, defending characters, and discussing the show. 

79 
When the couples spent time together (e.g. Jughead and Betty) and I don't know why I think 
people like that certain part of Riverdale 

80 The dark aspect 

81 I think people start watching it because Cole Sprouse is in it  

82 
I think the biggest discussions in the group, ate the love lives of the show. I think it's because 
it's relatable, and people enjoy seeing the drama of it all. 

83 Bughead and lodges 

84 Bughead or varchie or barchie.....because teenagers can't just simply enjoy a show 

85  

86 I am not sure 

87  

88 Idk 
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY CODES 

This appendix provides the overview of all codes and their corresponding count per each question of the member 

feedback survey. 

QUESTION 1:  
Why did you become a member of this Facebook group: “Riverdale (TV series)”? 

Code Count  

Brand admiration 52 

Information gathering 32 

Fulfillment of social needs 12 

Wrong interpretation 9 

No reason 3 

Coincidence  1 

Total amount of responses 87 

QUESTION 2:  
Has becoming a member of this group changed your feelings towards Riverdale? Why (not)? 

Code Count  

Did not impact 59 

Did impact - Positive 23 

Did impact - Negative 4 

Total amount of responses 86 

QUESTION 3:  
What do you get (if anything) out of being a member of this Facebook group?  

Code Count  

Informational benefits 56 

Social benefits 19 

Entertainment benefits 16 

Nothing 7  

Negativity 1 

Total amount of responses 84 
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QUESTION 4:  
Do you feel connected to the other members of the group? Why (not)? 

Code Count  

Negative  38 

Positive  35 

Ambiguous  12 

Total amount of responses 85 

QUESTION 5:  
What aspect(s) of the show do you think draw the most attention in the group? Why do you think that is? 

Code Count  

Relationships 36 

Plot  22 

Characters 14 

Ambiguous 8 

Actors 3 

Memes 1 

Total amount of responses 81 
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APPENDIX D: REFLECTIVE FIELD NOTES 

FIELD NOTES: DORA 

Monday 05/02 

 

• Question regarding relationship and characters  
o Drawn a lot of discussion among members where they in detail share their opinion and arguments 

towards certain ship 

• Member informing other it’s a “spoiler alert” [Jo Anne] 5.02.+ [Kat Deanna] 5.02., in respect towards 
members who haven’t watched upcoming episode, so they shouldn’t read the information they wrote, if the 
don’t want to be spoiled→ could be a representation of the “shared consiouseness” 

• Member shared a recently published newspaper article about Riverdale, didn’t trigger many attention in 
commenting rather just likes 

• Member sharing hate regarding a group of characters in the show, other who relate also share their opinion 

• Member sharing personal photo with newly bought merchandise 
o Members commenting with positive compliments or just by liking the post 

• During the day there were multiple posts discussing the plot development 
o Members sharing their opinions regarding a scene, asking what others think and also later engaging 

in the discussion in comments thread 
o Interactions among members where they show their opinion also by liking others comments 
o Within plot development there is also a lot of discussion regarding relationships in the show 

• Members also relating the show to the comic and it’s interesting because the member is also referring to the 
writers of the serial, expressing hope for them following the poster’s personal favored direction for the show, 
specifically related to the ships 

o Members discussing future plot (narrative complexity) in relation to comics 

• Member asking opinion about a potential character relationship, still not revealed 
o Interactions among members where they “co-develop” potential story behind [Mollie] new 5.02 

• Member shared excitement because the show will be filmed next to her home, and she might join 
o Other members also excited and asking where is that happening 

 

Tuesday 06/02 

 

• Many discussions about the plot development, members asking others to clarify some of their 
misunderstandings  

o Members are being helpful and providing their personal understandings and are also interacting and 
discussing different plot points 

o Would be interesting for the writers to read this 

• Question regarding comic and it extended on discussion regarding type of relation between the comic and 
the serial 

• Member raised the controversial question about an unknown character “Black Hood” 
o Raised a lot or discussion and interaction among members 

• Member informing other members about next episode not airing 
o Members explaining, using their personal thoughts, why is it like that → nature of tv serials 

• Quiz post about favorite ship where members are also discussing and co-developing potential names of the 
ships 

• Interesting is that the “poster” turned off commenting on the post, may be due to receiving a lot of 
comments 

• Discussions in general about season 1 and season 2 where they sometimes express that they would like the 
story to be more like the one in original comics 
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Seems that always stories regarding ship are interesting to members and they want to involve in discussions and share 
their thoughts 
 
Also, when the comic is mentioned, it is mostly for the purpose of providing more explanations around the serial as 
the comic was a lose base for the actual serial 
 

Wednesday 07/02 

 

• Main topic of conversation and driver of engagement seems to be ships, in specific “Bughead” and the future 
of their relationship in relation to the possibility of “Falice”   

o In relation and drawn from to the latest episode 
o Member sharing opinion about ship and future plot development around it 
o Other members involve and share their opinion, and are also being helpful with sharing information 

when asked 
o Members also seem concern because of the potential relationship between parents of Jughead and 

Betty, so-called “Falice” 

• Already known member [Veronica] 7.02., she is pretty active, it is interesting because it seems like she went 
out of the group, most probably after being engaged in a negative discussion 

• Sharing her opinion on the plot and disclaiming it’s her personal opinion and asking for no hateful comments, 
maybe had bad experience from previous posts 

• Again, posts regarding a potential theory within the plot 
o Drawn a lot of engagement and discussion, members showing interest in engaging on the post 

where they discuss yet unknown theories of the plot 
o Member sharing personal doubts and asking for others opinion 

• Being helpful with providing info ion where to watch next season 
 
Seems that shipping creates biggest divisions among members, namely “Varchie-shippers” and “Bughead-shippers”, 
and also a division among members who actually ship relationships and love to be engaged in those discussions and 
on the other hand members who would like to focus on the actual plot development 
 

Thursday 08/02 

 

• One of the members posted personal drawing→ other members are supportive  

• The biggest driver of engagement today was the “Live discussion thread”  → post where members of the 
community discuss the new episode as it is happening and shortly afterwards. 

o One of the admins of the group commented [Candice]: “no need to delete your comments, we’d love 
to hear everything you say” →adds to the community feeling 

o Informational post by admin [Richard] on upcoming episode and reminding members on the group 
rules→ no new posts are allowed until 24 hours after the episode in order to prevent the members 
of the community that have not seen the episode yet to be spoiled (due to time zone differences) → 
shows sense of responsibility of admins to the community 

• Again, discussion about “Bughead” but also about relationship of two actors in real life 

• Drawn a lot of reaction, interesting maybe because they also have a relationship as characters in the serial 

• Interesting because the admin shows her affection towards a specific ship  

• Small argument with a member [Candice]: “You know what you could've done because you didn't agree with 
this? Just scroll right by it. I know, it’s a revolutionary concept” 

 

Friday 09/02 
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• A lot of the posts today are about the latest episode of the show with members interacting and discussing 
the future of the show 

o Again, members respecting group rules, informing members of potential spoiler 
o Member showing her surprise (negative) over an episode and plot development 
o Other members who agree comment and share their thoughts 

• Member very shocked/concerned over the fact that there is a longer brake until the next episode  
o Other members comment who share the same thoughts 
o One member also suggesting finding another show 
o One of the members even posted that Riverdale is the only thing that gets her through the week → 

could be understood as brand loyalty, however, can’t say whether this is the result of the group or 
not, but it does seem like the group drives the explicit expression of this brand loyalty. Other 
members agree with the post!  

• Admin showing disgust towards a family from the serial 
o Member commenting his opinion and providing defense and arguments towards one character 
o Also praising good choice for the actress 

• Again, when some members ask for clarifications of certain parts in the plot, other members are being 
helpful and answering with info 

• Some posts are repeating with same questions, so it seems members are not reading everything or are not 
visiting the group constantly 

o Someone in the group asks what “shipping” [Fatou] is and other members explain this concept → 
might indicate the “shared rituals and traditions” from Muniz & O’Guinn 

o The entire discussion about “Falice” and “Bughead” might be a combination of narrative complexity 
and shipping 

• Member’s personal photo with merchandise received as a birthday gift→ positive likes 

• Discussion about latest episode and what could happen in the future 
o Members sharing their opinion and interacting with each other, shown also with comment likes 

• Poster asking for member opinions about one mystery in the show “Black Hood” 
o Members commenting their thoughts 
o One member provided a really profound explanation, got praised by others 

• New member sharing positive thoughts on the serial, new “follower”→ positive reactions and comments 
from members 

• Sharing thoughts about what “writers” (Ratu Sukani) wanted to do with 2nd season, and plot overall 
o Some member defending a “bad season”  
o Questioning membership of the group if they are not liking the show 

• About the upcoming episode and unknown reason behind a specific scene that had drawn a lot of attention 
and discussion  

o Members sharing their thoughts 
 
Seems that members do not feel strongly about members leaving the group or stopping their admiration towards the 
serial. If a member expresses they dislike towards the serial, other members encourage them to just leave the group, 
seems the want to keep the community a negativity-free area. 
 
In some post members even suggest other serials which can be understood as the serials are not mutually exclusive 
and therefore it seems like there is no oppositional brand loyalty as Muniz and O’Guinn mention. 
 

Saturday 10/02 

 

• Member very explicitly sharing her hate towards a character (mostly new character - Chic) 
o This shows that in the community also exists the negative parasocial relationship 

• Poster expressing “sadness” on having to wait longer for next episode 
o Not a member anymore, could it be due to disappointment? 

• Again, members sharing their thoughts on what could happen in the future 

• Poster sharing her expression on the latest episode 
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o Member sharing same expression and their started their discussion (a lot only between two of 
them) 

 
A lot of engagement is triggered due to uncertainty on what the future plot holds, or the questions raised by members 
surrounding previous episodes.  
 

Sunday 11/02 

 

• Poster asking for help from other members to ship personal relationship, in the way that is common to do on 
all ships in the serial 

• Poster included kind of a warning [Sara Jane]: “unpopular opinion”, maybe because she knows a lot of 
members would disagree (loving character Chic) 

o Members commenting their thoughts and some questioning poster’s statement and disagreeing  

• Some discussion about what happened in the last episode 

• One of the members shared a meme post which is making fun of the fact that the main topic of conversation 
is the relationships between the characters rather than the actual plot development in the group → seems 
members agree and are not offended by it 

• Often when posters just share their opinions in the post, there is not a lot of interaction between members, 
rather support or disagreement by using likes → faster and might have something to do with the 
poster/lurker dimension?  

• On a daily basis there are some voting games going on [Lea] and they always contain specific rules 
o Especially the voting games about the relationships tend to draw in a lot of engagement  
o Some quizzes also get shared or posted, but members tend to only comment their results, rather 

than interact with each other  
 
It seems there are a lot of posts about actors and/or actors’ lives unrelated to Riverdale, but they are in most cases 
shared posts from other fan pages and usually trigger little or no comments or engagement from members. 
 

Monday 12/02 

 

• Photo from another series starring with an actor from Riverdale, long ago 
 
Seems also that picture posts or post that don’t have any explanation or are not asking for something don’t trigger 
commenting by members, rather just likes or comment tags 
 

• Plot related post 
o Not many reaction, maybe because it is regarding supporting actors 

• Post drawing very divided reactions: love or anger, depending on whether they are Archie or Jughead fans 
(“Barchie” vs. “Bughead”) [Klent]  

o Mostly denying comments, people liking more “Bughead” relationship 
o Comments on comments, also few gif comments 
o Interesting comment defending one of the characters based on “many posts hating really hard on 

Bughead lately”, also adding “The show isn’t the comic books” 

• Post by admin, sharing the official video from official “Organization sponsored” page, very soon after the 
official post→ admins paying attention to the OS page, could be interesting to see whether same admin is 
“responsible” for sharing posts from OS 

o Sneak peek into the whole season 
o  Advertising post for the CW, didn’t caught much attention 

• Photo post about serial merchandise by new member, asking for suggestions on where to buy a specific 
merchandise 

o Members again helpful, sharing a web page where it is possible to buy them (“riverdaleshop”) 
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It seems like the relationships are important parts of the identification of the members where there is the biggest 
division among them “we-ness” among the members who fancy/support the same relationships, main division 
between “Varchie” and “Bughead” 
 

• Continuation of posts regarding plot development, showing the narrative complexity, and drives a lot of 
interaction and engagement 

o This can be about the direction the show is taking, what will happen in the next episode, and about 
unresolved “plot holes” or also about events that happened in the past before the show started 
(example “Falice”)  

 
Interaction among members seems to confirm findings of social media OBC’s and fan communities, meaning, the 
social relationships and support of peers are less important  
 

• More posts about the actors and possible relationships between them in real life (Cole and Lily) 
o there is still some disagreement between members whether or not they should discuss this in the 

group and in general 

• Posts about relationships drive most of the engagement today, mainly “Barchie” or “Bughead”  
▪ Some members referred back to the comics, where Betty and Archie were in a relationship, 

but others say that the comic is not the same as the show and that this is irrelevant → this 
might indicate some tension as well between new fans of the show and old fans of the 
comic 

 

Tuesday 13/02 

 

• Continuation of text post regarding relationships in the serial 
o More comments than usual, where there was a suggestion on discussion other new/potential 

relationship in the show→this indicates that members might be in general triggered the most by 
relationships discussions 

o Interesting comments suggesting subplots and referring to the writers 
There are some continuing posts [John Christian] shared from another fan page “Hollywood Fandom”, seems like an 
advertisement post from it and doesn’t trigger attention 

• Personal photo post from a new member 
o Showing restaurant in Riverdale (city where the plot takes action), received many likes and also 

personal comments and photos from other members → could indicate a certain feeling of 
community and excitement about the show/brand  

• Question post to other fans [Amera]→ very responsive and willing to “help”  
o Also, many replies with wallpapers (as asked) 

• Photo post from another movie/serial about potential past relationship of two actors/characters “Falice” 
o Some rude comments from a user, called out by other member [Prasad] →shared consciousness  

• Poster asking for opinion from other users about which male characters do they “fancy” 
o A lot of comments, mostly single and also some photo comments with actors in their younger days 

 
Seems like most posts so far have focused on the relationships, this might be due to the lack of new episodes and the 
current break because of the Winter Olympic games. 
Also seems like posts that ask questions, or ask for opinions, draw in more engagement whereas posts about the 
actors do not draw in a lot of engagement, especially not if they are shared. 
 

• Photo post by admin [James], seems a joke, showing censored nude pictures of an actor from the show 
o A lot of reaction, also some rude and inadequate comments  
o members replying that it’s not ethical, but also seems like the same member 

• Continuing posts regarding relationships and plot development 

• Text and photo post of a member sharing complete opinion of upcoming plot 
o Draw also attention from an admin: “Longest post award. Cogratz!” 
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o Members answering and sharing their opinion 
 

Wednesday 14/02 

 

• Posts about new episode: both excitement and impatient since they have to wait longer for the new episode 
to air 

• Text post, very small reaction, personal-Cosplay fan asking for other cosplayers and willingness to follow 
them on Instagram 

• Other members commenting with personal/private pictures 
 

In general, personal posts draw much less attention and usually just “like” reactions 

 

• Post by admin [Richard] regarding upcoming episode after the break, seems like the admins are “annoyed” 
by users constantly asking same question about when the next episode is  

o Some members are being spiteful on that fact [Veronika] 

• Photo post with text (seems it’s used to highlight the statement) regarding ships 
o About potential relationship that could happen, again draw a lot of attention 

 
Interesting comment → fans don’t like rude comments, when they are not about the show or self-opinion 
 

o Interesting explanation behind the plot development: ”talking = hype = viewers!” 
o User trying to prove a point that what matters is the plot and not the “ships”→ A lot of good and 

agreeable reactions 

• New member posted that his friend suggested that he watch the show and is asking where he can watch the 
show and for some more reviews  

o some members comment and give their opinions and spoiler warnings 

• Again, a lot of discussion about the relationships 
o Poster referring directly to one group of shippers “Bughead”→ again showing clear distinction 

among two types of “we-ness” 
o Admin turned off commenting, because of too much comments? → interesting because there seems 

to be no other  
o One member posted that if “Vughead” happens, they will stop watching the show, some members 

indicate their agreement, while others seem annoyed by all the shipping which creates a lot of 
tension in the comments 

 
Posts with questions trigger most comments, sometimes the original posters turn of the comments, probably due to 
the number of comments and the notifications they get as a result 
 

• Some discussion about Chic again as well → he seems like an unresolved plot point and members comment 
their thoughts and opinions about this 

• One post about the comic and the relationships in there > some interaction among the members 

• Photo post from comic, relationship related → drawing a lot or reaction (3 main characters together- 
threesome) 

o One interesting comment received 52 replies, questioning ethic 
o One of the admins commented that it is an incest → the admin is no longer a member of the group, 

this might be the result of this 

• Again, posts about relationship in the serial and also in real life 
o Admin turned off commenting, because of too much comments? → interesting because there seems 

to be no other reason 

• Poster asking members about the serial comic and relationship 
o Users being helpful and replying with explanations 
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Seems that members want to share their opinion and hear what other members opinions are → maybe they don’t 
have a lot of fans in real life with whom they can talk about the show 
Also, it appears the people join the group even though they haven’t had previous knowledge about the serial 
 

Thursday 15/02 

 

• Shared link of a character quiz  
o attention and people consequently taking the quiz and sharing their results (photo or comment)→ 

seems members are very excited by just sharing their results 

• Member shared personal photo with actor from the serial (Jug) and the post received many comments and 
especially likes 

• Members expressed high brand loyalty, [Brooklynn]: “I love that show damn” → seems that the member 
feels very good about just sharing it with the whole group, even though the post didn’t receive any bigger 
attention, just few likes 

• Shared video post [Rox K.] received only likes →maybe no comments because the user didn’t ask any 
questions or provided any explanation/description of the video 

 

Friday 16/02 

 

• Admin photo post [James] with no description about one of main characters (Archie) and his personality 
switch in season 2, drawn a lot of attention 

o Comments about season 1 and 2 and changes in those where members have divided opinions on 
which season and character personality they like more/less 

o question on where to find season 2, admin providing info 

• Text post, shared voting page for ships in the serial, huge reaction on potential fraud (using bots) on votes for 
one of the ships (mostly division on shiping “Barchie” or “Bughead”) 

o Fans even sharing proves from Twitter 

• Very personal 2 posts (text and photo), merchandise gift from boyfriend where the member if profoundly 
explaining the whole situation around the gift 

o Another member being helpful by providing additional seller that might be used to buy the missing 
parts 

• Text post by a member [Veronica]→later no longer a member, asking other members who are their favorite 
characters 

o Mostly comments in the same way, i.e. fans writing their fav and least fav male and female 
characters 

o One comment against this kind of post→ there should be no least fav among characters: 
[Shiwangi]: “Nobody. It's one of my favourite show just because of it's amazing character. You are simply 

spreading hatered by these posts. ☻☻ ✌ There should only be favourites, no least and all.  🤗 😏 😏” 

 
[Veronica]: “Get a grip its a bit of fun. How the heck am I spreading hatred honestly the mind boggles. If your 
not going to comment anything nice don't comment simple” 

o The poster also thanks everyone involved, saying it was fun for her 
 

Saturday 17/02 

 

• Shared article about an actor’s personal life 

• New member photo post with question regarding where to watch new episodes 
o Useful replies, but commenting turned off by admin-->probably due to the rules 

• photo/text post by new member asking on where to watch the serial 
o Members being helpful and answering 
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o Commenting here wasn’t turned off, even though many online streaming pages were 
mentioned/shared 

 
Proof again that there is not much reaction if the post if about actor’s private lives 
 

Sunday (18/02) 

 

• [Richard] Shared photo post by admin, pictures from one of the actors “Archie” 
o Seems the admin is posting based on personal affection 
o Not much reaction 

• Member sharing opinion about a very controversial character (Chic) 
o A lot of attention, fans sharing their opinion and also interaction with other users from the poster 

• [Gabby] member sharing very personal photo asking members what they think on her picture as an 
impersonate of one the characters (Veronica) 

 

Monday (19/02) 

 

• Question towards all Riverdale fans on what is the name of “Riverdale Fandom” [Kedean] 
o A lot of reaction and also interaction among fans 

• Text post about growing up with Riverdale [Kent]:  
"Just my random cents: I grew up Archie.._my mom had grown up Archie and I had a crap ton of old comics and 
bought even more than I ever should have. Archie and the gang was my first continual drama before I discovered 
TV (Xena, Buffy 101)  
I love Riverdale and it's great to see them come to life on TV... And I understand how YA TV shows goes.  
But man…i kind of miss the lightheadedness that I remember so fondly. 
Like…Does every episode have to be dark? They're all basically criminals in some sense… 
I'm not wanting the show to change... I'm thoroughly enthralled...  
But I wouldn't mind seeing more "Comic"  
Am I completely off base on this? *shuffles feet*" 

o Seems like the fan just want to share it with someone who could understand his feelings and how 
the member misses more “Comic” in the serial, but on the other hand still understands that’s “how 
YA TV shows goes…” 

 

Tuesday (20/02) 

 

• Post about ship, again raising a lot of attention since it’s regarding one of the 2 most controversial 
relationships in the serial 

o Interesting fan showing bond to the comics [Fatima]: 
“I really do hope they do a storyline with Betty and Archie and the love triangle.. bcz that was the essence 
of Archie comics, want to watch one of my favorite childhood stories on screen”  

• Interesting text post from a member questioning the “hate” around 1 ship in the show 
[Saumya]:  
“I’ve always wanted to know this: 
WHY so much hate towards barchie shippers? 
I think they have amazing chemistry :/” 

o Fans sharing their opinions, a lot of interactions→ sense of “we-ness” 

• Member shared opinion about a character (Betty) 
o A lot of attention and interaction among members, especially the ones who share the same opinion, 

[Madelyn]:”…No hate just an opinion I was putting out there.” 
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Interesting how the member feels like there is a need to state the it is just an opinion→ it seems to be a common 
thing to add in posts where the opinion shared is negative 
 

Wednesday 21/02 

 

• [Heidi] Interaction among users, showing what is respect→ pointed out the importance of showing respect 
towards actors and using their real names when mentioned in other shows, and not their character name, 
interesting that the members didn’t feel very positive about that notice, felt it was irrelevant 

• User sharing her opinion and wants to be accepted by the community even though she has an opposite 
opinion 

[Geishly]: “Hellooo don't hate me, but I don't find neither Archie or Jug attractive at all !!” 
o A lot of reaction, mostly supportive and showing respect towards other members opinions, also 

sharing their opinions  
o Interaction from the poster on many comments→ seems like the member opened the space for 

all other members how also share different opinions but perhaps might be afraid of judgement 
or bad comments 

• Game about 2 most controversial ship in the show “Bughead” vs. “Barchie” 
o A lot of reaction with many gif comments, and personal opinions of which ship do they fancy more 

• Member shared personal picture, asking for advice on which cosplay should do next 
o Members responsive and supportive 

 

Thursday 22/02 

 

• Post regarding new upcoming episode 
o Drown a lot of reaction since it’s regarding ships in the serial→ Interaction and opinions shared, also 

showing helpfulness when someone asks questions (where to watch) 
• Fan sharing her excitement about creating her own “Serpent” jacket 

o Users responding also with excitement and support and asking to see the end result  
 
Today again a lot of posts regarding plot development 
 

• Funny text post by an admin→ Seems like the admin wanted to draw attention and initiate some action in 
the group by joking 

o members responded only with “shocking” gif reactions, but didn’t trigger much reaction 

• New member shared personal “frustration” regarding the plot→no reaction, probably no one shares same 
thoughts 
[Jamie]: “Am so annoyed cause of the twists and turns happening '"men the Black hooded killer starts his 
killing spree it's like everything about the movie becomes new. What's going on? Where does he even come 
from? am beyond annoyed.” 

 

Friday 23/02 

 

• Member sharing her drawing of a character and asking for opinion, later also a post of a digital drawing of a 
scene from recent episode 

o A lot of positive reactions 
 
Seems like members really enjoy sharing personal drawings or merchandise and are always receiving positive and 
supportive feedback 
 

• Regarding actor’s engagement with a fashion brand 
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o Not much reaction→ again proof that members are not that interested in actor’s personal lives 
(things not related to the actual show) 

• Quiz/Question to all members→ A lot of interesting comments and interactions/supporting opinions by 
comment likes 

o Interesting that new comments are coming even 2 days after the post was created 
 

Saturday 24/02 

 
• Member sharing her opinion on fav character, kind of asking others but not much reaction, maybe it wasn’t 

clear enough→ comments - member sharing their fav characters 

• Text post, interesting that the Member started the post by informing members; [Anisha]: “Not Riverdale 
related” → respect in a way towards fans that don’t like post that are related to actors and their personal 
lives or actions not related to the show directly 

o Regarding actor starring in another movie, reactions and comments from members who are familiar 
with that, sharing their opinion 

• Second time shared the same post regarding upcoming episode, but by another member 
o Members commenting their opinion, but not a lot if reaction, maybe because they already saw it 

and commented on it the first time, although no one mentioned it 
 

Sunday 25/02 

 

• Photo post/quiz by admin, Pick one cartoon 
o Responsive members, and it also seems like the admin is engaging in order to keep the action going 

in the group 

Monday 26/02 

 
Constantly there are different quizzes or eliminations games posted by members that trigger attention and answers 
from members, although not much interaction among them 
 

• Post inviting for role play game in a separate/personal another group chat 
o Members very interested in joining, even sharing personal phone numbers 

• Text post by a new member, sharing his opinion about ship and asking for other member’s opinion→ 
triggered fruitful discussion among members 

 
In general, it seems that new members start their engagement in the group by either stating their opinion or brand 
loyalty/love towards the serial 
Also, again many post ship related, still triggering most attention and comments 
 

• Photo post of 4 main characters and their parents as young actors 
o Positive reactions, acknowledging good work made by the casting crew 

 

Tuesday 27/02 

 

• New quiz with specific rules, allowed only agree or disagree comments on diff statements→ Members 
responsive and following rules 

• Photo post, new member regarding “Black Hood” and upcoming episodes 
o Interaction among members where they share their opinions and thoughts on future plot 

• Quiz on “Which Netflix guy do you belong with”→ Inviting other members to play, members sharing their 
results also backed up with pictures (maybe showing prof seems more “accurate”) 
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Posts from members asking on where they could watch the new season, always helpful and informative answers from 
other members 
 

• Photo post, informative nature about the new book, providing info on where it is available→ Interactions 
among members, helpful towards each other 

o Member sharing her disappointment on other members, specifically “Bughead Shippers” for not 
showing respect towards other fans with different opinion Laura: “Bughead-Shippers bark at you 
when you say something against Bughead But if someone likes another Ship including Betty or Jug 
f.e. Barchie or Vughead...you people are writing stuff like: or "wtf no" And I saw lots of people react 
with the angry emoji What is wrong with this fandom? Isn't it allowed to ship something else? Do 
you have to insult a Barchie-Shipper or be mean to them? I've never seen anything that worse than 
the Bughead-Fandom. Sorry but I have to say that. Not even the TVD-Fandom is that mean.” 

o Triggered a lot of discussion and shared opinions 
 

Wednesday 28/02 

 

• New contingency theory on Betty’s characters → Induced many opinion sharing and interactions, “poster” 
involves himself in discussion 

• Again a similar post of member sharing her opinion on ships and disappointment on behavior among fans→ 
Inviting everyone to stop the hate and discuss other parts of the show 

• Post that draw attention regarding character (Jug) → Draw attention, opinion sharing from members, again 
hey include/highlight: [Matt]: “please don't attack me, my opinion/theory” 

 

Thursday 01/03 

 

• Member sharing opinion on a ship “Barchie” 
• Again member in advance asking other fans not to get offended 

 
Members are respectful toward each other and follow the group rules 
 

Friday 02/03 

 

• Game post, [Parfitt]: “Riverdale won’t ever be the same without ________-“ 
o A lot of reaction from members, but no interaction, seems they just want to be a part of the “game” 

and share their opinion 

• Sharing her opinion on arguments and judgmental comments on ships in fandom  
o Members agree and shoe support 

 

Saturday 03/03 

 

• Member disclaiming in the beginning he’s aware of potential hate he might receive due to sharing his 
(negative) opinion 

[Namejs]:  
"Okay. I'm gonna get some hate tor this... Is it just me or are the writers of Riverdale running out of ideas. Why 
Season One was so good was because it was original and intriguing but season two not so much. For part one of 
the season they basically repeated the idea of season one, and now its kinda turning into an anthology series... Its 
Just like I don't have the same attitude for the show as I did for season one. I really don't see season three 
happening, if it did It would just get really sloppy. But the acting is still phenoumal ,there are some areas tor 
improvement... Take the fact on how many views they lost after season one and the number keeps dropping. I still 
do tune in every Thursday(lreland) but I don't enjoy them.  
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Anyone else feel the same?” 
o Prompted a lot of discussion among members, regarding the overall serial and writers 

• Text post, new member sharing her likes towards the show she just recently started watching, also because 
she had a brain surgery→ Members very supportive 

• Photo post showing a parade where people were dressed up in Riverdale costumes 
o Admin commenting and showing his close relation to the show and how he’s happy to see it’s 

affecting the culture 

• Text post, new member sharing her huge affection towards the show and her recent struggles with chemo 
treatment and how watching helped her with moving time 

o Again, a lot of support from members and also admin 
o Thanking everyone and also mentioning her personal blog but also not sharing it because she also 

shows respect for the group→ now completely aware of the group rules 

 

FIELD NOTES: JOYCE 

05/02/2018 

• A lot of discussions about ships 
o One interesting discussion on why there is hate towards a certain ship, where the members are 

explaining their thoughts and opinions in the comments. Some of them are quite long 

• Use of “spoiler alert” in order to prevent other members from seeing information about the new episode if 
they have not yet seen it 

• A member shows of merchandise she bought of the show > others compliment it 

• A lot of discussions about the plot development  
o Members discuss in the comment section about where they think the story will go next. The posters 

themselves also interact with those commenting.  
o Interestingly, a lot of dissatisfaction is expressed about the direction, with members agreeing and 

disagreeing on this 
o One post about where a member believes the direction the show should go in and what the writers 

should do. Other members give their opinions on this. 

• Members seem to want to share their opinions on the plot and character development and relationships. 
Those posts tend to have the most comments 

• Two of the members became friends on Facebook to have further discussions > might show a sense of 
community and social aspects 

 

06/02/2018 

• A lot of discussions about the plot development again, with different members interacting and discussing 
different plot points 

o Members are sharing thoughts on plot holes as well, that they feel are unsolved. Other members are 
eager to share their opinions and theories, and other members give these support by using the 
“like” option. 

o Interesting > on one of the posts surrounding the plot hole of Polly and her children, the poster 
turned off the comments > maybe because there were to many replies? Does not seem like there 
was a lot of disagreement about this 

• Some disagreements between the members after a post insulted one of the characters > seems like there are 
different opinions regarding favorite characters and what you can/cannot say about them 

• General note: it seems like posts about plot development/characters/relationships draw in the most likes and 
comments  

• Some members are using the group to promote their own fan pages, either for the show or some of the 
actors > these posts tend to not get any engagement aside from some likes 
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• There are some worries in the group about “Falice” and how this relationship might impact “Bughead” if it 
happens > this draws in a lot of different opinions, where members also reference other TV shows to show 
that it should not be a problem. Not all members agree 

• Members are discussing differences between season 1 and season 2 and what they like and dislike about 
each season > members share their thoughts and opinions, and comment on others’ comments or like them 

 

07/02/2018 

• Again today the main topic of conversation and driver of engagement seems to be “Bughead” and the future 
of their relationship in relation to the possibility of “Falice”   

• A new member thanked the group for allowing him to join, however, he has not seen the complete show yet 
> suggests low entry barriers maybe?  

o A member tells him to not read some of the posts so that he is not spoiled for what is to come 
• Another member asks whether it is “wrong” to not watch season 2 until it is completely put on Netflix > 

members giving their opinions 
o Some confusion among the members > show is already on Netflix in some countries (not USA) 

• One of the comments on a post explained what the “laugh” emoji meant that was left on the post > seems 
like there might be some confusion as to what this means to different people 

• One post discussing a possible theory about Chic has “please no hateful comments” in the post > might 
suggest that the member in question feels like there is no room for hate in the community or has 
experienced/seen hate in the community before (note on 04/04/2018: member has left the community – 
whether this is due to this post or not is unclear)  

• Plotholes seem to drive a lot of engagement in the group > discussions on where the show might go are often 
discussed 

 

O8/02/2018 

• One of the members posted fanart > other members are supportive  

• The biggest driver of engagement today was the “weekly live discussion of the episode” > post where 
members of the community discuss the new episode as it is happening and shortly afterwards. One of the 
admins of the group commented “no need to delete your comments, we’d love to hear everything you say” > 
adds to the community feeling 

• Also a reminder is posted by one of the admins that no new posts are allowed until 24 hours after the 
episode > to prevent the members of the community that have not seen the episode yet to be spoiled (due 
to timezone differences) > again, really adds to the feeling of community and inclusion, but also a sense of 
responsibility of the admins 

• Also some disagreement today > one of the members posted about a rumored relationship between two of 
the actors on the show > big discussion in the comments on whether or not they should discuss the private 
lives of the actors in the group 

• Not a lot of posts today due to the “ban” on posting (some posts that are not related to the new episode are 
allowed) 

 

 

09/02/2018 

• A lot of the posts today are about the latest episode of the show with members interacting and discussing 
the future of the show 

• Some of the members use a “spoiler warning” in their post, in case some of the other members haven’t seen 
the episode yet 

• It seems like there is no episode until the 7th of March > members expressing their dissatisfaction with this 
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o One of the members even posted that Riverdale is the only thing that gets her through the week > 
display of brand loyalty > however, can’t say whether this is the result of the group or not, but it 
does seem like the group drives the explicit expression of this brand loyalty. Other members agree 
with the post!  

• Again, a discussion about “Bughead” and “Falice” > seems like this discussion is held pretty much every day > 
could be an indicator that the members do not see all the posts in the group all the time > raises the question 
whether the members actually visit the group or just see the posts if they appear on their Facebook timeline  

o Someone in the group asks what “shipping” is and other members explain this concept > might 
indicate the the member of the community is getting informed on the shared language (rituals and 
traditions from Muniz & O’Guinn?) 

o The entire discussion about “Falice” and “Bughead” might be a combination of narrative complexity 
and shipping 

• Also, a lot of posts about the trailer for the new episode, where it looks like Veronica and Jughead are going 
to kiss > lots of discussion about why this would happen and what is going on. 

o Some of the terminology used here is very interesting > “don’t worry” > members are very invested 
in the relationship between these characters 

o One of the members shared the new trailer in the group, and members are expressing their 
excitement about this 

• In the comment section of one of the posts, a member asks where he can watch the show again > another 
member has some suggestions (illegal streaming sites) > pretty sure this is against group regulations (!) 

• One post suggests that the viewing figures for Riverdale are dropping and that the show is losing popularity  
o This starts a discussion on how this season is compared to the previous season  
o Some members also defend the brand, and ask others why they are a member of the community if 

they do not like the show 

• Photo post by one of the members of a whiteboard trying to figure out one of the plotholes in the show > 
other members commenting their opinions on this plothole 

• A new member of the group posts that they have just started watching and are going crazy about it > other 
members recommend to keep watching the show and in this way express their loyalty/excitement about the 
brand 

 

10/02/2018 

• Discussions about different characters (mostly Chic)  
o Seems like there is some disagreement among the members about expressing dissatisfaction with 

certain characters 

• Someone posted how they could possible survive until the 7th of March (when the new episode comes out) > 
expression of brand loyalty and excitement (note on 04/04/2018: interestingly, this member has now left the 
group – might indicate that the group itself is not necessarily a driver of brand loyalty or enthusiasm) 

• Again, a lot of discussion about what was shown in the new trailer and what will happen in the next episode 

• On one of the posts, there is a conversation between the poster and one other member about the last 
episode  

• General note: most discussions/conversations on the group seem to be quite short-lived > maybe due to the 
amount of new posts every day?  

 

11/02/2018 

• Discussions about relationships a lot again today > also about ships that are not actually in the show, but that 
people want to be together 

o Members like sharing their opinions on these possibilities as well 

• Someone posts an “unpopular opinion” about Chic > interesting use of this phrase, might be because she 
feels like the other members of the group will disagree with this opinion 

• Some discussion about what happened in the last episode 
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• One of the members shared a meme about which topics to discuss > makes fun of the fact that the main 
topic of conversation is the relationships between the characters rather than the actual plot development in 
the group > some members comment that they agree, even though they are still part of the group 

• Often when members share their opinions, there is not a lot of interaction between them > some occasional 
comments on each other’s comments, but not a lot > however, they will show their support or disagreement 
by using likes > might have something to do with the poster/lurker dimension? > less “daunting” to click like 
than write a reply 

• One of the members posted a picture of a notebook with “Riverdale Community” and told members to 
comment with their first name to be on it > drew in a lot of engagement (but not a lot of interaction among 
the members)  

o This member must feel very connected to the community in order to make a visualization   

• Also, daily there are some voting games going on (Lea Wedmore runs these) that have some strict rules  
o Especially the voting games about the relationships tend to draw in a lot of engagement  
o Some quizzes also get shared or posted, but members tend to only comment their results, rather 

than interact with each other  

• General note: after a week of observation, it seems that there are also posts that do not draw in a lot (or any) 
engagement 

o This could be due to the topic or the time when these are posted (due to differences in timezones) 
o There are a lot of post also about the actors and other stuff they have done outside of Riverdale > 

sometimes these tend to draw in (lots of) engagement, but more often than not these get kind of 
ignored  

 

12/02/2018 

• General note: It seems like the “ships” are important parts of the identification of the members > also drives 
some separation between the groups 

o There is not only “we-ness” of the fanbase, but there is also “we-ness” among the people who 
“ship” the same relationships  

• Again, the narrative (plot) drives a lot of interaction and engagement 
o This can be about the direction the show is taking, what will happen in the next episode, and about 

unresolved plotpoints/plotholes > also about stuff that happened in the past before the show 
started (goes back to “Falice”)  

• General note: so far, interaction seems to corroborate findings of social media OBC’s and fan communities > 
meaning, the social relationships and support of peers are less important > also sub-group characteristics 
that lead back to the “shipping”  

• More posts about the actors and possible relationships between them (Cole and Lily), and there is still some 
disagreement about whether or not they should discuss this in the group and in general 

• Some posts about the plot are not as popular as others > could be due to the timing of the posting, but might 
also be due to the fact that these posts tend to not focus on the “main” storyline or “main” characters 

• Posts about relationships drive most of the engagement today 
o One post about “Barchie” started a discussion about who Betty should be with and create some 

tension between “Bughead” and “Barchie” shippers  
▪ Some people refer back to the comics, where Betty and Archie were in a relationship, but 

others say that the comic is not the same as the show and that this is irrelevant > might 
indicate some tension as well between “new” fans of the show and “old” fans of the comic 

• Some discussion about merchandise as well, whether one member should buy it or not  
 

13/02/2018 

• A new member thanks the admins for being allowed to join the group and seems very excited about this > 
but there are no replies welcoming him to the group, only a few likes > again, might be due to the time or it 
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could indicate that members do not feel that connected to the group and do not feel like they should 
welcome him 

• Again, a lot of discussion about the relationships in the show 
o Someone suggests the writers should try something else as they don’t care who is dating who and 

discusses this with some of the other members in the group 
o Discussiong about the relationships (especially the not popular/canon ones) draw in a lot of 

conversation among the members in the comment section 

• A voting game about which character is better/nicer drew in a lot of engagement with people commenting 
their favorites in the comments > not a lot of interaction in the comments, but there are some members 
showing support for each others’ comments (i.e. someone posted a “both, both is good”-gif and another 
member commented they won the internet > made the other member very happy) 

• Someone shares a theory about the next episode (in relation to Veronice and Jughead kissing) and asks for 
opinions from the other members > members share their opinions and thoughts on this theory and what is 
happening here in general  

• General note: it seems like most posts today (or this week so far) have focused on the relationships, this 
might be due to the lack of new episodes 

• Posts about the actors do not draw in a lot of engagement, especially not if they are shared 

• General note: thing with Facebook is that posts that get a lot of comments/likes will be shown to other 
members first > kind of a circular thing 

• General note: it seems like posts that ask questions, or ask for opinions, draw in more engagement  
o Questions tend to be about the show or characters > varying from “what is the name” to “is there a 

new episode on Wednesday 

• Some members also share personal stuff (selfies in front of a café and of their own phonecase) > while there 
are barely any comments on these posts, it does indicate a certain feeling of community and excitement 
about the brand  

• One post drew in a lot of engagement > censored nude pictures of Cole > there is a lot of discussion about 
this post in the comments, with  some people leaving the group over this as a result > expressing 
dissatisfaction with the moderators as well, for allowing this kind of posts  

o Community members thus do not agree, but as the moderators/admins take no action, some of the 
members are “forced” to leave 

• One really long post with predictions of the future plot resulting in one of the moderators commenting 
“Longest post award. Congratz!” > drew in a lot of engagement from other members as well, who share their 
own opinions and thoughts on the show 

• General note: the amount of comments/likes on an average post is very small compared to the number of 
members of the group > might indicate that the low entry barriers also draw in members that are not that 
loyal to the show/brand  

 

14/02/2018 

 

• General note:  no new episode as the show is only coming back on the 7th of March  

• New member posted that his friend suggested that he watch the show and is asking where he can watch the 
show and for some more reviews > some members comment and give their opinions (also giving spoiler 
warnings again) > might indicate lower barriers of entry again, as he is already a member of the group before 
even watching the show 

• Some confusion on the group why there is no new episode > admin makes a post and pins it (screenshot of 
the date of the newest episode – 7th of March) > lot of members asking the same question > might indicate 
that members do not actively check the group or see whether their questions is already answered > might be 
due to lack of navigation options, rather than disinterest in the group, but that is hard to say 

• Again, a lot of discussion about the relationships 
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o One member posted that if “Vughead” happens, they will stop watching the show > some members 
indicate their agreement, while others seem annoyed by all the shipping > creates a lot of tension in 
the comments 

o In one post about “Bughead” and the possible relationship between the actors, an admin turned of 
the comments > no indication why this could be as there are no rules about this in the group?  

• Someone posts that they consider Riverdale a religion > some likes, only one comment saying it’s nothing like 
that, but it’s still interesting that one of the members feels this strongly about the show 

• General note: posts with questions draw in the most comments, sometimes the original posters turn of the 
comments > probably due to the number of comments and the notifications they get as a result 

• Some discussion about Chic again as well > he seems like an unresolved plotpoint and members comment 
their thoughts and opinions about this 

• One post about the comic and the relationships in there > some interaction among the members 

• One of the post indicating a possible threesome between three characters draws in a lot of engagement  
o One of the admins made a comment on this post that is not appreciated by the rest of the group (as 

it implied incest!) > seems to be a clash in the moral code with some members of the group and the 
admin (note 04/04/2018: the then admin is no longer a member of the group – might be the result of 
this)  

• General note: members seem to use the group as a way to share their opinions and thoughts about the show 
with other fans (maybe because they don’t know any fans in “real life”)  

 

15/02/2018 

• Posts of quizzes tend to draw in a lot of engagement on the page, as members seem eager to share their 
results  

o i.e. “which Riverdale guy is your perfect match”  

• There are quite a few posts about a new possible relationship between Toni and Cheryl today > don’t draw in 
that much engagement, but the topic seems popular 

• General note: posts that have questions in them tend to have more comments, where other members of the 
community want to help out the member who asks for the information. However, sometimes, if the question 
is obvious, the members respond with sarcasm or “google it”.  

• A member shared a picture of them wearing some merchandise, other members comment that they love the 
shirt 

o Sometimes these posts with merchandise also result in members asking where they bought it/what 
they think of it 

o Another post where a member made a phone case got insulted by one of the members, and another 
member stepped in to stop them from being rude 

o A post about the comics resulted in someone asking where they could buy them, where other 
members tell them they could buy them on amazon 

• A post about an unlikely relationship on the show (between Archie and Cheryl) drew in a lot of engagement 
(also had a question in the post) > people commenting their opinion on the ship and why it wouldn’t work (or 
just “no”) 

• Some posts about whether there will be “valentines day” episode > some members having a discussion in the 
comments here about missing that chance and not having the guts to do it. Other member steps in and 
defends the show, saying that it’s due to regulations surrounding the Olympics, rather than guts 

o Might indicate that some members are more loyal or fond of the brand than others 

• General note: on the topic of co-creation, a lot of members have opinions about the plot, relationships and 
how the story should progress/what is wrong with what they are doing now. Seems like there could be a lot 
of potential for the writers of the show/marketers to look at these member-initiated brand communities for 
inspiration and to keep their audience satisfied.  

• One of the admins posted an “off-topic” post about “coke, soda or pop” > unrelated to the show, but still 
drew in quite some engagement > interesting, as in the rules of the group it states that only “on-topic” posts 
are allowed 

• Some posts that ask for interaction (i.e. voting using different types of likes) draw in a lot of engagement 
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16/02/2018 

• General note: members seem to “tag” each other in posts occasionally > can’t tell if this is other members 
they met through the group, or actual friends that also happen to be a member of the group  

• A post about one of characters drew in a lot of engagement today > kind of a joke post about Cheryl, where 
members are commenting to express their amusement 

• General note: it seems like members share/post in the group what they believe the other members will find 
interesting or funny 

• Some discussion between “Bughead” and “Varchie” shippers today in one post that links to a voting 
competition of “which Riverdale couple are you shipping the most this season”  

o Specifically, Bughead shippers are accusing Varchie shippers of cheating by using bots to vote > 
creates tension between different parts of the community 

• A fan is sharing that they got Riverdale merch and is super excited about it > no comments or engagement 
(aside from some likes) but it does show a certain brand enthusiasm  

o Another post about merchandise where the poster actually immediately stated where they got it so 
others can buy it too 

• General note: based on all observations so far, it really seems like posts with questions (especially about 
relationships, plot development, or the “core four” /  when they specifically ask for opinions) draw in the 
most engagement as other members are eager to share their opinions and thoughts. This often leads to 
comments on comments and actual discussions or conversations 

• General note: shared posts do not draw in much engagement > might be because there is not caption by the 
member who shares it, but it could also be due to Facebook’s algorithm favoring original posts maybe?  

 

17/02/2018 

• A post about possible development to the plot (whether Chic is FP’s son) is very popular and gets a lot of 
comments with people discussing this possible development and sharing their opinions 

• General note: related to my note yesterday about questions in the captions of posts seems to be reaffirmed 
today, with those posts drawing in a lot of engagement 

• A member posted a picture of her cosplaying as one of the characters and other members are supportive and 
kind to her > expressing their enthusiasm and congratulating her on a good job 

• A post from a member (that has posted multiple times – I recognize the name) to say that she “couldn’t resist 
saying that I’m so missing Riverdale” > other members comment that they agree and share the sentiment 

• A voting game is popular again, with members commenting their opinions on who the best character is > 
members also use the different like options to express their opinions 

• General note: posts tend to have more likes than comments > probably due to the fact that this is an easier 
and less time-consuming/intensive way of expressing agreement or disagreement etc.  

• There was also a post today asking about where they can watch season 2 of the show, and members 
commented different illegal streaming websites, after which the comment function was turned off by one of 
the admins, as the group could get into trouble because of this 

 

18/02/2018 

• A post suggesting roles on of the actors (who plays Cheryl) drew in some engagement today > interesting, as 
most posts about just the actors don’t tend to do that well 

• A member shared a picture of a Southside Serpent jacket that she made > other members are expressing 
their support and compliments 

o Quite an explicit display of brand satisfaction/loyalty to make such a jacket 
o Another member also shared a picture of her “spin on V” and members in the comments are also 

kind and supportive  
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o In general, it seems like the other members are supportive of explicit displays of brand loyalty 
satisfaction by other members 

• A text post asking for opinions on who the other members’ favorite character is drew in a lot of engagement 
again > affirms my notes from a couple of days ago 

• General note: I haven’t made a note about this yet, but there is one member who is running a voting game 
where members are “eliminated” based on the amounts of votes. These posts have rules and the comments 
are turned off after an amount of time so that she can count the votes. She posts one of these every day and 
is one of the most active members of the group. 

• Again, a post about one of the newer characters on the show (Chic) that has a lot of uncertainty draws in a lot 
of engagement with other members speculating about what he is up to and where the show is going with this 
character 

o The original poster replies to some of the comments and there is some discussion going on 
o All these post about plot development are related to narrative complexity (!) which seems to be one 

of the main drivers of engagement within the group  

• Another member shares a picture of her “channeling her inner Veronica” and members are supportive about 
this again 

o A member also shared a picture of her with a Jughead beanie, where people ask where she bought it 

• A member shared a video of a scene of an old episode from season one > post itself was not that popular 
compared to some others, but one member asked which episode it was from in the comments and another 
member replied with the answer. Then another member commented that they were making them watch 
season 1 again completely as a joke 

•  General note: the “personal” posts (where members share cosplay/merchandise) can be seen as an example 
of what Brodie found as “consumer empowerment” > the comments on these posts express support and the 
original posters seem grateful.  

• A member asked whether other members have any merchandise and where they got it from > this draws in 
quite some engagement, with other members sharing pictures of the merchandise they bought and where 
they bought it 

• One very interesting post from a member about how one of her friends said that she hates her for shipping 
Varchie > other members are commenting saying that this is ridiculous and that she wasn’t a real friend. 
Starts some discussion about the point of shipping and how it is ridiculous 

 

19/02/2018 

 

• A post today talked about naming the “fandom” and came up with a suggestion “RiverDaddies” > drew in a 
lot of engagement with people agreeing and disagreeing about the name   

o Might be related about shared rituals and traditions > use the name as a way to tie them together 

• Someone expressed their excitement over the upcoming “Carrie” episode > other members ask what this is 
about and they explain it to each other in the comments > other members share the excitement of the poster 

• General note: there are less posts now that the show has been on a break for a while with no new episodes > 
this results in less talk about the future plot development and more talk about the relationships/past stuff 
that happened in the show etc.  

 

20/02/2018 

• One of the members was at the production site of the serial today > other members express their enthusiasm 
> sharing a personal experience with the brand 

• Again a lot of discussion surrounding Barchie and Bughead > the topic of conversation in the group 

• One of the members asks why there is so much hate towards barchie shippers 
o Other members comment and try to explain and discuss  

• Some discussion about characters 
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o One post specifically talked about Betty and her dissatisfaction about how they are developing her 
character > other members comment on the post to discuss this 

 

21/02/2018 

• A couple of posts surrounding the actors today  
o More in a recommendation to watch other stuff they have done way than a parasocial relationship 

way 
o Not a lot of comments compared to some other posts 

• People tend to reply with gifs in the comment section of posts to express their emotions better 

• One of the member is advocating merchandise of Riverdale by mentioning some of the stuff Hot Topic has on 
sale 

• One member is annoyed at other members discussing roles other actors have been in > saying that they can 
just look it up > no comments and not a lot of likes  

• Some voting games and entertainment posts > still draw in a lot of engagement in terms of number of 
comments 

• One member shares a cosplay picture > identification with the characters? Might be an indicator for 
parasocial relationships 

 

22/02/2018 

• A member is making their own Southside Serpent jacket > home-created merchandise in a way 
o Other members are interesting and want to see what it looks like 
o Express their support and compliment the end result 

• Again > it seems like posts that have questions in the caption draw in more attention from other community 
members than those that don’t 

• One of the members shared a post speculating about a funeral scene that’s being shot > in the comments the 
members discuss the development of the plot 

• Some posts again about when the new episode will come out  

• One of the members posted a “poll” post > first time seeing this in the community  
o Got quite a lot of votes, but no interaction in the comment section of the post 
o Most popular ships are apparently Bughead, followed by Falice, then Barchie, and then Varchie 

• A member complains about the different plot developments > not understanding what is happening anymore  
o Interestingly, none of the members comment on this post  

 

23/02/2018 

• General note: I’ve noticed that sometimes members share pictures/posts that have already been posted 
earlier > does that mean that not all members see all posts? 

• Some members posted pictures of their fan art 
o Other members of the community are very supportive and kind 

• One post asking what you would say to the different characters drew in a lot of comments and engagement > 
might be an indicator of parasocial relationships 

 

24/02/2018 

• Posts asking for opinions seem to draw in a lot of engagement and comments from the other members 

• Again, member shares a post that was already shared in the group previously 

• Not a lot of activity today  
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25/02/2018 

• One of the members asks about merchandise in order to gather more information about the product > other 
members advocate for the brand extension products in the comment section 

• Again – not a lot of activity this day > might be due to the fact that it has been a while since a new episode or 
trailer has been released > no new brand texts or content to engage with 

 

26/02/2018 

• Big discussion today about the possibility of Archie and Betty getting together 
o A lot of members have an opinion about this topic 
o Some members are more polite than others > seems like there is a distinct subdivide between the 

members 
o Also in another post a similar discussion is happening  
o General note: the relationships in general tend to result in discussions and disagreements > seems 

like there are different subgroups within the community 
 

27/02/2018 

• Another game is posted by one of the members asking for disagree and agree statements about the show 
o Lots of comments on the post 
o Interesting to note that the poster actually asks for “no hate please” > indicating that this is 

something she might expect 

• New trailer still was shared by one of the members and this started discussions back up around the narrative 
in the serial 

• Focus on the different relationships again > members like to share their thoughts on the different 
relationships that are either canon or non-canon in the serial 

• A member recommends some of the new merchandise comics to other members 
o Comments asking where she bought them 
o Positive word-of-mouth for the brand extension products > advocating 

• Another post expresses annoyance at the tension between the different shippers > mostly calling out 
bughead shippers by being mean  

o Other members comment that this kind of tension also occurs in order fandoms 
 

28/02/2018 

• Another voting game > this time related to the plot 
o Lots of discussion in the comments 

• Member posts a long post about the different relationships that is interesting > expresses that she wants to 
see other relationships too and that people need to stop being hateful and mean and should focus on the 
actual point of the show 

• General note: seems like there’s two sides > those who “ship” and those who don’t. Seems as if the ones who 
don’t ship anything get annoyed by the negativity that comes with the shipping in the community 

• Post by a member about Cheryl indicating a kind of parasocial relationship “I love Cheryl” > other members 
share their opinions on this in the comments > seems like the characters in this way draw in engagement 

• General note: still a lot of pictures of the actors being shared as well, but these barely draw in engagement or 
interest from the other community members > regardless might still be an expression of parasocial 
relationships 

• A new member of the community shared his thoughts about the show even though he hasn’t caught up with 
all the episodes yet > indicates that it is easy to become a member of the community > also indicates that 
admiration of the brand or at least familiarity is a reason for joining the group 
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• A post about the comics in relation to the plot in the serial drove some engagement > seems like the 
members want to reduce uncertainty surrounding the plot by basing theories on the comics   

 

01/03/2018 

• Interesting that on one post about Barchie, the poster wrote “Bughead shippers don’t get offended by this 
post” > meaning that she is expecting negative feedback as a result 

o Reaffirms the idea that there is tension between the different shippers > subcultures within the 
group?  

• New picture was released by the producers of the serial and shared in the group multiple times by different 
members > picture of veronica and jughead kissing 

o Lots of discussion between the members about this new potential relationship > lot of bughead 
shippers and varchie shipper expressing their dissatisfaction with this 

 

02/03/2018 

  

• Significant post today that again confirms the idea that there is a lot of tension between the different 
relationships 

o One of the members calls the fandom hateful and judgmental and that there is a lot of fighting in 
the group among the different members 

o Is in line with what we already observed in the past month 
 
 

03/03/2018 

• Interesting post today by one of the members criticizing the writers of the show > saying that the writing is 
sloppy and that they don’t really enjoy it so much anymore 

o In the comment section of this post other members are sharing their thoughts on this, with some 
members defending the show and the writers, but others express their agreement 

o Might indicate that membership does not necessarily lead to increased brand admiration > 
reaffirmation of negative thoughts about the show might actually lead to the opposite 

• One of the members shared that she just had brain surgery and found Riverdale  
o One of the first personal brand stories to be told in the group in such a way > other members of the 

community express their support and happiness that she found the serial 
o  

04/03/2018 

• On a post by one of the members, an admin commented saying “our show” > indicating that maybe some of 
the members feel a certain amount of ownership of the show itself 

• A member shared pictures of the merchandise she bought and this brought in a lot of questions from the 
other members about where she bought it, but also resulted in them showing their own merchandise 

o Kind of advocating for the brand extensions 

• Similar to yesterday, one of the members shared a personal story surrounding fighting cancer and finding 
Riverdale > other members are again expressing support 
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APPENDIX E: GROUP RULES 

This appendix is created directly from the shared google docs document in the Facebook group “Riverdale (TV series”. 

There were no iterations done in order to keep the originality. 

 

Riverdale (TV Series) Group Rules 

 

1. Please be respectful when discussing the series in posts or comment sections. Slurs will 

never be tolerated while swear words are acceptable as longs as members aren’t using them 

towards each other. Any fighting happening between members will result in an automatic 

mute for twenty four (24) hours. We should all be able to converse civilly because at the end 

of the day, we all love Riverdale! We aren’t always going to ship the same characters or 

agree on certain plot theories but that adds to the fun of this fanbase. 

 

2. Discrimination of any kind will not be tolerated. Any member who displays any behaviour 

that falls under this category will be given one (1) warning before being banned.   

 

3. IMPORTANT: Spoilers suck in every single way. This show airs on different times and 

different platforms for everyone. Since the show officially airs on Wednesday evenings, we 

ask that you keep all posts about new episodes till the Saturday after newest episode. Please 

add an appropriate content warning so others who aren’t as caught up know to skip your 

post. Please add a character in each line in order to nest the post.                                                                                                                           

 

Example is as follows: 

“CW: spoilers 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
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. 

. 

. 

.” 

 

4. Please limit your posts to two (2) a day. We all love to share content but we need to allow 

everyone to get a chance get their say in. This helps cut down on the amount of the same 

content being shared so we can keep the group feed refreshing, new and exciting! 

 

5. No advertisements for groups and pages unrelated to Riverdale or comments and posts for 

illegal links such as websites to stream. We have had trouble in the past involving this topic 

so we’d like to keep this problem to minimum. If you are found to be constantly spamming 

posts or comments with these, you will be warned once (1) before being banned. 

  

6. If you would like to advertise a fan made product that you or someone you know makes, 

please message someone on the admod team beforehand. We’ve had a issue recently with 

people being taken advantage of and we don’t want that to happen to any of our members. 

Any member who is caught trying to scam other members will be banned immediately and 

all information will be handed over to the local authorities. 

 

7. If you see any inappropriate content, comments, posts or discussions that are happening, 

please do not report it. Doing this can result in the group being shut down as it reports to 

Facebook directly.  Instead, please tag multiple modmins as we are all on different 

schedules in different time zones but that being said, there is always one of us around. As 

we have seen before, some members feel making passive aggressive call out 

posts/comments are the way to get their voice heard. There are more positive ways to 

resolve these problems so we urge you to message us first to discuss this with us. We are 

more than willing to work any issues or problems out with you as it does not need to 

escalate to that level. 

 

8. Members have said how they don’t feel comfortable posting. We’d like to stop this thought 

and encourage everyone to post their ideas, theories and opinions on the show. We’re all 

here to have fun and let’s be completely honest, it’s not that serious.  

 

Please let us know of any issues, concerns or questions pertaining to the rules and refer to them 

often, if needed. 
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Here’s a list of our amazing modmin team!  

 

ADMINS: 

Richard Chaffins 

Chriz John Festin 

Stavros C. Anenoglou 

Adela S. Garcia 

Alona Morales 

Candice Ann R. Tsakanikas 

Paulo Bautisa 

Ross Brown 

Jasmine Louie 

Sarah Marendaz 

James Nixon 

 

MODS: 

Jim Foil 

Terence Clinton Villanueva Malabanan 

Jessica Baryla 
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